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Council 
 
Thursday, 25 March 2021 at 7.00 pm, 
Virtual Meeting to be livestreamed on You Tube 
 
Membership 
 
Councillor June Harrison (Mayor) in the Chair,  
Councillors Judith Addison, Josh Allen, Mohammad Ayub, Noordad Aziz, Jean Battle MBE, 
Sara Britcliffe MP, Stephen Button, Andrew Clegg, Loraine Cox, Paul Cox, Munsif Dad BEM JP, 
Stewart Eaves, Diane Fielding, Melissa Fisher, Glen Harrison, Marlene Haworth, Eamonn Higgins, 
Terry Hurn, Abdul Khan, Chris Knight, Patrick McGinley, Michael Miller, Jenny Molineux, 
Tim O'Kane, Dave Parkins, Bernadette Parkinson, Miles Parkinson OBE, Joyce Plummer, 
Kath Pratt, Jeff Scales, Paddy Short and Kate Walsh 
 
Separate joining instructions have been issued directly to Members. 
 
The meeting may be viewed by the public and press using Hyndburn Borough Council’s Public 
Meetings page on You Tube, which can be accessed directly via the host’s website, or by using the 
following link:- 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg_NN__1pw8 
 

 

A G E N D A 
 
 

1.   Apologies for absence   
 
 

2.   Declarations of Interest and Dispensations   
 
 

3.   Announcements   
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a) Mayor 
 
b) Leader of the Council 
 
c) Chief Executive 
 

4.   Confirmation of Minutes  (Pages 5 - 30) 
 
To confirm as a correct record the Minutes of the Council meeting held on 25th February 
2021 (attached). 
 

5.   Question Time  (Pages 31 - 32) 
 
To deal with* any questions submitted under Council Procedure Rule A2.2(vi), as 
substituted by Paragraph 11 of the Remote Meetings Procedure Rules. 
 
* In accordance with Section 11 of the Remote Meetings Procedure Rules, this Item will 
last up to 10 minutes 
 

6.   Draft Pay Policy  (Pages 33 - 40) 
 
Report attached. 
 

7.   Report of the Independent Remuneration Panel  (Pages 41 - 46) 
 
Report attached. 
 

8.   Minutes of Cabinet  (Pages 47 - 72) 
 
To receive the Minutes of the Cabinet meetings held on 13th January and 10th February 
2021 (attached). 
 
Rules of Debate 
 

 The Leader of the Council will move the Minutes, the Deputy Leader of the 
Council will second the Minutes. 

 Non-executive Members will be invited to make comments or ask questions on 
the Minutes (5 Minutes*). 

 Cabinet Members will be invited to make comments and respond to any points 
raised (5 Minutes*). 

 The Leader of the Council will be given up to 10 Minutes* to respond and to 
answer any questions raised. 

 
* In accordance with Section 11 of the Remote Meetings Procedure Rules, discussion on 
the minutes will last for up to 10 minutes and any questions that cannot be answered 
within that time will receive a written response. 
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9.   Minutes of Committees  (Pages 73 - 106) 
 
To receive the Minutes of committees, as set out below: 
 
Rules of Debate 
 

 The Leader of the Council will introduce the Minutes as a whole. 

 Any Member may raise any issue from the Minutes; the Chair of the relevant 
Committee may respond (5 Minutes*). 

 The Leader of the Council will close the debate (5 Minutes*). 
 
* In accordance with Section 11 of the Remote Meetings Procedure Rules, discussion on 
the minutes will last for up to 10 minutes and any questions that cannot be answered 
within that time will receive a written response. 
 

Meeting (Municipal Year 2020/21) Date 

Communities and Wellbeing Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee 

25th November 2020 

Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee 26th November 2020 

Audit Committee 30th November 2020 

Planning Committee 2nd December 2020 

Planning Committee 20th January 2021 

Cabinet Committee (Street Naming) 10th February 2021 

Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee 18th February 2021 
 

10.   Motion(s) submitted on Notice  (Pages 107 - 112) 
 
To consider any Motions for debate in accordance with Council Procedure Rule A9, as 
amended by Section 10 of the Remote Meetings Procedure Rules. 
 

 
 
 

 
Chief Executive 
Scaitcliffe House, 
Ormerod Street, 
ACCRINGTON BB5 OPF 
 
Wednesday, 17 March 2021 
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COUNCIL 

 

 
Thursday, 25th February, 2021 

 
This was a virtual meeting held using MS Teams and streamed live on You Tube 

 
Present:  Councillor June Harrison (Mayor), Councillors Judith Addison, Josh Allen, 

Mohammad Ayub, Noordad Aziz, Jean Battle MBE, Sara Britcliffe MP, 
Stephen Button, Andrew Clegg, Loraine Cox, Paul Cox, 
Munsif Dad BEM JP, Stewart Eaves, Diane Fielding, Melissa Fisher, 
Glen Harrison, Marlene Haworth, Eamonn Higgins, Terry Hurn, 
Abdul Khan, Chris Knight, Patrick McGinley, Michael Miller, 
Jenny Molineux, Tim O'Kane, Dave Parkins, Bernadette Parkinson, 
Miles Parkinson OBE, Joyce Plummer, Kath Pratt, Jeff Scales, 
Paddy Short and Kate Walsh 
 

  

 
The Mayor welcomed everybody to the fourth virtual meeting of the Council. 
 
The Executive Director Legal and Democratic Services carried out a roll call of those 
present.  All councillors introduced themselves and identified the ward that they served.  
(Attendance is recorded above). 

 
 
145 Apologies for absence 

 
There were no apologies for absence submitted, as all Members were present. 
 

146 Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 
 
Councillor Munsif Dad BEM JP declared a personal interest in Agenda Items 6 (Prudential 
Indicators Monitoring and Treasury Management and Investment Strategy), 7 (Medium 
Term Financial Strategy) and 8 (General Revenue Budget, Council Tax Levels and Capital 
Programme) in view of his position as a member of the Board of Hyndburn Leisure Trust. 
 
Councillor Josh Allen declared a disclosable pecuniary interest in Part (b) of Agenda Item 8 
(Capital Programme), in view of his employment connections with both the Town Hall and 
Market Hall in Accrington. 
 
Councillor Allen also took the opportunity to thank Members for their condolences 
expressed following the passing of his mother, Lisa, just before Christmas.  
 
There were no dispensations notified. 
 

147 Announcements 
 
The Mayor announced that since the last Council meeting, infection rates and hospital 
admissions, thankfully, had started to fall and the Prime Minister had announced his 
roadmap to a gradual relaxation of lockdown restrictions. 
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In the meantime, she urged residents, when they received an invitation to take up the 
vaccine, to play their part, both for their own health and for the safety of others. 
 
The Mayor confirmed that she had already received her first dose of vaccine.  She 
reiterated that there was nothing to fear, but that if residents were unsure then they should 
speak to their GP. 
 
1) Sad News 
 
The Mayor extended her sincere condolences to Councillor Marlene Haworth on the loss, 
earlier this week, of her son, Dale. 
 
It was acknowledged that Councillor Haworth had very bravely decided to attend tonight’s 
meeting, at this most difficult time.  The Mayor offered up the thoughts and prayers of the 
whole Council at this very sad time. 
 
2) Donation to the Mayor’s Charity 
 
The Mayor thanked the family of (former councillor) Lisa Allen for their kind donation to the 
Mayor’s Charity following Lisa’s passing on Christmas Eve.  The gift would go to help 
numerous residents in need, as the Mayor’s charity this year supported the Hyndburn Hub. 
 
3) Thank You to Key Workers 
 
The Mayor again offered her thanks to Council staff, volunteers, NHS, social care and other 
key workers, who had laboured so hard to keep the wheels turning throughout the 
pandemic and who would continue to do so as the Borough started to get back onto its feet. 
 
Special thanks was added in respect of all those who were helping to roll out the vaccines 
that were society’s route to recovery. 
 
4) Accrington Pals Memorial Service 
 
The Mayor remarked that the Accrington Pals Memorial Service had taken place at 3.00pm 
last Sunday 21 February, at St John the Evangelist Church, Accrington.  A socially 
distanced event had been held to commemorate the valedictory service held on the same 
date in 1915, just before the Pals had gone away to train for war. 
 
This year, the Mayor and Mayoress had chosen to pay their respects by watching the 
service on-line, to allow for smaller numbers to attend in a COVID secure manner. 
 
5) Condolences 
 
Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE, the Leader of the Council, added his personal 
condolences and those of his wife, Councillor Bernadette Parkinson, to Councillor Haworth 
on the loss of her son.  He noted that this had been a difficult 12 months for her, as this had 
not been the first family bereavement in her family and had also seen the loss of the 
Conservative Group Leader, Councillor Tony Dobson.  Throughout this period Councillor 
Haworth had continued to work constructively with the Leader on areas of mutual interest 
concerning the Borough. 
 
6) Local Government Reorganisation in Cumbria 
 
The Leader of the Council reported that the Council was currently being consulted about 
local government reorganisation in Cumbria.  Hyndburn did not intend to submit a formal 
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response, believing that it was a matter for the people of Cumbria themselves to determine 
their own future. 
 
7) Freedom of Information Request 
 
The Leader of the Council reported that the Council had received a Freedom of Information 
request from Mr Graham Jones, which in the light of Mr Jones’ declared intention to stand 
as a parliamentary candidate, was considered to be of such significance as to warrant a 
reply in the public domain at this Council meeting.  The request for information related to 
monies paid from Council accounts to Labour councillors and former Labour councillors and 
queried whether considerable sums had been paid to those councillors and former 
councillors.  Three tranches of funding were queried, namely for the holiday period last 
December, sometime earlier in 2020 and for this December’s holiday period, totalling some 
£21k.  The request asked for a list of the sums paid, dates and details of the amounts to 
individual recipients covering the period 2015 - 2020. 
 
The Leader indicated that, in 2011, the Council had implemented a system of publishing all 
expenditure over £250 on-line.  Any amount over £250 during the period 2015 - 2020 had 
been, or would be published in accordance with that system.  The Council had brought in 
the publication system earlier than the Government’s regulatory requirements dating from 
2014 and Hyndburn included all figures above £250, rather than the required minimum 
figure of £500.  Accordingly, Hyndburn was an early adopter and went further than the 
Government’s requirements. 
 
All Councillors’ expenses claims were made via the formal Members Allowances Scheme 
and were published annually.  In addition, the Council had implemented a loan scheme to 
help councillors with the purchase of essential IT equipment, which ultimately saved the 
Council a substantial amount of money. 
 
Accordingly, for the period 2015 - 2020 all councillors’ allowance claims and all expenditure 
above £250 had been, or would be published. 
 
8) Bereavement 
 
Councillor Sara Britcliffe MP offered her condolences to the family and friends of Rachael 
McClure, following her recent death.  Rachael was well known within the community and for 
her work at Garland’s Florists in Oswaldtwistle. 
 

148 Confirmation of Minutes 
 
The minutes of the Council meeting held on 14th January 2021 were submitted for approval 
as a correct record. 
 
Councillor Noordad Aziz referred to the Skipton to Colne Rail Link motion which had been 
passed unanimously at the last Council meeting.  He expressed disappointment that, 
subsequently, some councillors had derided the idea on social media, as not being 
Hyndburn related.  However, good transport links did affect the Borough by encouraging 
inward mobility and investment. 
 
The Government had recently announced up to £794M investment in rail infrastructure 
projects, but around £760M had been earmarked for the Oxford to Cambridge Link (East 
West Rail), leaving only £34M for the Northumberland Line and nothing for the North West.  
In addition, Transport for the North (TfN) was due to have its budget cut by around 40%.  
This did not seem to fit in with the Government’s ‘Levelling Up’ agenda. 
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Resolved - That the Minutes of the Council meeting held on 14th 
January 2021 be approved as a correct record. 

 
149 Prudential Indicators Monitoring and Treasury Management Strategy Update 

 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder Resources, provided a report to update the 
Council on activities around Prudential Indicators Monitoring and the Treasury Management 
Strategy since the start of the financial year.  The report had already been provided to the 
Council’s Corporate Management Team and approved by the Cabinet on 13th January 
2021. 
 
The Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities required the Council to set 
Prudential Indicators annually for the forthcoming three years to demonstrate that the 
Council’s capital investment plans were affordable, prudent and sustainable.  The Council 
had adopted its current prudential indicators at its meeting in February 2020. 
 
The Prudential Code required the Council, having agreed at least a minimum number of 
mandatory prudential indicators (including limits and statements), to monitor them - in a 
locally determined format and frequency.  This half-year report to Cabinet complemented a 
more regular review by the Deputy Chief Executive. 
 
The indicators were purely for internal use and were not designed to be used as 
comparators between authorities.  If it should be necessary to revise any of the indicators 
during the year, the Deputy Chief Executive would report and advise the Council further. 
 
‘Treasury Management’ related to the borrowing and cash activities of the authority, and the 
effective management of any associated risks.  On 27th February 2020 in the same report 
referred to above, the Council had also set out and then approved its current Treasury 
Management Strategy.  This was in accordance with the CIPFA (Chartered Institute of 
Public Finance & Accountancy) Code of Practice on Treasury Management in Public 
Services, the Council having previously adopted, via Cabinet, the then revised code of 
practice.  Associated treasury management prudential indicators had been included in the 
February 2020 report. 
 
The current report included details of the prudential indicators used and further commentary 
on the treasury position and predictions around interest rates. 
 
Resolved - That Council notes the update report on Prudential 

Indicators Monitoring and the Treasury Management 
Strategy. 

 
150 Prudential Indicators and Treasury Management & Investment Strategy 2021/22 - 

2023/24 
 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, provided a report setting out the 
Council’s policy and objectives with respect to treasury management, to explain how it 
would achieve its objectives and manage its activities; and to agree an investment strategy 
for 2021/22.  The report had already been considered and its recommendations approved 
by the Cabinet on 10th February 2021. 
 
Treasury management was defined as:- 
 

 The management of the Council’s investment and cash flows, its banking, money 

market and capital market transactions; 
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 The effective control of the risks associated with these activities, and; 

 The pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those risks. 

 
The Council was required to operate a balanced budget which meant that cash raised 
during the year would meet cash expenditure.  Part of treasury management was to ensure 
the cash flow was properly planned, with cash available when needed.  Surplus monies 
were invested in line with the Council’s low risk preferences. 
 
The second function of treasury management was funding the Council’s capital plans.  The 
plans gave a guide to the future borrowing need of the Council.  The management of this 
longer term cash flow might involve arranging long or short term loans or using longer term 
cash flow surpluses.  Occasionally outstanding debt might be restructured to reduce 
Council risk or meet cost objectives. 
 
The report had been prepared in line with the Treasury Management Code and Guidance 
(2017) written by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy (CIPFA).  In the 
case of local authorities in England and Wales, the Code was significant under the 
provisions of the Local Government Act 2003.  This required local authorities ‘to have 
regard (a) to such guidance as the Secretary of State may issue, and (b) to such other 
guidance as the Secretary of State may by regulations specify’.  The Local Authorities 
(Capital Finance and Accounting) (England) Regulations 2003 in paragraph 24 required 
local authorities to have regard to this guidance.  Acceptance of this report fulfilled those 
obligations. 
 
The report included detailed information on the following matters:- 
 

 The Prudential Code and Prudential Indicators; 

 Capital expenditure and the capital financing requirement; 

 Minimum Revenue Position (MRP); 

 Affordability prudential indicators; 

 Treasury Management Strategy 2021/22 - 2023/24; 

 External debt overall limits; 

 External v internal borrowing; 

 Limits on activity; 

 Debt rescheduling; 

 Investment Strategy; 

 Treasury Management Practices (TMP); 

 Policy on the use of external service providers; and 

 Treasury Management Strategy in-year and year-end reporting. 

 
Resolved - That the Council agrees the recommendations of 

Cabinet to:- 
 

(1) adopt the Prudential Indicators and limits 

detailed in the report; 

 
(2) approve the Treasury Management Strategy, 

and associated indicators, as set out in section 

8 of the report; 

 
(3) approve the Investment Strategy as set out in 

section 13 of the report; 
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(4) approve that the Minimum Revenue Provision 

(MRP) for the year 2021/22 – Appendix 1; 

 
(5) approve the Treasury Management Policy 

Statement 2021/22 – Appendix 2; 

 
(6) approve the Treasury Management Practices 

Statement 2021/22 – Appendix 3; and 

 
(7) approve the Capital Strategy 2021/22 – 

Appendix 4. 

 
151 Medium Term Financial Strategy - 2021/22 to 2023/24 

 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, provided a report setting out the 

3-year projections of income and spending for the Council ahead of formulating its 2021/22 

Revenue and Capital Budgets.  The report had already been considered and approved by 

the Cabinet on 10th February 2021. 

 
The Cabinet had considered an update on its medium term financial outlook ahead of 
making recommendations on the setting of the Budget for 2021/22 and determining the 
level of Council Tax for the new financial year.  This report ensured that those decisions 
were taken with a view to the overall position of the Council going forward and were not 
limited to a narrow one year perspective. 
 
The substantive report included the following summary:- 

 

The Council’s activities and finances had been dominated this year by the impact of 
COVID-19 and it was expected that COVID-19 and its consequences would continue to 
have a major impact on the Council’s finances for at least the next financial year as a 
minimum, with the potential for the effects to continue much longer. 
 
In response to the great uncertainty the Council faced, it would operate a roll forward 
Budget for 2021/22 based on the 2020/21 Budget.  This provided Service Managers a fixed 
reference point from which to continue to respond to the crisis and allowed a degree of 
stability for one year while the authority recovered from the most significant challenge it had 
ever faced.  To achieve a balanced Budget during the year the Council would need to 
generate £116,000 of internal savings during the year.  As with previous years, the 
Government was encouraging Councils to increase Council Tax by up to a maximum of 2%.  
It was proposed that the Council follow this direction.  Overall expenditure would be 
contained at 2020/21 levels of £11,227,000. 
 

Over the next two years, the Council would face significant financial challenges as it 
overcame the consequences of COVID-19 and addressed the impact of proposed 
Government funding reforms and increased pressures on its spending.  As the extent of the 
Government financial reforms was unclear at this time and was unlikely to emerge until 
December 2021, this produced great uncertainty and potentially significant variance around 
the forecasts contained in the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS).  From what had 
been indicated previously, the most likely outcome was the loss of all the Council’s current 
Revenue Support Grant (RSG) either immediately or over a couple of years and a reduction 
in the amount of Business Grant income the authority was allowed to retain, though this 
might be offset by growth in the local economy. 
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The extent of the reductions in funding was largely dependent on global and UK economic 
performance and due to the wide degree of potential outcomes that currently existed, it was 
not possible to make rigorous predictions.  A range of possible occurrences had been 
considered from those in which the Council did well financially (Optimistic Scenario - 
Appendix 3) and those in which the Council would experience deep reductions in its 
revenue and escalating costs in its expenditure, placing the Council under severe financial 
strain (Pessimistic Scenario - Appendix 2). 
 
COVID-19 had added a significant additional challenge to the Council’s medium term 
financial position which had already been under considerable pressure from the 
Government’s proposals to remove RSG and redistribute other funding by altering the  
mechanism for dividing the amount available via a different pattern of allocations.  In these 
circumstances it was prudent for the Council to look to increase its Reserves and revenue 
streams such as Council Tax and Business Rates whenever it could and to avoid 
committing to any new revenue expenditure while continuing to concentrate on its work to 
reduce internal costs.  However, dealing with COVID-19 was likely to cause at least an 
initial reduction in Council Tax and Business Rates income and the need to use Reserves 
to finance unexpected additional costs and the loss of income. 
 
Detailed information was provided in the report on the following matters:- 
 

 Objectives; 

 Elements of the MTFS; 

 Service Planning to support overall strategy; 

 Integrated resource planning with services; 

 Background information; 

 Financial analysis 2021/22 to 2023/24 (resources; Government grant; business 

rates; Council Tax; expected loss of income; and changes in costs) 

 Growth; 

 Reserves; 

 Other assumptions; 

 Equality Impact Assessment; 

 Scenarios; 

 Robustness of forecast; and 

 Overall net position. 

 
Resolved - That Council notes the report and the accompanying 

Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) as 
approved by the Cabinet. 

 
Councillor Josh Allen, having declared a disclosable pecuniary interest in the following 
matter left the meeting and did not take part in the debate or vote. 
 

152 General Revenue Budget, Council Tax Levels and Capital Programme 2021/22 
 
The Mayor introduced this item and sought the approval of Council to the Budget Procedure 
to be followed at the meeting, which involved changes to the usual Council Procedure 
Rules and Remote Meetings Procedure Rules.  There were no comments raised on the 
proposed order of debate and, accordingly, this was adopted. 
 
The Leader of the Council provided a brief introduction to the proposed Revenue and 
Capital Budget and Council Tax Levels for 2020/21.  Proposals for the 2020/21 General 
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Fund Revenue Budget and Capital Programme had been put forward at Cabinet on the 10th 
February 2020 and had been recommended to Council for approval.  The proposals had 
also been submitted to the Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 18th February 
2021 and a number of questions and ideas had been raised. 
 
The following reports were provided:- 
 
a) General Fund Revenue Budget 2021/22 

 
The report included proposals as presented to and approved by the Cabinet on 10th 
February 2021.  The recommendations agreed by Cabinet were as follows:- 

 
“(1) That Cabinet proposes to Council an increase in Council Tax for 2021/22 of 

£5.01 per year for a Band D property.  This is equivalent to less than 10 pence 
per week.  As most households in Hyndburn are Band A rather than Band D 
properties, the vast majority of households will only see a rise of less than 7p per 
week.  This is only the fifth increase in Council Tax by Hyndburn Council in 12 
years. 

 
(2) The Budget for 2021/22 will therefore be £11,227,000, as detailed in Appendices 

1 and 2. 
 
(3) That Cabinet recommends approval of the savings approach outlined for 2021/22 

as set out in Appendix 3, to ensure the Council has a balanced budget. 
 
(4) That Cabinet notes the significant improvement made in relation to budget 

monitoring and cost reduction within the Authority over the past 17 years and 
confirms its commitment to continuing this approach in the year ahead.  

 
(5) That Cabinet recommends during the financial year 2021/22, the Deputy Chief 

Executive be delegated responsibility to amend the Budget (following 
consultation with the Leader of the Council) for technical reasons, such as the 
restructuring of cost centres, the re-apportionment and re-allocation of overheads 
etc., provided such amendments have an overall neutral impact on the Budget. 

 
(6) That Cabinet recommends during the financial year 2021/22, the Deputy Chief 

Executive be delegated responsibility to amend the Budget (following 
consultation with the Leader of the Council) should the estimate of Business 
Rates not be sufficiently accurate, by drawing on reserves if needed or paying 
over additional contributions to reserves. 

 
(7) That to aid future financial management planning any surpluses generated during 

2021/22 are set aside to help the Council reduce its cost base over the next three 
years, to support its long term capital programme or to strengthen its overall 
reserve position. 

 
(8) That Cabinet recommends that the Lower Tier Service Grant and Council Tax 

Grant are used to help balance the Council’s Budget and that the COVID-19 
2021/22 Grant is ringfenced to meet the additional  costs of the operation of 
Hyndburn Hub, track and trace work and enforcement work related to COVID-19, 
to help offset the continued loss of income to the Council as a result of COVID-
19, to help meet all other additional costs incurred as a result of COVID-19 such 
as PPE and provide additional assistance to Hyndburn Leisure while they recover 
from the financial impact of lost activity resulting from the pandemic. 
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(9) That Cabinet recommends that the New Homes Bonus and any additional funds 
from Government that are not ring-fenced funding as well as any other surplus 
funds can be used if required to support capital expenditure as determined by the 
Deputy Chief Executive in the overall financing of capital expenditure or be 
transferred to Reserves.” 

 
b) General Fund Capital Programme 2021/22 

 
The report included proposals as presented to and approved by the Cabinet on 10th 
February 2021.  The recommendations agreed by Cabinet were as follows:- 
 
“The Cabinet recommends to Council:- 
 
(1) A Capital Programme for 2021/22 of £2,314,511 as set out in Appendix 1.  

 
(2) That the programme is funded by new anticipated direct external grants of £995,897 

and £1,318,618 of new investment from the Council’s resources.  External grant 

funding must be secured before any internal funds are committed to projects that 

rely on external funding to proceed. 

 
(3) That delegated authority is given to the Deputy Chief Executive, in consultation with 

the Portfolio Holder for Resources to flex the programme in accordance with the 

available funding, provided this does not require any additional borrowing. 

 
(4) That the individual projects within the Capital Programme require the written 

authorisation of the Deputy Chief Executive following consultation with the 

Portfolio Holder for Resources before commencing and incurring expenditure and 

that Service Managers provide the Deputy Chief Executive, with written details of 

estimated costs of schemes with full justification of the need and benefits from 

undertaking the capital investments before approval is provided and that approval 

to commence is delegated to the Deputy Chief Executive, in consultation with the 

Portfolio Holder for Resources. 

 
(5) That Projects are timed to minimise the need for borrowing and the Deputy Chief 

Executive be requested to seek project start dates after September 2021 

whenever this is practical. 

 
(6) That in-year underspends are not made available to fund new projects during the 

year.” 

 
c) Comments and Recommendations of Overview and Scrutiny 

 
The following recommendations of the Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
held on 18th February 2021, were provided:- 
 
“That Council notes the following resolutions of the Resources Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee: 
 
(1) That the Committee notes the content of the reports relating to; Performance 

Indicators, Treasury Management and Investment Strategy 2021/22 – 2023/24, 
Medium Term Financial Strategy 2021/22 – 2023/24, General Fund Revenue 
Budget 2021/22 and General Fund Capital Budget 2021/22; 
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(2) That the Committee thanks the Leader of the Council, Portfolio Holder for 
Resources and Leader of the Opposition for their participation in the Scrutiny 
meeting and debate; 

 
(3) That the Deputy Chief Executive, and all other officers involved, be commended 

for their work in producing the budget.  
 
(4) That having reviewed and debated the budget submitted, the Committee 

supports the content of the revenue and capital budget reports as outlined.” 
 
The Chair of the Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee, Councillor Paddy Short, 
indicated that, at the annual Budget Overview and Scrutiny meeting, the Committee had 
reviewed the Revenue and Capital Budget proposals submitted by the Leader of the 
Council.  No alternative budgets had been proposed. 
 
The budget proposals submitted had been reviewed and discussed in depth by the 
Committee, and the above recommendations were submitted to Council: 
 
The Leader responded by thanking the Committee and its Chair for the important role that 

they played in adding critical challenge to the Budget process.  Their scrutiny provided an 

essential part of the process by ensuring transparency and openness.  He was happy to 

endorse the recommendations of the Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

 
A MOTION was proposed by Councillor Miles Parkinson and seconded by Councillor Joyce 
Plummer, as follows:- 
 
“1. That Council agree the acceptance and adoption of the Cabinet’s recommendations 

on the Revenue and Capital Budgets and Prudential Indicators & Treasury 
Management Report for 2021/22 to 2023/24 made at the Cabinet meeting on 10th 
February 2021 (a copy of the reports and recommendations have been supplied with 
the Agenda for today’s meeting),  

 
2. That Council Tax for Hyndburn Borough Council is increased by £5.01 to  £255.53 for 

the year for a Band D property.  This is equivalent to a 10p per week increase for a 
Band D property but most households in Hyndburn will see an annual increase of 
£3.34 as they live in Band A properties.  The weekly increase here will be 7p. 

 
3. That the Council commits to continuing to strengthen its Reserves during the year and 

requires the Chief Executive and the Deputy Chief Executive to take appropriate 
action to protect the Council’s overall financial position and further strengthen its 
Reserves during the forthcoming year.  

 
4. That the Council delegates authority to the Chief Executive to take such action as he 

considers necessary to implement the measures contained in this budget.   
 
5. That it be noted that on 13th January 2021 the Council at its Cabinet calculated: 
 

the Council Tax Base 2021/22 for the whole Council area as 20,239 (Item T in the 
formula in Section 31B(3) of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, as amended 
(the “Act”)) and, 

 
for dwellings in those parts of its area to which a Parish precept relates as 304. 
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6. That Council agrees that the Council Tax requirement for the Council’s own purpose 
for 2021/22 (excluding Parish precepts) is £5,171,671. 

 
7. That Council agrees that the following amounts be calculated for the year 2021/22 in 

accordance with Sections 31 to 36 of the Act: 
 

a) £53,083,925 being the aggregate of the amounts which the Council 
estimates for the items set out in Section 31A(2) of the Act 
taking into account all precepts issued to it by Parish 
Councils 
 

b) £47,900,011 being the aggregate of the amounts which the Council 
estimates for the items set out in Section 31A(3) of the 
Act. 
 

c) £5,183,914 being the amount by which the aggregate at 7(a) above 
exceeds the aggregate at 7(b) above, calculated by the 
Council in accordance with Section 31A(4) of the Act as 
its Council Tax requirement for the year (Item R in the 
formula in Section 31A(4) of the Act). 
 

d) £256.14 being the amount at 7(c) above (Item R), all divided by 
Item T (5 above), calculated by the Council, in accordance 
with Section 31B(1) of the Act, as the basic amount of its 
Council Tax for the year (including Parish precepts). 
 

e) £12,242 being the aggregate amount of all special items (Parish 
precepts) referred to in Section 34(1) of the Act (as per 
the attached Appendix B). 
 

f) £255.53 being the amount at 7(d) above less the result given by 
dividing the amount at 7(e) above by Item T (5 above), 
calculated by the Council, in accordance with Section 
34(2) of the Act, as the basic amount of its Council Tax for 
the year for dwellings in those parts of its area to which no 
Parish precept relates. 
 

 
8. That Council note that the County Council, the Lancashire Police & Crime 

Commissioner and the Lancashire Combined Fire & Rescue  Authority have issued 
precepts to the Council in accordance with Section 40 of the Local Government 
Finance Act 1992 for each category of dwellings in the Council’s area as indicated in 
the table below. 

 
9. That the Council, in accordance with Sections 30 and 36 of the Local Government 

Finance Act 1992, hereby sets the aggregate amounts shown in the table below as 
the amounts of Council Tax for 2021/22 for each part of its area and for each of the 
categories of dwellings. 
 
Band D Council Tax Rates for Each Preceptor 
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2020/21 2021/22 Increase

£ £

Hyndburn 

Borough Council

250.52 255.53 2.00%

Lancashire 

County Council

1,400.32 1,456.19 3.99%

Lancashire 

Police & Crime 

Commissioner

211.45 226.45 7.09%

Lancashire 

Combined Fire 

Authority

70.86 72.27 1.99%

Sub Total 1,933.15 2,010.44 4.00%

Altham Parish 

Council

40.27 40.27 0.00%

Total 1,973.42 2,050.71 3.92%   
 
 

10. That the Council note the basic amount of Council Tax for 2021/22 is not considered 
excessive in accordance with principles approved under Section 52 ZB Local 
Government Finance Act 1992. 

 
11. That the Deputy Chief Executive, is given delegated authority to amend the budget 

(following  consultation with the Leader of the Council) for technical reasons or to 
comply with legal requirements, such as the restructuring of cost centres, the re-
apportionment and re-allocation of overheads etc., so long as these changes have an 
overall neutral impact on the budget. 

 
12. That any continuing balances on Revenue or Capital previously earmarked for Area 

Councils continues to be set aside for use by these or their successor bodies. 
 
13. That the Chief Executive is given delegated authority to use any unallocated surplus 

generated in 2020/21 should this occur  to fund any future shortfall in income or 
additional expenditure, to support “Invest to Save” projects that will help reduce the 
Council’s long term costs(including additional payments to the Pension Fund as 
outlined below), or support specific capital projects, or finance other commitments that 
he deems to be in the best long term interest of the Council or to transfer funds to 
Reserves as required and to allocate funds between Reserves should an overspend 
occur in 2020/21 to maintain the General Fund Reserve at that appropriate level as 
advised by the Deputy Chief Executive.   

 
14. That the Chief Executive is given delegated authority following consultation with the 

Leader to make a payment or payments to the Lancashire Pension Authority to help 
reduce the extent of the Council’s pension liabilities that have amassed from previous 
years, if this is calculated to be an appropriate use of Council Funds (The liability 
stood at £31.9m as at the 31st March 2020). 

 
15. That the Council approve a Budget adjustment for the financial year 2020/21 to allow 

an additional  grant of up to  £900,000 to be made to Hyndburn Leisure and allow for 
a similar grant of up to £500,000 to be made for 2021/22 financial year.  The grant to 
be paid on production of the necessary supporting financial information from 
Hyndburn Leisure and the Deputy Chief Executive validates the request as necessary 
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to maintain the financial stability of Hyndburn Leisure and the additional funding 
requested is linked to the impact of COVID 19 and its on-going consequences on 
Hyndburn Leisure.  (The intention is only to pay what is required by Hyndburn Leisure 
up to the maximum amount authorised and not the full amount unless it is required.)  
The amount paid to be funded from a mixture of in-year savings if any are generated, 
additional government grant received, and the use of reserves where necessary. 

 
The Leader spoke on the Motion as follows:- 
 
The previous Budget for 2020/21 had been set before COVID-19.  So many families had 
been adversely affected, including Members of the Council present tonight.  The thoughts 
and condolences of the Council were with all those people missing loved ones. 
 
The Council wished to thank voluntary groups, the NHS and other frontline workers caring 
for the community, as well as Hyndburn Borough Council staff.  In particular, Council staff 
had been required to carry out Infection Control, continue to provide Waste Services, 
operate its Call Centre, deliver Finance, Revenues and Benefits Services and set up the 
Hyndburn Hub.   Some £37M had been provided in Business Support Grants.  In April last 
year, the Council had been recognised nationally for its speed of delivery of the Business 
Support Grants.  Additional Government funding of £1.5M had been received by the 
Council, including around £120k Emergency Assistance Grant and £490k from the 
Community Champions Fund. 
 
There was likely to be an overspend on the 2020/21 Budget, which would be the first time in 
18 years.  The anticipated overspend had already fallen from £919k at the start of the 
Budget process, to around £392k now, and further savings would continue to be made 
going forward.  Expenditure on COVID-19 was the only reason for the overspend.  But for 
that, the 2020/21 Budget would have been underspent.  The level of overspend could fall 
further due to applications made for grants for Hyndburn Leisure Trust, which had suffered 
large losses due to COVID-19.  If this grant was forthcoming it would lower the amount set 
aside to meet those losses.  However, any shortfall could be met due to strong financial 
management over the preceding years. 
 
The outlook was challenging, as the uncertainty around COVID-19 in 2020/21 would 
dominate 2021/22.  The future was hard to predict, including the impact of the 
Government’s Fair Funding Review.  A loss of £1.5M Revenue Support Grant (RSG) was 
possible and the arrangements for Business Rate Retention were also changing.  The 
changes would create particular challenges in 2022/23 with £2M savings required.  
However, in 2023/24 only a small level of savings would be needed.  Thereafter, the 
Council ought to be largely self-sufficient. 
 
Accordingly, revenue growth was needed and the best case scenario envisaged stable 
Council Tax and Business Rates income.  However, if the income streams flat-lined (the 
worst case scenario) savings pressures of up to £3M in 2022/23 and £1.25M in the 
following year could be required.  The best case scenario envisaged Council Tax growth 
and some RSG provided by the Government, or other grants, leading to a surplus.  The 
range between the pessimistic and optimistic scenarios was £5.4M.  Forecasts would 
become more reliable with the progression of time and the Government’s financial 
settlement announcement expected in December 2021 would help to provide further 
certainty.   
 
The Council’s Revenue Budget for 2021/22 would be set at the same level as present, at 
£11.27M.  This was against a background of Council Tax revenue falling and more 
residents accessing Council Tax Support Allowance, but which would be offset by a one-off 
grant from the Government and a 2% Council Tax increase.  Notwithstanding the above, 
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the proposed increase would amount to only £5.01 per week for a Band D property and with 
most properties being in Band A, this would be £3.34 annually, or less than 7p per week.  
Business Rates income was likely to be around the same as last year.  The RSG had not 
ended this year, as previously expected, so an additional £1.5M remained available which 
would also help. 
 
The Government had also promised funding for lost income due to COVID-19 with an initial 
grant of £592k for 2021/22.  This sum had seemed sufficient when announced in December 
2020, but with the resurgence of the virus, this was now in doubt.  Decisions on how the 
additional money would be allocated would be taken in March/April 2021, but this was likely 
to be earmarked for the Hyndburn Hub, Track and Trace, enforcement and Hyndburn 
Leisure’s recovery. 
 
2021/22, was looking to be a tough year.   The Government might not meet all of the 
additional costs and it was still possible that the Budget might be overspent, but there was a 
degree of confidence that the Council could manage. 
 
Against this backdrop there would be a programme of major delivery areas in 2021/22 
which would provide a major boost for Hyndburn, including the following:- 
 

 Local Plan – the Council’s vision to drive growth and prosperity through sustainable 

employment, housing development and population growth; 

 4,320 new homes planned – around 260 per year over the lifespan of the Plan; 

 M65 Junction 6 – Final phase of employment development at Frontier Park 

(including logistics and manufacturing sites and a hotel, banqueting and conference 

centre); 

 M65 Junction 8 – Huncoat Garden Village Masterplan (2,000 homes over 10-15 

years, close to the countryside and motorway/rail access); 

 Accrington Town Centre – New Town Centre Plan, including population growth, 

restoration of heritage buildings, links to industrial heritage and arts, public realm, 

independent shopping and transport access; 

 Improvements to road and rail connections to Yorkshire and a Strategic Rail Freight 

Terminal at the former Huncoat Power Station sidings; 

 Access to the Levelling Up Fund and other national funding, comprising:- 

o £4Bn for economic recovery and local infrastructure; 

o £7.1Bn through the National Homebuilding Fund for housing growth; 

o £220M through the UK Shared Prosperity Fund for skills, transport and 

employment; 

 A list of various schemes totalling £1.095M via Lancashire Business Recovery Fund 

and £600k matched funding from the Council, comprising:- 

o Altham Business Park Masterplan; 

o Altham Business Park Canal Accessibility Scheme 

o Whitebirk Business Area and Canal Accessibility Scheme 

o Accrington Town Centre Parking Initiative; 

o Accrington Town Centre Gateway Initiative; 

o Huncoat Garden Village Junction Improvements 

o Huncoat Railway Station Parking Scheme; 

 £150k earmarked for engagement with stakeholders about business recovery; 

 Consideration of the creation of a single point of contact Economic Development 

Unit  

 Borough-wide place-based recovery strategy for the town centre of £150k to utiliise 

external expert support.  The creation of a High Street Task Force, starting in 
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Accrington, but rolling out to Oswaldtwistle, Great Harwood and Rishton, as the 

Borough’s main shopping high streets; 

 Transformative investment into Hyndburn Leisure Trust around being Healthy in 

Hyndburn comprising £10M upgrades, refurbishments and new provisions and a 

consultation around the repurposing of Mercer Hall; 

 Implementation of the £2M decarbonisation scheme agreed recently under 

emergency powers to meet the deadline.  This included a focus on Hyndburn 

Leisure Trust, including a capital grant of £850k to replace a boiler with air-flow 

energy pumps and additional contributions in 2022/23 taking the total investment to 

£1M. 

 Further investment in the Leisure Trust, notwithstanding the above grant, with the 

overall programme comprising 3 Phases over 36 months; 

o Phase 1 – Community Hub development at Clayton-le-Moors Civic Hall, carbon 

reduction at Hyndburn Leisure Centre, application to Sport England for Strategic 

Facilities Funding, community engagement around Mercer Hall; 

o Phase 2 – New Clayton-le-Moors Leisure Centre build commences, Community 

Hub development at Bank Mill House, Leisure development at Hyndburn 

Academy, Mercer Hall vision agreed and application made for funding; 

o Phase 3 – New Clayton-le-Moors Leisure Facilities open in 2023, Hyndburn 

Leisure Centre refurbishment and Community Hub development at 

Oswaldtwistle West End; 

 Ambition to be carbon neutral with replacement of small vehicles with electric 

models and planting of trees and new woodland areas. 

 
The Capital Budget for 2021/22 would also deliver £2.3M of projects, from existing 
resources or external support, including:- 
 

 £1M Disabled Facilities Grant (DFG) projects, to enable vulnerable residents to stay 

in their own homes; 

 A new core Customer Services System, with wider e-services; 

 Maintenance work on the fabric of the Town Hall and Market Hall, Accrington; 

 Leisure buildings improvement; 

 Various other accommodation projects; and 

 Numerous smaller scale projects. 

 
The Budget aimed to be transformational with a new dawn envisaged.  Hyndburn would 
deliver its ambition on levelling-up, provided the Government played its part and honoured 
its pledges to level-up areas like East Lancashire. 
 
The Chief Executive explained that Amendments would now be proposed in in the following 
order:- 
 

 Revenue Budget Amendment; and 

 Capital Budget Amendment. 

 
Councillor Marlene Haworth thanked Members for their messages of sympathy and support 
at this difficult personal time. 
 
Councillor Haworth then provided an introduction to an Opposition Motion on the Revenue 
Budget 2021/22. 
 
The following AMENDMENT was moved and seconded:- 
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“(a) This Council acknowledges the great work that the Conservative Government has 

given the people of Hyndburn throughout the coronavirus Pandemic. By supporting in 
excess of 13,000 peoples wages in Hyndburn through the Job retention scheme and 
also helping 3000 Self-employed through the SEISS scheme, this has provided much 
needed stability and reassurance to many residents that could have potentially lost 
their jobs as a result of the restrictions that needed to be put into place to save lives 
and to protect the NHS.  
 
The residents of Hyndburn have undergone some of the most challenging times in 
living memory, and the staff of this Council have done a phenomenal job in providing 
administrative and practical support to our partner organisations such as the NHS, the 
Hyndburn Hub, LCC, Public Health England and the Government. 
 
This Council would like to thank each and every staff member of this authority for their 
hard work and commitment.  
 
This Council also acknowledges that we are far from being in the all clear and 
understand that the financial challenges of the residents of Hyndburn will continue 
into 2021/2022. 
 
Instead of making the 10% savings across this Council that have put us in the top 7 of 
councils that give value for Money according to the Tax Payers Alliance. Let’s make 
Hyndburn Council the No 1 Council in the country that is value for money and, the 
number 1 Council in the country that supports its residents in their times of need. 
 

Therefore this Council resolves: To find an additional 1% saving this year 
across the Council. 

 
This 1% saving will equate to £103,000 and will allow this Council to freeze the 
council tax this year, allowing for the residents of Hyndburn more time to recover from 
the financial difficulties that they currently find themselves in.  

 
(b) Secondly, This Council understands that for the people of Hyndburn to get back on 

their feet they will need jobs and economic growth. There are hundreds of people in 
this borough that would benefit greatly from Business Start-up advice,  
 

Therefore the Council resolves: To invest £100,000 from the revenue 
reserves, to establish an economic development and business support resource 
within the Council. 

 
In doing this the Council recognises the need to put this funding on a sustainable 
footing for future years and further resolves to do so during the course of this year.  
The resource would offer advice, guidance and support to Residents of Hyndburn, so 
that they can start-up their own business, or to support small businesses to 
restructure, to ensure that they have viable futures. This we believe will reduce 
unemployment in the borough and also generate future tax incomes in the coming 
years.  

 
(c) Finally madam mayor nobody in in this chamber can deny that the last 12 months 

have taken their toll on the mental health of many residents in the borough, long 
periods of isolation and lack of social activities has seen an increase in people and 
children suffering with serious mental health related problems. We are all too familiar 
with the news stories circulating where people have attempted to take their own lives. 
In fact, this Council has debated these issues many times, but sadly the COVID 19 
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pandemic has escalated the problems tenfold and average waiting times for such 
groups as Minds Matter have increased to something like 9 months before they get 
help. The Conservative group is deeply concerned that no provision has been made 
in this budget to support these people. 
 

Therefore this Council resolves: To support residents and local charities that 
provide mental health services, by creating a one off grant scheme of £100.000 
to help increase provision for Counselling Services, this to be taken from the 
revenue reserves 

. 
A lengthy debate ensued, following which the AMENDMENT was put to the VOTE. 
 
For the Motion 
 
Councillors Judith Addison, Sara Britcliffe MP, Marlene Haworth, Terry Hurn, Michael Miller 
and Kath Pratt 
 
Against the Motion 
 
Councillors June Harrison (Mayor), Mohammad Ayub, Noordad Aziz, Jean Battle MBE, 
Stephen Button, Andrew Clegg, Loraine Cox, Paul Cox, Munsif Dad BEM JP, Stewart 
Eaves, Diane Fielding, Melissa Fisher, Glen Harrison, Eamonn Higgins, Abdul Khan, Chris 
Knight, Jenny Molineux, Tim O’Kane, Dave Parkins, Bernadette Parkinson, Miles Parkinson 
OBE, Joyce Plummer, Jeff Scales, Paddy Short and Kate Walsh 
 
Abstentions 
 
Patrick McGinley 
 
The AMENDMENT was therefore LOST. 
 
Councillor Marlene Haworth provided an introduction to an Opposition Motion on the Capital 
Budget 2021/22 as follows:- 
 
The following AMENDMENT was moved and seconded:- 
 
“(a) Hyndburn Borough Council has for many years spent significant amounts of its 

Capital Grant on maintaining and improving the Council’s own assets. This has come 
at the expense of many of the outer towns, where external funding has been relied on 
to fund the majority of their Improvements.  
 
The Council has also for many years attempted to and has on occasion been 
successful in disposing of its assets to help make savings on the revenue budget and 
also to promote house building across the borough. 
 
Lyndon Playing Fields in Great Harwood was disposed of, generating in excess of 
£2.3 million for the Council. A commitment was made by the leading group that the 
Majority of this money would be reinvested into Great Harwood.  
 

Therefore this Council resolves: To support the Leisure Trust with 
£1,000,000 taken from the sale of Lyndon Playing fields to be invested into 
Mercer Hall Baths, to Remedy the ongoing issues with the pool and also to 
provide disabled access so that those with mobility issues in the area can the 
enjoy health benefits that low impact exercise provides; also to be guided by the 
residents wishes following the consultation.  This will need to be initially taken 
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from Council’s Capital Reserves, being replaced when the receipts of the land 
sale have been received. 

 
(b) For Several Years this Council has used a substantial proportion of its capital budget 

to invest in the area of Blackburn Road and the Town Hall.  This comes again at the 
expense of the other townships in the Borough. 
 
This year, sees the majority of the Capital budget, provided by Conservative 
Controlled LCC for disabled adaptation Grants totaling £965,897.00, with HBC putting 
in only £322,717.00, once again predominantly being spent on maintaining and 
improving Council Assets, with little being spent on the outer townships of Rishton 
and Clayton le Moors. 
 

Therefore this Council resolves: To reduce the budgets of the Town Hall to 
£103,430, the Market Hall to £101,484 and the Scaitcliffe House reception 
redesign to £50,000.  This results in a total of £150,000 being found in the 
budget to be reinvested into 2 new projects to rejuvenate the town centres of 
Rishton and Clayton le Moors.  These projects will be uplifted to £200,000 by 
utilizing £50,000 from Capital Reserves, prior to looking for external funding to 
enlarge these projects.   
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” 
 
 
A lengthy debate ensued, following which the AMENDMENT was put to the VOTE 
 
For the Motion 
 
Councillors Judith Addison, Sara Britcliffe MP, Marlene Haworth, Terry Hurn, Patrick 
McGinley, Michael Miller and Kath Pratt 
 
Against the Motion 
 
Councillors June Harrison (Mayor), Mohammad Ayub, Noordad Aziz, Jean Battle MBE, 
Stephen Button, Andrew Clegg, Loraine Cox, Paul Cox, Munsif Dad BEM JP, Stewart 
Eaves, Diane Fielding, Melissa Fisher, Glen Harrison, Eamonn Higgins, Abdul Khan, Chris 
Knight, Jenny Molineux, Tim O’Kane, Dave Parkins, Bernadette Parkinson, Miles Parkinson 
OBE, Joyce Plummer, Jeff Scales, Paddy Short and Kate Walsh 
 
Abstentions 
 
None 
 
The AMENDMENT was therefore LOST. 
 
A debate then took place on the SUBSTANTIVE MOTION,  
 
The Leader summed up by referring to the following matters:- 
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 During the debate, reference had been made to the respite facility being provided by 

Lancashire County Council in Great Harwood, which had been partially funded by 

Disabled Facilities Grant monies contributed by Hyndburn Borough Council.  This 

facility was greatly needed, as the previous provision was no longer suitable.  Some 

criticism had been levelled when the initial decision had been taken, because 

Hyndburn had put forward funding but Ribble Valley Borough Council had not made 

a similar commitment.  Nevertheless, this Council’s support for the facility was 

considered to be necessary and appropriate; 

 The current year had proved the most difficult in living memory since the end of 

World War 2.  There had been implications from the pandemic on services over the 

last 12 months and these would continue into the future; 

 The proposed Budget addressed all of the major issues for the Borough, including 

employment, housing, leisure, high streets and the Green Agenda; 

 The Council was moving forward and the planned developments would be 

transformational; and 

 The Council was committed to working with the Government to deliver change, but 

in order to be successful, the Government must not let Hyndburn down. 

 
The MOTION was then put to the VOTE. 
 
For the Motion 
 
Councillors June Harrison (Mayor), Mohammad Ayub, Noordad Aziz, Jean Battle MBE, 
Stephen Button, Andrew Clegg, Loraine Cox, Paul Cox, Munsif Dad BEM JP, Stewart 
Eaves, Diane Fielding, Melissa Fisher, Glen Harrison, Eamonn Higgins, Abdul Khan, Chris 
Knight, Patrick McGinley, Jenny Molineux, Tim O’Kane, Dave Parkins, Bernadette 
Parkinson, Miles Parkinson OBE, Joyce Plummer, Jeff Scales, Paddy Short and Kate 
Walsh 
 
Against the Motion 
 
Councillors Judith Addison, Sara Britcliffe MP, Marlene Haworth, Terry Hurn, Michael Miller 
and Kath Pratt 
 
Abstentions 
 
None 
 
Accordingly, the MOTION was CARRIED and it was:-. 
 
Resolved 1. That Council agree the acceptance and adoption of 

the Cabinet’s recommendations on the Revenue and 
Capital Budgets and Prudential Indicators & 
Treasury Management Report for 2021/22 to 2023/24 
made at the Cabinet meeting on 10th February 2021 
(a copy of the reports and recommendations have 
been supplied with the Agenda for today’s meeting),  

 
2. That Council Tax for Hyndburn Borough Council is 

increased by £5.01 to  £255.53 for the year for a 
Band D property.  This is equivalent to a 10p per 
week increase for a Band D property but most 
households in Hyndburn will see an annual increase 
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of £3.34 as they live in Band A properties.  The 
weekly increase here will be 7p. 

 
3. That the Council commits to continuing to 

strengthen its Reserves during the year and requires 
the Chief Executive and the Deputy Chief Executive 
to take appropriate action to protect the Council’s 
overall financial position and further strengthen its 
Reserves during the forthcoming year.  

 
4. That the Council delegates authority to the Chief 

Executive to take such action as he considers 
necessary to implement the measures contained in 
this budget.   

 
5. That it be noted that on 13th January 2021 the 

Council at its Cabinet calculated: 
 

the Council Tax Base 2021/22 for the whole Council 
area as 20,239 (Item T in the formula in Section 
31B(3) of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, 
as amended (the “Act”)) and, 
 
for dwellings in those parts of its area to which a 
Parish precept relates as 304. 

 
6. That Council agrees that the Council Tax 

requirement for the Council’s own purpose for 
2021/22 (excluding Parish precepts) is £5,171,671. 

 
7. That Council agrees that the following amounts be 

calculated for the year 2021/22 in accordance with 
Sections 31 to 36 of the Act: 

 
a) £53,083,925 being the aggregate of the amounts 

which the Council estimates for the 
items set out in Section 31A(2) of the 
Act taking into account all precepts 
issued to it by Parish Councils 
 

b) £47,900,011 being the aggregate of the amounts 
which the Council estimates for the 
items set out in Section 31A(3) of the 
Act. 
 

c) £5,183,914 being the amount by which the 
aggregate at 7(a) above exceeds the 
aggregate at 7(b) above, calculated 
by the Council in accordance with 
Section 31A(4) of the Act as its 
Council Tax requirement for the year 
(Item R in the formula in Section 
31A(4) of the Act). 
 

d) £256.14 being the amount at 7(c) above (Item 
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R), all divided by Item T (5 above), 
calculated by the Council, in 
accordance with Section 31B(1) of the 
Act, as the basic amount of its 
Council Tax for the year (including 
Parish precepts). 
 

e) £12,242 being the aggregate amount of all 
special items (Parish precepts) 
referred to in Section 34(1) of the Act 
(as per the attached Appendix B). 
 

f) £255.53 being the amount at 7(d) above less 
the result given by dividing the 
amount at 7(e) above by Item T (5 
above), calculated by the Council, in 
accordance with Section 34(2) of the 
Act, as the basic amount of its 
Council Tax for the year for dwellings 
in those parts of its area to which no 
Parish precept relates. 
 

 
8. That Council note that the County Council, the 

Lancashire Police & Crime Commissioner and the 
Lancashire Combined Fire & Rescue  Authority have 
issued precepts to the Council in accordance with 
Section 40 of the Local Government Finance Act 
1992 for each category of dwellings in the Council’s 
area as indicated in the table below. 

 
9. That the Council, in accordance with Sections 30 

and 36 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, 
hereby sets the aggregate amounts shown in the 
table below as the amounts of Council Tax for 
2021/22 for each part of its area and for each of the 
categories of dwellings. 

 
Band D Council Tax Rates for Each Preceptor 
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2020/21 2021/22 Increase

£ £

Hyndburn 

Borough Council

250.52 255.53 2.00%

Lancashire 

County Council

1,400.32 1,456.19 3.99%

Lancashire 

Police & Crime 

Commissioner

211.45 226.45 7.09%

Lancashire 

Combined Fire 

Authority

70.86 72.27 1.99%

Sub Total 1,933.15 2,010.44 4.00%

Altham Parish 

Council

40.27 40.27 0.00%

Total 1,973.42 2,050.71 3.92%

  
 
 

10. That the Council note the basic amount of Council 
Tax for 2021/22 is not considered excessive in 
accordance with principles approved under Section 
52 ZB Local Government Finance Act 1992. 

 
11. That the Deputy Chief Executive, is given delegated 

authority to amend the budget (following  
consultation with the Leader of the Council) for 
technical reasons or to comply with legal 
requirements, such as the restructuring of cost 
centres, the re-apportionment and re-allocation of 
overheads etc., so long as these changes have an 
overall neutral impact on the budget. 

 
12. That any continuing balances on Revenue or Capital 

previously earmarked for Area Councils continues 
to be set aside for use by these or their successor 
bodies. 

 
13. That the Chief Executive is given delegated authority 

to use any unallocated surplus generated in 2020/21 
should this occur  to fund any future shortfall in 
income or additional expenditure, to support “Invest 
to Save” projects that will help reduce the Council’s 
long term costs(including additional payments to 
the Pension Fund as outlined below), or support 
specific capital projects, or finance other 
commitments that he deems to be in the best long 
term interest of the Council or to transfer funds to 
Reserves as required and to allocate funds between 
Reserves should an overspend occur in 2020/21 to 
maintain the General Fund Reserve at that 
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appropriate level as advised by the Deputy Chief 
Executive.   

 
14. That the Chief Executive is given delegated authority 

following consultation with the Leader to make a 
payment or payments to the Lancashire Pension 
Authority to help reduce the extent of the Council’s 
pension liabilities that have amassed from previous 
years, if this is calculated to be an appropriate use 
of Council Funds (The liability stood at £31.9m as at 
the 31st March 2020). 

 
15. That the Council approve a Budget adjustment for 

the financial year 2020/21 to allow an additional  
grant of up to  £900,000 to be made to Hyndburn 
Leisure and allow for a similar grant of up to 
£500,000 to be made for 2021/22 financial year.  The 
grant to be paid on production of the necessary 
supporting financial information from Hyndburn 
Leisure and the Deputy Chief Executive validates the 
request as necessary to maintain the financial 
stability of Hyndburn Leisure and the additional 
funding requested is linked to the impact of COVID 
19 and its on-going consequences on Hyndburn 
Leisure.  (The intention is only to pay what is 
required by Hyndburn Leisure up to the maximum 
amount authorised and not the full amount unless it 
is required.)  The amount paid to be funded from a 
mixture of in-year savings if any are generated, 
additional government grant received, and the use 
of reserves where necessary. 

 
The Mayor thanked all for their attendance (virtually) and reminded Members that the next 

meeting would be in exactly four weeks time on 25th March 2021.  She predicted that by 

that stage the country’s journey to some sort of normality would have begun. 

 
 
 
 
 

Signed:…………………………………………… 
 

Date: …………….………………………………………… 
 

Chair of the meeting 
at which the minutes were confirmed 
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REPORT TO: Council 

DATE: 25 March 2021 

REPORT AUTHOR: Julian Joinson, Member Services Manager 

TITLE OF REPORT: 
Question Time 
 
1. Hyndburn Business Pack 
2. Market Hall Pavilions 
 

EXEMPT REPORT:  No  

KEY DECISION: No If yes, date of publication: n/a 

 

Questions to Council 
 

The following questions have been submitted under Council Procedure 2.2(vi) as substituted 
by Paragraph 11 of the Remote Meetings Procedure Rules:- 
 

To the Leader of the Council (Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE) 
 

Procedural Note  
 

 The question will be read out by the Mayor 

 The Leader will give an oral answer. 

 The questioner may ask a supplementary question, if it is directly related to the original 
question 

 

1. Hyndburn Business Pack 
 

Please can the Leader of the Council provide me with an update on the "Hyndburn Business 
Pack" motion which was proposed by the Conservatives some months ago. 
 

Submitted by: Cllr Josh Allen 
 

Submitted: 12th March 2021 (10.18am) 
 

2. Market Hall Pavilions 
 

I recently sat on the Planning Committee where it was passed to pull down the pavilion next 
to the Market Hall to provide parking.  Having spoken to some of the stall holders last week, 
there does not appear to be any dialogue from HBC with the affected stall holders as to their 
future.  Bearing in mind one of those affected is our one and only wet fish stall, can the 
Leader give them assurance that dialogue will take place to reassure these long term 
businesses that they will be protected. 
 

Submitted by: Cllr Terry Hurn 
 

Submitted: 14th March 2021 (1.41pm) 
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REPORT TO: Council 

DATE: 25 March 2021 

PORTFOLIO: Cllr Joyce Plummer - Resources 

REPORT AUTHOR: Kirsten Burnett, Head of Policy and OD 

TITLE OF REPORT: Draft Pay Policy 2021 

EXEMPT REPORT  
(Local Government 
Act 1972, Schedule 
12A)  

No Not applicable 

KEY DECISION: No If yes, date of publication:  

 
  
1. Purpose of Report 
 
1.1 To present a draft Pay Policy for 2021/22. 
 
2. Recommendations  
 
2.1 That Council approves the proposed policy. 
 
3. Reasons for Recommendations and Background 
 
3.1 The Localism Act 2011 (Chapter 8 - Pay Accountability) requires all local authorities to set out 

its position on a range of issues relating to the remuneration of its employees.  The Policy must 
be approved by the Council in open forum, by the end of March each year and then be 
published on its website. 

 
3.2 The Pay Policy sets out the existing approach to the remuneration of all posts within the 

Council.  In particular it specifies certain mandatory requirements that must be detailed within 
the Policy, as follows: 

 

 The pay structure of the Council and how it is set. 
 

 Senior Management Remuneration, providing details of the pay grade for posts defined as 
Chief Officer and the accompanying allowances. 

 

 The recruitment arrangements for a Chief Officer. 
 

 The relationship between the salaries of Chief Officers and other employees. 
 

 Details of the lowest paid posts within the Council. 
 

 Employer’s Pension Contribution details. 
 

 Termination of employment payments. 
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3.3 The Council already publishes pay and remuneration details of its senior managers on its 
website, within the annual Statement of Accounts. 
 

3.4 The purpose of the Pay Policy is to ensure there is transparency as to how pay and 
remuneration is set by the Council, for all of its employees and particularly for its most senior 
level posts. 

 
3.5 There has not yet been any agreement on the national pay award for April 2021 so the policy 

contains the 2020 pay rates. 
 
3.6 The Government has extended the time limit for employers to report its gender pay gap for the 

year 2019/20 because of covid-19.  It is our intention to publish this as soon as it has been 
calculated. 

 
4. Alternative Options considered and Reasons for Rejection 
 
4.1 N/a 
 
5. Consultations 
 
5.1 N/a 
 
6. Implications 
 

Financial implications (including any 
future financial commitments for the 
Council) 
 

The pay and remuneration detailed within the Pay 
Policy are all within the approved budget of the 
Council 

Legal and human rights implications 
 

The Pay Policy has been prepared to ensure the 
Council complies with the requirements of the 
Localism Act 2011. 

Assessment of risk 
 

None 

Equality and diversity implications 
A Customer First Analysis should be 
completed in relation to policy decisions 
and should be attached as an appendix 
to the report.  
 

A CFA was completed before the policy was 
written in 2012.  There have been no significant 
changes which require this to be repeated.  The 
Council produces an annual Workforce Report 
which analyses protected characteristics, 
including by pay grade. 

 
 
7. Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985: 

List of Background Papers  
 
7.1 Localism Act 2011 – Chapter 8: 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/20/part/1/chapter/8/enacted 
 

Supplementary Guidance: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/openness-and-
accountability-in-local-pay-supplementary-guidance 
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Hyndburn Borough Council 
 

Pay Policy – 2021/22 
 
1. Purpose of the Policy 
 

 To maintain a transparent approach to the setting of the pay of the Council’s employees. 
 

 To comply with the requirements of the Localism Act, Section 38 – Pay Accountability. 
 
1.1 The Policy details: 
 

 The methods by which salaries of all employees are determined; 
 

 The details of the remuneration of the Council’s most senior employees, i.e. Chief Officers; and 
 

 The relationship between the salary of the Council’s Chief Officers and other employees. 
 
2. Background  
  
2.1 The Localism Act 2011 (Chapter 8 - Pay Accountability) requires every local authority to set out 

its position on a range of issues relating to the remuneration of its employees. 
 
2.2 The policy will reflect, where appropriate, relevant aspects of existing Human Resources 

policies, such as the Council’s agreements on job evaluation and the redundancy policy. 
 
2.3 The policy must be approved by a meeting of full Council in open forum, by the end of March 

each year, and then be published on its website. 
 
3. Legislation relevant to Pay and Remuneration 
 
3.1 In determining the pay and remuneration of its employees, the Council will comply with all 

relevant employment legislation.  This includes the Equality Act 2010 and the Part Time 
Employment (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) Regulations 2000.  The Council will 
take reasonable steps to ensure that there is no pay discrimination within its pay structures and 
that pay differentials can be quantified through the application of its Job Evaluation Scheme. 

 
3.2 The Council operates the GLPC (Greater London Provincial Council) job evaluation scheme, 

for its posts, up to and including Chief Officers, for whom there is a specific version of this 
scheme.  The posts of Chief Executive, Deputy Chief Executive and Corporate Director have 
been evaluated in consultation with North West Employers Organisation. 

 
4. Pay Structure 
 
4.1 The Council complies with the nationally negotiated spinal column points for all posts, with the 

exception being those senior level posts referred to within the policy.  The salary grades that 
the Council applies are at Appendix 1. 

 
4.2 Salary increases are set nationally, through collective bargaining between the national 

employers and trade unions. 
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4.3 The pay and grading structure for the majority of posts was established at the time of the job 
evaluation exercise completed in 2007.  Since 2007, all newly created posts and posts that 
have varied are subject to evaluation against the job evaluation scheme. 

 
5. Definitions  
 
5.1 The Localism Act refers to the position of Chief Officer and states that this refers to: the Head 

of Paid Service; Statutory Chief Officers; non-statutory Chief Officer posts and their direct 
reports (Deputy Chief Officers).  It should be noted that this definition is very broad, and takes 
account of Metropolitan and County Councils as well as District Councils. 

 
5.2 It is considered that the posts that the term Chief Officer applies to at Hyndburn Borough 

Council, in relation to the Localism Act, are the Chief Executive, the Deputy Chief Executive, 
who is also the Chief Finance and Section 151 Officer, the Executive Director (Legal and 
Democratic Services), who is the Council’s Monitoring Officer and the post of Executive 
Director (Environment). 

 
5.3 Our annual Statement of Accounts also includes senior officers with a salary over £50,000, 

within the threshold for disclosure under the Accounts and Audit requirements. 
 
5.4 Remuneration is defined as the pay and rewards an individual receives.  Details are produced 

in the audited Statement of Accounts on an annual basis.  The last Statement of Accounts 
shows the position at 31 March 2019 and is published on the Council’s website1. 

 
6. Chief Executive / Corporate Director Remuneration 
 
6.1 There are three director level posts reporting to the Chief Executive, one of which is the post of 

Deputy Chief Executive.  The responsibilities of these senior officers are shown on the 
Council’s organisational structure charts, which are published on the Council’s website2. 

 
6.3 Details of remuneration are contained in the annual Statement of Accounts. 
 
6.4 Salary packages and severance payments over £100,000 will be brought to a meeting of full 

Council to be voted on.  Components of severance packages, where applicable, may include 
salary paid in lieu, redundancy compensation, pension entitlements, holiday pay and any 
bonuses, fees or allowances paid.  

 
6.5 The other terms and conditions of service relating to the post of Chief Executive are in 

accordance with the Joint Negotiating Committee for Chief Executives of Local Authorities. 
 
7. Recruitment of Chief Executive and Chief Officers 
 
7.1 Under Section 112 of the Local Government Act 1972, the Council has the “power to appoint 

officers on such reasonable terms and conditions as the authority thinks fit”. 
 
7.2 Where there is a requirement to recruit to the post of Chief Executive or Chief Officer, Section 

H of the Council’s Constitution will apply. 
 
  

                                                      
1
 https://www.hyndburnbc.gov.uk/download-package/statement-of-accounts/ 

2
 https://www.hyndburnbc.gov.uk/download-package/organisational-structure-chart/ 
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8. Salary upon Appointment  
 
8.1 All new appointments to a post of Chief Executive or Chief Officer will be made within the 

minimum and maximum spinal column points of the grade. 
 
9. Performance-related Pay 
 
9.1 The Localism Act requires Councils to provide details of any performance-related pay for its 

Chief Officers.  Hyndburn Borough Council does not have any such arrangements. 
 
10. Relationship between Chief Executive Pay and other Employees 
 
10.1 The relationship between the salaries of the Chief Executive and the median salary and the 

lowest paid salary are: 
 

Post Benchmark Salary Ratio 

Chief Executive salary median salary 1:5 

Chief Executive salary lowest salary 1:7 

 
Median salary = £24,982 
Lowest salary = £18,328 
 

11. Lowest Paid Employees 
 
11.1 The Council complies with the National Joint Council – Pay and Conditions of Service.  The 

minimum salary the Council pays is in accordance with the Living Wage, which at present 
equates to £18,328 per annum (see Appendix 1).  The positions that this salary applies to are 
Cleaners and some Apprentice posts. 

 
11.2 Progression through grades occurs through the payment of an additional annual increment on 

1 April each year. 
 
11.3 Part-time posts are paid the same salary, but on a pro-rata basis. 
 
12. Gender Pay Gap  
 
12.1 Employers in Great Britain with more than 250 staff are required by the Equality Act 2010 

(Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017 to publish the following:  
 
 Gender pay gap (mean and median averages);  
 Gender bonus gap (mean and median averages); 
 Proportion of men and women receiving bonuses; and 
 Proportion of men and women in each quartile of the organisation’s pay structure. 
 
12.2 The Council publishes this information on its website at 

https://www.hyndburnbc.gov.uk/download-package/gender-pay-gap-statement/.  The 
Government has extended the deadline for employers to report for the year 2019/20 because 
of covid-19. 

 
12.3 We are committed to the principle of equal pay for all our employees, and our job evaluation 

system means we can be confident as reasonably possible that men and women are paid 
equally for doing equivalent jobs. 
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13. Termination Payments 
 
13.1 The Council’s Redundancy Policy applies equally to all permanent employees regardless of 

their grade.  A redundancy payment will be paid to an employee when their post is made 
redundant and there are no suitable redeployment opportunities. 

 
12.2 For all permanent employees where there is the option for early retirement, the Council’s Policy 

on Discretionary Compensation will apply where appropriate. 
 
13. Employer Pension Contribution 
  
13.1 The Council contributes to the Local Government Pension Scheme, for all its employees 

equally, 21% of an employee’s salary.  This rate of contribution is set by Actuaries advising the 
Lancashire Pension Fund and is reviewed on a triennial basis. 

 
14. Employee Pension Contribution 
 
14.1 Employees in the Local Government Pension Scheme pay at present the annual contributions 

shown in the table below, based upon their salary.  
 

Band Actual pensionable pay 
Employee contribution rate 

(%) 
1 Up to £14,600 5.5 
2 £14,601- £22,800 5.8 
3 £22,801- £37,100 6.5 
4 £37,101- £46,900 6.8 
5 £46,901- £65,600 8.5 
6 £65,601- £93,000 9.9 
7 £93,001- £109,500 10.5 

8 £109,501-£164,200 11.4 

9 More than £164,201 12.5 

 
15. Publication of the Policy 
 
15.1 The Policy will be published on the Council’s Website, by April 2021, following its approval by 

the Council. 
 
16. Review of Pay Policy 
 
16.1 The Policy will be subject to annual review and must be approved by the Council prior to 31 

March each year.  If there is a need to amend the Policy between reviews, then any such 
amendments will be considered by the Cabinet, prior to approval by the Council. 
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Appendix 1: Pay and Grading (2021 pay award pending) 
 

NJC grades 
 

Grade and salary range SCP Salary Hourly Rate 

Scale 1 Not currently used as below 
Foundation Living Wage 

1 £17,842 £9.25 

(1 - 3) 2 £18,198 £9.43 

  Living Wage rate   £18,328 £9.50 

  Scale 2 3 £18,562 £9.62 

  

(3-4) 4 £18,933 £9.81 

Scale 3a 
5 £19,312 £10.01 

(5) 

Scale 3b 
  6 £19,698 £10.21 

(6) 

  

Scale 4 7 £20,092 £10.41 

(7-11) 8 £20,493 £10.62 

  9 £20,903 £10.83 

  10* £21,322 £11.05 

  11 £21,748 £11.27 

Scale 5 

  

12 £22,183 £11.50 

(12-17) 13* £22,627 £11.73 

  14 £23,080 £11.96 

  15 £23,541 £12.20 

  16* £24,012 £12.45 

  17 £24,491 £12.69 

  

Scale 6 18* £24,982 £12.95 

(18-22) 19 £25,481 £13.21 

  20 £25,991 £13.47 

  21* £26,511 £13.74 

  22 £27,041 £14.02 

Scale 7 

  

23 £27,741 £14.38 

(23-25) 24 £28,672 £14.86 

  25 £29,577 £15.33 

  Scale 8 26 £30,451 £15.78 

Scale 9 (26 - 28) 27 £31,346 £16.25 

(27 - 30)   28 £32,234 £16.71 

    29 £32,910 £17.06 

  Scale 10 30 £33,782 £17.51 

  (30 - 33) 31 £34,728 £18.00 

Scale 11   32 £35,745 £18.53 
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(32 - 35)   33 £36,922 £19.14 

  
  

34 £37,890 £19.64 

  35 £38,890 £20.16 

  

Scale 12 36 £39,880 £20.67 

(36-39) 37 £40,876 £21.19 

  38 £41,881 £21.71 

  39 £42,821 £22.20 

Not used 40 £43,857 £22.73 

  

Service  41 £44,863 £23.25 

Managers 1 42 £45,859 £23.77 

(41-44) 43 £46,845 £24.28 

  44 £47,834 £24.79 

 
 
 
 
JNC grades 
 

CHIEF OFFICERS (1) 

JNC16 £56,224 

JNC17 £57,628 

JNC18 £59,045 

JNC19 £60,434 

JNC20 £61,843 

CHIEF OFFICERS (2) 

JNC21 £51,610 

JNC22 £52,770 

JNC23 £54,065 

JNC24 £55,339 

JNC25 £56,634 
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REPORT TO: Council 

DATE: 25th  March 2021 

PORTFOLIO: Cllr Miles Parkinson, Leader 

REPORT AUTHOR: Executive Director (Legal & Democratic Services) 

TITLE OF REPORT: 
Report of the Independent Remuneration Panel 

EXEMPT REPORT:  No  

  

KEY DECISION: No If yes, date of publication:  

 
  
1. Purpose of Report 
 
1.1     To ask members to consider the payment of special responsibility allowances in 

respect of minority opposition parties. 
 
2. Recommendations  
 
2.1     That Council considers the attached report from its independent remuneration panel; 

2.2      That Council decides whether to amend its members allowances scheme in 
accordance with the recommendations of the panel to permit the payment of a special 
responsibility allowance of £765.00 (a multiplier of 0.165 of the basic allowance) to the 
leader of minority opposition groups with a membership of 5 or more; 

2.3     That Council decides whether such additional special responsibility allowances should 
be met by a pro rata reduction in the current special responsibility allowances as 
suggested by the panel 

 
 
3. Reasons for Recommendations and Background 
 
3.1     The Council must have a members’ allowances scheme. This must provide for a basic 

allowance to be paid to all councillors, whilst the payment of special responsibility 
allowances (“SRA’s”) is discretionary. 

3.2    The Council currently comprises only two political groups and the Council’s current 
members’ allowances scheme provides for SRA’s to be paid to the Leader and Deputy 
Leader of those two groups. Cllr McGinley has asked that the Council consider 
whether SRA’s should be paid in respect of possible future “minority” opposition groups 
on the Council. 

3.3    The Council is required by law to consult its independent remuneration panel before 
making changes to its members’ allowances scheme. Consultation has taken place 
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following Cllr McGinley’s request and a copy of the remuneration panel’s report and 
recommendations is attached to this report. Members will note that the panel has 
recommended that the Council amend its members allowances scheme to permit the 
payment of a special responsibility allowance of £765.00 (a multiplier of 0.165 of the 
basic allowance) to the leader of minority opposition groups with a membership of 5 or 
more; 

3.4      The Council must have regard to the panel’s recommendations when making a 
decision, but is not bound by them. The panel’s recommendations can therefore be: 

 accepted in full; or 

 rejected; or 

 accepted with modification. 

3.4     The current position in Lancashire in this regard is summarised below.   

 

 Main 
Opposition 
Leader 

Main 
Opposition 
Deputy 

Other Group 
Leaders / all 
opposition 
groups 

Other Group 
Deputy Leader 

Hyndburn 6 961 2,317 no no 

Burnley no no 892.50 no 

Chorley 7,197 2,024 1,012 no 

Pendle no no 1,200 no 

Rossendale 6 684 no no no 

Ribble 
Valley 

7,432 no no no 

Preston no no 3,816 

(if minimum 6 
members in 
group) 

no 

South Ribble 4,640 no no no 

West 
Lancashire 

no no 3,389 

(if minimum 6 
members in 
group) 

1,694 

(if minimum  6 
members in 
group) 

Lancaster 5 640 no 5,640 

(to be shared 
between 
each group 
leader 
subject to 
minimum 4 in 

no 
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group) 

 

 

 
4. Alternative Options considered and Reasons for Rejection 

 
4.1 The options available to the Council are set out in paragraph 3.3 above. 

 
 
5. Consultations 
 
5.1 The Council’s independent remuneration panel has been consulted in accordance with 

statutory requirements. 
 
 
6. Implications 
 

Financial implications (including 
mainstreaming) 
 

A decision to introduce an SRA for the 
leaders of minority opposition groups would 
currently have no financial implications, as no 
such groups exist on the Council. 
If groups subsequently come into existence a 
current cost of £765 would be incurred per 
minority group. It may be possible to 
accommodate this within the existing budget, 
depending on the take up of allowances at 
the time, or may lead to an overspend. 
Alternatively, the cost could be met by top-
slicing the other SRA’s as suggested by the 
panel 

Legal and human rights 
implications 
 

These are discussed in section 3 of the 
report. 

Assessment of risk 
 

None 

Equality and diversity implications 
A Customer First Analysis should be 
completed in relation to policy 
decisions and should be attached as 
an appendix to the report.  
 

None identified. 

 
 
7. Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985: 

List of Background Papers  
 
 None 
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8. Freedom of Information 
 
8.1 The report does not contain exempt information under the Local Government Act 1972, 
 Schedule 12A and all information can be disclosed under the Freedom of Information 
 Act 2000. 
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Hyndburn Borough Council 

Independent Remuneration Panel Report 

 

Composition 

Mr Frank Whitehead 

Ms Rahila Hussain 

Mr Laurence Loft 

Request Submitted 

The Brief submitted to the Panel asked the Panel to consider and make recommendations in respect 

of the following: 

 Should the Council’s members allowances scheme be amended to provide for a 
special responsibility allowance to be payable to the Leader of each minority 
group in addition to those payable to the Controlling Group and Opposition 
Group (For this purpose, the “Opposition Group” would be the second largest 
group on the Council and, for a special responsibility allowance to be payable, a 
“group” would have to contain at least 2 councillors) ?; 

 Should the Council’s members allowances scheme be amended to provide for a 
special responsibility allowance to be payable to the Deputy Leader of each 
minority group in addition to those payable to the Deputy Leaders of the 
Controlling Group and Opposition Group ? 

 Should the Council’s members allowances scheme be amended to provide for a 
special responsibility allowance to be payable to the chief whip and secretary of 
each minority group in addition to those payable to the Controlling Group and 
Opposition Group ? 

 Does the Panel have a view about how any special responsibility allowance 
payable to minority opposition groups is calculated ? 

The Brief to the Panel contained details of the Council’s current members allowances 
scheme and gave details of the allowances paid by the other District Council in Lancashire, 
in particular in respect of minority opposition groups. 

 

Meeting Date 

The Panel met via Teams on 11th February 2021.  

The Panel meeting was also attended by Miss J Ellis (Executive Director – Legal & Democratic 

Services) and Mrs S Gardner (Member Services) 

Discussion and Recommendations 
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The Panel noted that: 

 Some local authorities in Lancashire do not pay any special responsibility allowances to 

minority opposition groups, but the majority of them did.  

 Where Lancashire local authorities did pay special responsibility allowances in respect of 

minority opposition groups, this took the form of a special responsibility allowance to the 

leader of the minority opposition group. In some cases the special responsibility allowance 

to the group leader was only payable where the minority opposition group had a specified 

minimum number of members. The minimum number of group members specified ranged 

from 4 to 6.  

 No local authority in Lancashire paid a special responsibility allowance to the deputy leader, 

chief whip or secretary of minority opposition groups. 

In making its recommendations the Panel also had regard to: 

 the low number of Councillors at Hyndburn Borough Council, for example in comparison to 

many other Lancashire districts 

 the current composition of the Council and its political groupings 

 the Council’s current members’ allowance scheme, which the Panel considered to be 

generous in comparison to other Lancashire district councils  

 the fact that Members were only able to claim one special responsibility allowance.   

The Panel made the following unanimous recommendations: 

 That the Council’s members allowances scheme should  provide for a special responsibility 

allowance to be made to the leader of a minority opposition group;  

 That a minority opposition group must consist of at least 5 or 6 Members in order for the 

leader of the same to be eligible to claim the special responsibility allowance; 

 That the Council should decide whether the minimum minority opposition group 

membership should be set at 5 or 6 for this purpose; 

 That a special responsibility allowance should not be payable to the deputy leader, chief 

whip or secretary of a minority opposition group.   

 That the  special responsibility allowance for the leader of a minority opposition group  

should be payable at the lowest level currently provided for the in the Council’s members 

allowances scheme i.e. a multiplier of 0.165 of the basic allowance (currently £765) 

 That the cost of the additional allowance, if ever the same became payable, should be  met 

by making a pro rata  reduction in the other special responsibility allowances paid by the 

Council. 

 

Signed ……  L Loft      (approval by email - 3rd March 2021) 

Signed ……   Rahila Hussain    (approval by email – 9th March 2021) 

Signed ……   Frank Whitehead   (approval by email – 2nd March 2021) 
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CABINET 

 

 
Wednesday, 13th January, 2021 

 
Present:  Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE (in the Chair), Councillors Paul Cox (Vice 

Chair), Loraine Cox, Munsif Dad BEM JP and Joyce Plummer 
 

Apologies: Councillor Jenny Molineux 
 

 
89 Apologies for Absence 

 
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillor Jenny Molineux. 
 

90 Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 
 
There were no reported declarations of interest or dispensations. 
 

91 Minutes of Cabinet 
 
The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 9th December 2020 were submitted for 
approval as a correct record. 
 
A request was made to amend the minutes to record the apologies of Councillors Marlene 
Haworth and Kath Pratt, who had attempted to join the meeting, but had been unable to do 
so due to a technical issue. 
 
Resolved - That, subject to the inclusion of standing invitees 

Councillors Marlene Haworth and Kath Pratt in the 
section showing Apologies, the Minutes be received 
and approved as a correct record. 

 
92 Minutes of Boards, Panels and Working Groups 

 
The minutes of the following meeting were submitted: 
 

 Cabinet Waste and Recycling Group – 2nd November 2020 

 
Resolved - That the Minutes be received and noted. 
 

93 Urgent Decisions Taken 
 
In accordance with Executive Procedure Rule B16(c), Members considered a report on the 
following decisions taken under the urgency procedure:- 
 

No. Decision Heading Portfolio 
Holder 

Date of 
Approval 

(a) Department of Business, Energy & Industrial 
Strategy (BEIS) – Additional Restrictions Grant 
Autumn 2020 
 

Cllr M 
Parkinson 
OBE 

3rd December 
2020 
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Resolved - To note the report on urgent decisions taken. 
 

94 Reports of Cabinet Members 
 
Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE, Leader of the Council, introduced an item regarding an 
application made to the Community Champions Fund established by the Ministry of 
Housing Communities and Local Government (MHCLG).  Lyndsey Sims, Chief Executive of 
Hyndburn Leisure and Lead Officer for the Hyndburn Hub, was in attendance to provide a 
presentation which explained the purpose of the fund and the focus of Hyndburn’s bid. 
 
The Government had made available some £25M for local authorities under the Community 
Champions Fund.  The scheme would provide targeted help to those areas and 
communities facing the greatest challenges as a result of the pandemic.  Hyndburn had 
submitted an application for funding of £492k and an announcement on the outcome was 
expected shortly. 
 
There were four main strands to Hyndburn’s bid, as follows:- 
 

 The fund would enable Hyndburn Hub to build on the excellent work that had taken 

place across the Borough to connect people, groups and organisations.  The Hub 

would invest in additional short-term capacity to expand its operation (up to 30th 

September 2021) and would continue to focus on increasing connectivity and reach. 

 

 The Hub would work with the two local NHS Primary Care Networks (PCNs) and 

East Lancashire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) to develop new and lasting 

connections between voluntary agencies and the Integrated Neighbourhood Team 

to deliver wrap around care for people who had been exposed to Covid, and those 

with learning disabilities who were particularly vulnerable to the pandemic. 

 

 The existing Community Connectors and Social Prescribing Team would play a key 

role and would help to monitor people's needs and outcomes. 

 

 The Hub would continue to grow its community influencer network and would 

coordinate and deliver a learning event for everyone in the network to attend.  An 

external evaluation would be commissioned to capture learning and identify 

recommendations to further increase the Hub’s community impact. 

 
The presentation included further information on the following:- 
 

 Aims of the fund; 

 Communications and marketing (including Vision, Core Agendas and 

Partnerships/Support); 

 Building capacity across the voluntary and community sector; and 

 Building on successful health and wellbeing programmes (Healthy Hyndburn and 

Volunteer Hub); 

 
The Leader of the Council thanked Ms Sims for her presentation and for her vital work with 
the Hyndburn Hub and Hyndburn Leisure.  It was agreed to circulate a copy of the 
presentation slides to all Members of the Council. 
 
Resolved - To note the presentation in respect of Hyndburn’s 

bid to the Community Champions Fund. 
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95 Gypsy and Traveller Site Provision - Proposed Approach 
 
Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE, provided a report updating Cabinet on the work that had 
been undertaken in relation to gypsy and traveller site allocation and policy, following the 
Regulation 18(3) Local Plan consultation.  The report also set out the current position in 
relation to such provision. 

 
In addition, the report outlined a proposed planning policy approach to address the needs of 
travellers in the new Local Plan.  The intention of the report was to set out the direction of 
travel that the Local Plan was proposing to take, with a view to addressing any concerns 
raised by Members prior to the Publication Version (Regulation 19) of the Plan being 
issued. 
 
Simon Prideaux, Chief Planning and Transportation Officer, was in attendance to highlight 
key elements of the report.  In summary, some 49 additional pitches would be required over 
the lifespan of the new Local Plan.  The service had looked at existing sites and the 
potential for new pitches to meet this need.  Some 13 pitches could be provided utilising 
existing sites, leaving a net requirement of 31 pitches to be provided over the medium and 
longer term.  It was envisaged that the following additional sites would be used to meet this 
need:- 
 

 Land off Whinney Hill Road; 

 Land at Whitebirk between the roundabout and Leeds and Liverpool Canal; and 

 Land at 2 sites on Sough Lane. 

 
It was reported that two planning appeals were on-going in relation to Back Lane in 
Baxenden and Moss Lane in Knuzden.  The provision of sufficient gypsy and traveller sites 
was important in resisting developments such as these.  
 
The Leader of the Council indicated that the proposals were at an early stage and that 
informal consultation was now being undertaken.  Not all of the site options would be 
required.  A formal consultation process would follow, which would take some time to 
complete.  The outcome, along with results of consultations on other matters such as 
employment land and housing land, would feed into the overarching Local Plan, a final 
Publication Version of which should be available in the autumn or winter of 2021. 
 
Councillor Kath Pratt queried how Hyndburn’s level of provision compared with 
neighbouring authorities.  It was acknowledged that Hyndburn’s offer was more generous 
than its neighbours, due to significant levels of historic provision.  The Leader of the Council 
confirmed that, if a view emerged that Hyndburn had too many sites, he would be happy to 
work with all parties to lobby the MP on this issue. 
 
Councillor Munsif Dad raised concerns about the possible utilisation of sites at Charter 
Street adjacent to Crossland Street, Accrington, due to its potential for use as housing 
development land.  Concerns were also raised about use of land at Spring Vale, based on 
the previous negative experiences of elderly residents, thought to be linked to other sites in 
that area. 
 
Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
 
Reason for Decision 
 
The detailed reasons for the decision were set out in the main report, which included 
sections on the following:- 
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 National policy on gypsy and traveller sites; 

 The Hyndburn Local Plan 2016-2036; 

 Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling Showpeople Accommodation Assessment 

(GTAA); 

 Gypsy and traveller policy and site options consultation paper; 

 On-going work in relation to gypsy and traveller provision; 

 Meeting the short term requirement of 10 pitches; 

 Meeting the longer term requirement for 21 pitches; and 

 Current policy position. 

 

There were no alternative options for consideration or reasons 
 
Resolved - That the Council seeks to develop an approach to 

Gypsy and Traveller provision that is based on the 
following: 

 
i Takes account of the content and findings of the 

Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling Showperson 
Accommodation Assessment (GTAA) 2019 
(identified as background paper 1); 

 
ii An agreement to use the proposed strategy to 

meet Gypsy and Traveller requirements as set 
out in the Gypsy and Traveller Policy and Site 
Options consultation (identified as background 
paper 2); 

 
iii Includes the sites identified in this report as 

proposed Gypsy and Traveller site allocations in 
the emerging Local Plan (the Regulation 19 
version); 

 
iv That land at Spring Vale (Site 155 in paragraph 

3.25 of the report) provides a site that could 
meet the identified short term need for gypsy 
and traveller provision; the site was granted 
permission in 2001 for the siting of 10 static 
caravans and again in 2006 for the siting of 9 
mobile homes and remains undeveloped; 

 
v That the medium to longer term needs are met 

by those sites identified in paragraphs 3.20 and 
3.24 of this report. 

 
With the approval of the Cabinet the following two items were taken next on the Agenda. 
 

96 Council Tax Base - 2021-2022 
 
Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE, provided a report informing Members of the Council Tax 
Base for the financial year 2021-2022. 
 
Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
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Reason for Decision 
 
In accordance with Section 35 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, the Council was 
required to formally determine the Council Tax Base for 2020-2021 prior to 31st January 
2021.  This allowed the Council to notify the major preceptors (Lancashire County Council, 
the Police and Crime Commissioner for Lancashire and Lancashire Combined Fire 
Authority) by the 31st January of the Council Tax Base. 
 
The requisite calculation (Appendices A and B of the report) had to be carried out in 
accordance with the Local Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax Base) Regulations 2012.  
Once determined, the Council Tax Base could not be changed and had to be used when 
the Council set its Council Tax for the financial year 2021-2022.  
 
The calculation of the Tax Base for Hyndburn and Altham for 2021-2022 was provided.  It 
was proposed that the Tax Base for Hyndburn 2021-2022 should be 20,239.  This was a 
decrease from last year’s Tax Base of 709 (down from 20,948).  The 2021-2022 Tax Base 
for Altham was 304, which was a decrease from last year’s Tax Base of 11 (down from 
315). 
 
The Local Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax Base) Regulations 2012 specified 
formulae for calculating the Council Tax Base which had to be set between the 1st 
December 2020 and the 31st January 2021. 
 
The Council Tax Base was the measure of the number of chargeable dwellings held on the 
valuation list as at the 14th September 2020 and then adjusted to take account of discounts, 
exemptions, re-bandings and Council Tax Support to arrive at the Authority’s Council Tax 
Band D. 
 
Alternative Options considered and Reasons for Rejection 
 
This was a statutory requirement, therefore no other options could be considered. 
 
Resolved (1) That Cabinet approves the report on the Council Tax 

Base for 2021-22. 
  

(2) That in accordance with the Local Authorities 
(Calculation of Tax Base) Regulations 2012, the 
amount calculated by the Council for its Council Tax 
Base for the financial year 2021-2022 shall be 20,239. 

 
(3) That in accordance with the Local Authorities 

(Calculation of Tax Base) Regulations 2012, the 
amount calculated by the Council for its Council Tax 
Base for the parish of Altham for the financial year 
2021-2022 shall be 304. 

 
97 Prudential Indicators Monitoring and Treasury Management Strategy Update 

 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder Resources, provided a report to update Cabinet 

on activities around Prudential indicators Monitoring and the Treasury Management 

Strategy since the start of the financial year.  The report had already been provided to the 

Council’s Corporate Management Team and was due to be submitted to Council on 25th 

February 2021. 
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Councillor Plummer highlighted a number of key issues within the report.  The Treasury 
Management Strategy was updated annually at the Council Budget Setting Meeting and 
progress was normally reported both mid-year and at year’s end.  The current report 
reflected the fact that this had been one of the most difficult financial years in memory.  
Notwithstanding that point, Gross Debt at 31st March 2021 was projected to have fallen by 
£82k (down from the original estimate of £9,927k to £9,845).  No additional borrowing had 
been required in-year, although the overdraft limit had been temporarily extended as a 
precaution earlier in the year to protect the Council’s cashflow position.  However, that 
extension had now lapsed.  The Council’s exposure to interest rate changes was minimal 
over the next few years, due to fixed rate borrowings, giving a high level of confidence in a 
stable position being maintained.  The Council continued to invest surplus cash in the top 
rated financial institutions and with a view to minimising risks to any deposits. 
 
Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
 
Reason for decision 
 
The Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities required the Council to set 
Prudential Indicators annually for the forthcoming three years to demonstrate that the 
Council’s capital investment plans were affordable, prudent and sustainable.  The Council 
had adopted its current prudential indicators at its meeting in February 2020. 
 
The Prudential Code required the Council, having agreed at least a minimum number of 
mandatory prudential indicators (including limits and statements), to monitor them - in a 
locally determined format and frequency.  This half-year report to Cabinet complemented a 
more regular review by the Deputy Chief Executive. 
 
The indicators were purely for internal use and were not designed to be used as 
comparators between authorities.  If it should be necessary to revise any of the indicators 
during the year, the Deputy Chief Executive would report and advise the Council further. 
 
‘Treasury Management’ related to the borrowing and cash activities of the authority, and the 
effective management of any associated risks.  On 27th February 2020 in the same report 
referred to above, the Council had also set out and then approved its current Treasury 
Management Strategy.  This was in accordance with the CIPFA (Chartered Institute of 
Public Finance & Accountancy) code of practice on treasury management in public 
services, the Council having previously adopted, via Cabinet, the then revised code of 
practice.  Associated treasury management Prudential Indicators had been included in the 
February 2020 report. 
 
The current report included details of the prudential indicators used and further commentary 
on the treasury position and predictions around interest rates. 
 

There were no alternative options for consideration or reasons 
 
Resolved - That Cabinet notes the update report on Prudential 

Indicators Monitoring and the Treasury Management 
Strategy. 

 
98 Exclusion of the Public 

 
Resolved - That, in accordance with Regulation 4(2)(b) of the 

Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) 
(Meetings and Access to Information) (England) 
Regulations 2012, the public be excluded from the 
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meeting during the following item, when it was 
likely, in view of the nature of the proceedings that 
there would otherwise be disclosure of exempt 
information within the Paragraph at Schedule 12A of 
the Act specified at the item. 

 
99 Lease to Hyndburn & Ribble Valley - Council for Voluntary Service of Mercer House, 

Clayton-le-Moors 
 
 
Exempt Information under the Local Government Act 1972, Schedule 12A, Paragraph 3 – 
Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including 
the authority holding that information) 
 
Councillor Loraine Cox, Portfolio Holder for Housing and Regeneration, outlined the content 
of the report, which sought approval to the variation of the charitable trusts of the Mercer 
Museum and Park, the grant of a lease to Hyndburn and Ribble Valley CVS and approval to 
other financial matters.  Mark Hoyle, Head of Regeneration and Housing Services was in 
attendance to respond to any queries raised. 
 
Councillor Marlene Haworth raised a question in relation to potential funding from Ribble 
Valley Borough Council to support the refurbishment works proposed.  Councillor Miles 
Parkinson OBE agreed to raise the matter with Councillor Stephen Atkinson, Leader of 
Ribble Valley Borough Council, and to ask the CVS to make a similar approach. 
 
Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
 
Reasons for Decision  
 
The reasons for the decision were set out in the exempt report. 
 
Alternative Options Considered and Reasons for Rejection 
 
The alternative options considered and reasons for rejection were set out in the exempt 
report. 
 
Resolved - That the recommendations as set out in the exempt 

report be approved. 
 
 

 
 

Signed:…………………………………………… 
 

Date: …………….………………………………………… 
 

Chair of the meeting 
At which the minutes were confirmed 
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CABINET 

 

 
Wednesday, 10th February, 2021 

 
Present:  Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE (in the Chair), Councillors Paul Cox (Vice 

Chair), Loraine Cox, Munsif Dad BEM JP, Jenny Molineux and 
Joyce Plummer 
 

In Attendance: Councillors June Harrison, Marlene Haworth and Kath Pratt. 

  

 
122 Apologies for Absence 

 
There were no apologies for absence on this occasion. 
 

123 Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 
 
Councillor Munsif Dad BEM JP, declared a personal interest in the Agenda Item 6 – 
Hyndburn Leisure Estate – Investing in the Health of Hyndburn, in the light of his position as 
a member of Hyndburn Leisure Trust’s Board. 
 
There were no reported dispensations. 
 

124 Minutes of Cabinet 
 
The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 13th January 2021 were submitted for 
approval as a correct record. 
 
Resolved - That the Minutes be received and approved as a 

correct record. 
 

125 Urgent Decisions Taken 
 
In accordance with Executive Procedure Rule B16(c), Members considered a report on the 
following decisions taken under the urgency procedure:- 
 

No. Decision Heading Portfolio 
Holder 

Date of 
Approval 

(a) Community Champions Funding 
 

Cllr Jenny 
Molineux 

18th January 
2021 

 
Resolved - To note the report on urgent decisions taken. 
 

126 Reports of Cabinet Members 
 
There were no verbal reports provided on this occasion. 
 

127 Hyndburn Leisure Estate - Investing in the Health of Hyndburn 
 
Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE, Leader of the Council, provided a report setting out key 
background information that had informed proposals to ensure the provision of high quality 
sports and leisure facilities in Hyndburn, creating a platform upon which to reduce physical 
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inactivity, and develop a sustainable funding model in relation to Hyndburn Leisure.  The 
report built upon the information provided to Council on 19th November 2020 and included 
investment proposals relating to the Hyndburn Leisure Estate and details of a public 
consultation due to commence in March 2021. 
 
Councillor Parkinson OBE summarised the collaborative approach taken by Hyndburn 
Leisure Trust and the Borough Council to develop the proposals.  Members of the public 
were well aware that the Borough’s leisure buildings were ageing.  Hyndburn Leisure 
Centre was around 50 years old and Mercer Hall was significantly older, having been 
converted from a dance hall.  The report had been drafted in close cooperation with the 
Leisure Trust and set out their aspirations to renew their estate, which would be delivered 
over the period 2021 - 2023. 
 
The aim now was to engage with residents across the Borough to seek their views on what 
was proposed.  This would be particularly important in Great Harwood, since Mercer Hall 
was no longer considered to be fit for purpose.  However, the facility could be re-purposed 
in the same way that Great Harwood Town Hall, Elmfield Hall and Churchfield House had 
been given a new lease of life in the community.  The Council would consider all the options 
available and acknowledged that residents would be passionate about the future use of this 
building. 
 
Swimming facilities could be relocated to Wilsons Playing Fields to enhance this site, which 
was already in the Council’s ownership.  The site had the potential to develop as a hub for 
sport and physical activity in the Borough and would complement other facilities, such as 
those provided by The Hyndburn Academy and Accrington Stanley Community Trust. 
 
The Council had recently been successful in its bid to the Public Sector Decarbonisation 
Fund, outlined earlier in the year.  A total of £2M was available to promote the green 
agenda by carrying out energy efficiency schemes.  The above funding could free up 
around £1M over 2 years of monies already earmarked within the capital programme to 
tackle legacy issues, to be put to other uses.  Significant reductions in carbon output would 
be realised from works to install air source heat pumps and photovoltaic panels at 
Hyndburn Leisure Centre.  Additional funding could be pursued by Hyndburn Leisure Trust 
from bodies such as Sport England. 
 
The overall aim of the programme was to improve the health and wellbeing of local 
residents, by encouraging them to be more active.  Further detail would be provided at the 
Council Budget meeting on 25th February 2021. 
 
A rough timeline was as follows:- 
 

 Stage 1 (2021) – Community engagement; applications to Sport England; work on 

the public realm frontage at Mercer Hall; 

 Stage 2 (2022) – Consideration of a new build at Wilsons Playing Fields and 

partnership work with The Hyndburn Academy; 

 Stage 3 (2023) – Delivery of the new facilities at Wilsons Playing Fields and 

refurbishment of Hyndburn Leisure Centre. 

 
Councillor Munsif Dad BEM JP welcomed the report and noted that the consultation 
undertaken so far had received good support from stakeholders, including some hard to 
reach groups.  Stakeholders were keen to continue working with the Leisure Trust to help 
develop their detailed proposals.  The inward funding was especially welcomed.  He 
thanked the Leisure Trust staff and, in particular, Lyndsey Sims, the Chief Executive.  The 
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proposals were a fine example of partnership working between the Council and the Leisure 
Trust. 
 
Councillor Kath Pratt pointed out that the proposals for a new four lane swimming pool at 
Wilsons Playing Fields might have the unintended consequence of excluding some 
competitive swimming events, a potential revenue stream. 
 
Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
 
Reason for Decision 
 
The detailed reasons for the decision were set out in the main report, which included 
sections on the following:- 
 

 Background; 

 The case for sport and physical activity and combatting inactivity in Hyndburn; 

 Areas for consideration for a financially and operationally sustainable long-term 

business model; 

 Assessment of ‘at risk facilities’; 

 Match funding opportunities / inward investment; 

 Reducing carbon output; 

 Commercial opportunities; and 

 Consultations. 

 

There were no alternative options for consideration or reasons 
 
Resolved - That Cabinet notes the on-going joint work between 

the Council and Hyndburn Leisure to develop 
detailed proposals around a potential investment 
programme in leisure facilities owned by the Council 
and operated by Hyndburn Leisure to assist in 
significantly improving the health and well-being of 
the local population and asks that further reports are 
brought back to Cabinet as options emerge from the 
work undertaken and when the results of the 
consultation become known. 

 
128 Financial Position December 2020 - Report for the Year Ending 31st March 2021 

 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, provided a report on the 
Financial Position as at December 2020 and the financial forecast outturn position for the 
Accounting Year 2020/21. 
 
Councillor Plummer highlighted the following issues in connection with the report:- 
 

 An adverse variance forecast of £392k; 

 This was down from the October adverse variance forecast of £919k, as savings 

continued to be generated; 

 The pandemic was the most significant reason for the overspend; 

 Without the pandemic, there would have been an underspend; and 

 An application had been made for Government assistance in relation to Hyndburn 

Leisure Trust and, if the bid was successful, this would further lower the overspend. 
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Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
 
Reason for Decision 
 
The spend for the first 9 months of the financial year to the end of December 2020 was 
£8,378,000 compared to a Budget of £9,997,000 giving a positive variance of £1,619,000 
over the first 9 months of the year. 
 
The current forecast spend to the end of the financial year in March 2020 was £11,619,000 
compared to a Budget of £11,227,000.  This forecast produced an adverse variance of 
£392,000 by the end of the financial year.  The adverse variance across the Council was 
attributable to the impact of COVID-19 on the Council’s overall financial position requiring it 
to spend additional sums to address the impact of the pandemic while at the same time 
suffering a reduction in its income, due to the downturn in economic activity stemming from 
the pandemic. 
 
The predicted level of variance against the Budget could be managed within the Council’s 
overall reserves. 
 
The report included more detailed commentary about expenditure in the following service 
areas:- 
 

 Environmental Services; 

 Culture and Leisure Services; 

 Planning and Transportation; 

 Regeneration and Property Services; 

 Policy and Corporate Governance; and 

 Non-service Items. 

 
The figures for service areas included estimated losses in income due to the pandemic less 
additional specific Government funding to help offset some of the losses incurred.  Overall, 
the authority had estimated a loss across the Council of £1,021,000 and had assumed the 
Government would provide a grant of £603,000 to offset these losses.  The estimate was 
based around the Government guidance issued in this area.  This process was subject to 
further review and a year-end reconciliation under the Government’s rules around this 
grant, so the figures were subject to confirmation and revision.  Once the figures were 
confirmed, potentially only after the financial year end, they could move upwards or 
downwards as a consequence. 
 
The estimates around expenditure necessary to fight COVID-19 were subject to more 
uncertainty than in the normal forecasting of expenditure, given the unprecedented 
demands and changing nature in this area, and therefore these forecasts were subject to 
larger variance than usual within a local authority Budget. 
 
The Council expected a substantial increase in the non-payment of Council Tax and 
Business Rates, as well as a large rise in the numbers of Council Tax Support Claimants 
due to the pandemic.  Due to the statutory requirements around accounting for these 
transactions, the losses in these areas this year would not manifest themselves until future 
year budgets and would be dealt with by adjustments to the Council’s revenue levels in 
later years. 
 
The Government had potentially indicated that it would ensure all Tier 3 Councils were able 
to balance their 2020/21 and 2021/22 Budgets and therefore funding might be available to 
reduce the adverse variance to zero by the end of the year.  However, at this stage no 
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details had been provided around this potential extra financial support that might be 
available and therefore this funding was not included within this Budget forecast.   
 
The level of adverse variance would need to be funded from existing reserves if this extra 
funding did not materialise. 
 

There were no alternative options for consideration or reasons 

 
Resolved - That Cabinet notes the report on the financial 

position as at December 2020 and asks Corporate 
Management Team to continue to reduce costs and 
increase income over the remaining months of the 
financial year. 

 
129 Medium Term Financial Strategy 2021/22 to 2023/24 - February 2021 Update 

 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, provided a report to inform 

Cabinet of the 3-year projections of income and spending for the Council ahead of 

formulating its 2021/22 Revenue and Capital Budgets. 

 
Councillor Plummer highlighted a number of key issues within the Medium Term Financial 
Strategy (MTFS) report, as follows:- 
 

 COVID-19 had been a significant consideration during 2020/21 and would continue 

to be so in 2021/22; 

 The pandemic added to the levels of uncertainty within any forecast covering the 

next three years; 

 There was already some degree of uncertainty created by the Government’s Fair 

Funding Review, which could potentially remove up to £1.5M of resources in the 

future; 

 The most significant challenge was predicted to fall in 2022/23 when around £2M 

savings would be required; 

 In the following year, 2023/24, there should be more modest savings needed, in the 

region of £100k; 

 Thereafter, the Council ought to be self-sustaining; 

 If the economy were to flat-line, the savings pressures could mount to £3M with 

around £1.25M of savings in the following year; 

 The difference between the most pessimistic and optimistic scenarios was in the 

region of £5.4M; and 

 The forecasts would become more robust as the year progressed. 

 
In summary, the Council would need to be cautious not to take on any significant 
commitments and should protect its reserves in case the pessimistic model prevailed. 
 
The Leader of the Council added that the £1.5M potential Government cuts would be on top 
of the £5M savings delivered since 2010.  The Council would not know the Government’s 
decision about the Fair Funding Review until December.  The Leader was pleased that the 
MTFS presented a complex situation in manner which was easy for all to understand. 
 
Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
 
Reason for decision 
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The Cabinet required an update on its medium term financial outlook ahead of setting the 
Budget for 2021/22 and determining the level of Council Tax for the new financial year.  
This report also ensured those decisions were taken with a view to the overall position of 
the Council going forward and were not limited to a narrow one year perspective. 
 
The substantive report included the following summary information. 

 

The Council’s activities and finances had been dominated this year by the impact of 
COVID-19 and it was expected that COVID-19 and its consequences would continue to 
have a major impact on the Council’s finances for at least the next financial year as a 
minimum, with the potential for the effects to continue much longer. 
 
In response to the great uncertainty the Council faced, it would operate a roll forward 
Budget for 2021/22 based on the 2020/21 Budget.  This provided Service Managers a fixed 
reference point from which to continue to respond to the crisis and allowed a degree of 
stability for one year while the authority recovered from the most significant challenge it had 
ever faced.  To achieve a balanced Budget during the year the Council would need to 
generate £116,000 of internal savings during the year.  As with previous years, the 
Government was encouraging Councils to increase Council Tax by up to a maximum of 2%.  
It was proposed that the Council follow this direction.  Overall expenditure would be 
contained at 2020/21 levels of £11,227,000. 
 

Over the next two years, the Council would face significant financial challenges as it 
overcame the consequences of COVID-19 and addressed the impact of proposed 
Government funding reforms and increased pressures on its spending.  As the extent of the 
Government financial reforms was unclear at this time and was unlikely to emerge until 
December 2021, this produced great uncertainty and potentially significant variance around 
the forecasts contained in the MTFS.  From what had been indicated previously, the most 
likely outcome was the loss  of all the Council’s current Revenue Support Grant (RSG) 
either immediately or over a couple of years and a reduction in the amount of Business 
Grant income the authority was allowed to retain, though this might be offset by growth in 
the local economy. 
 
The extent of the reductions in funding was largely dependent on global and UK economic 
performance and due to the wide degree of potential outcomes that currently existed, it was 
not possible to make rigorous predictions.  A range of possible occurrences had been 
considered from those in which the Council did well financially (Optimistic Scenario - 
Appendix 3) and those in which the Council would experience deep reductions in its 
revenue and escalating costs in its expenditure, placing the Council under severe financial 
strain (Pessimistic Scenario - Appendix 2). 
 
COVID-19 had added a significant additional challenge to the Council’s medium term 
financial position which had already been under considerable pressure from the 
Government’s proposals to remove RSG and redistribute other funding by altering the  
mechanism for dividing the amount available via a different pattern of allocations.  In these 
circumstances it was prudent for the Council to look to increase its reserves and revenue 
streams such as Council Tax and Business Rates whenever it could and to avoid 
committing to any new revenue expenditure while continuing to concentrate on its work to 
reduce internal costs.  However, dealing with COVID-19 was likely to cause at least an 
initial reduction in Council Tax and Business Rates income and the need to use Reserves 
to finance unexpected additional costs and the loss of income. 
 
Detailed information was provided in the report on the following matters:- 
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 Objectives; 

 Elements of the MTFS; 

 Service Planning to support overall strategy; 

 Integrated resource planning with services; 

 Background information; 

 Financial analysis 2021/22 to 2023/24 (resources; Government grant; business 

rates; Council Tax; expected loss of income; and changes in costs) 

 Growth; 

 Reserves; 

 Other assumptions; 

 Equality impact assessment; 

 Scenarios; 

 Robustness of forecast; and 

 Overall net position. 

 

There were no alternative options for consideration or reasons 
 
Resolved - That Cabinet approves the report and the 

accompanying Medium Term Financial Strategy 
(MTFS). 

 
130 Prudential Indicators and Treasury Management & Investment Strategy 2021/22 - 

2023/24 
 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, provided a report setting out the 
Council’s policy and objectives with respect to treasury management, to explain how it will 
achieve its objectives and manage its activities; and to agree an investment strategy for 
2021/22. 
 
Councillor Plummer highlighted a number of key issues within the report, as follows:- 
 

 The report was a standard document which satisfied the requirements of the 

Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy (CIPFA); 

 The report dealt with matters including loans, investments, cash position and 

provided guidance and limits as to the actions of officers; 

 The Strategy continued the previous approach of paying down debts, avoiding new 

borrowing and investing surplus cash in safer organisations; and 

 Interest rates were likely to remain at similar levels in the short term. 

 
Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
 
Reason for decision 
 
Treasury management was defined as:- 
 

 The management of the Council’s investment and cash flows, its banking, money 

market and capital market transactions; 

 The effective control of the risks associated with these activities, and; 

 The pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those risks. 

 
The Council was required to operate a balanced budget which meant that cash raised 
during the year would meet cash expenditure.  Part of treasury management was to ensure 
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the cash flow was properly planned, with cash available when needed.  Surplus monies 
were invested in line with the Council’s low risk preferences. 
 
The second function of treasury management was funding the Council’s capital plans.  The 
plans gave a guide to the future borrowing need of the Council.  The management of this 
longer term cash flow might involve arranging long or short term loans or using longer term 
cash flow surpluses.  Occasionally outstanding debt might be restructured to reduce 
Council risk or meet cost objectives. 
 
The report had been prepared in line with the Treasury Management Code and Guidance 
(2017) written by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy (CIPFA).  In the 
case of local authorities in England and Wales, the Code was significant under the 
provisions of the Local Government Act 2003.  This required local authorities ‘to have 
regard (a) to such guidance as the Secretary of State may issue, and (b) to such other 
guidance as the Secretary of State may by regulations specify’.  The Local Authorities 
(Capital Finance and Accounting) (England) Regulations 2003 in paragraph 24 required 
local authorities to have regard to this guidance.  Acceptance of this report fulfilled those 
obligations. 
 
The report included detailed information on the following matters:- 
 

 The Prudential Code and Prudential Indicators; 

 Capital expenditure and the capital financing requirement; 

 Minimum Revenue Position (MRP); 

 Affordability prudential indicators; 

 Treasury Management Strategy 2021/22 - 2023/24; 

 External debt overall limits; 

 External v internal borrowing; 

 Limits on activity; 

 Debt rescheduling; 

 Investment strategy; 

 Treasury Management Practices (TMP); 

 Policy on the use of external service providers; and 

 Treasury Management Strategy in-year and year-end reporting. 

 
There were no alternative options for consideration or reasons 

 
Resolved - That Cabinet recommends Council to:- 
 

(1) adopt the prudential indicators and limits 

detailed in the report; 

 
(2) approve the treasury management strategy, 

and associated indicators, as set out in section 

8 of the report; 

 
(3) approve the investment strategy as set out in 

section 13 of the report; 

 
(4) approve that the Minimum Revenue Provision 

(MRP) for the year 2021/22 – Appendix 1; 
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(5) approve the Treasury Management Policy 

Statement 2021/22 – Appendix 2; 

 
(6) approve the Treasury Management Practices 

Statement 2021/22 – Appendix 3; and 

 
(7) approve the Capital Strategy 2021/22 – 

Appendix 4. 

 
131 General Fund - Revenue Budget 2021/22 

 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, provided a report setting out 
proposals for the 2021/22 General Fund Revenue Budget.  It also provided an overview of 
key issues arising from the Medium Term Financial Strategy.  The decision to set the 
Budget would be a fundamental decision of the Council.  The role of the Cabinet was to 
recommend a proposed Budget to the Council. 
 
The Leader of the Council provided an introduction to the Budget proposals, as follows:- 
 

 Internal discussions about the Budget had taken place earlier in the year and a 

decision had been made to roll over the existing Budget so that all departments 

would receive the same level of funding as in 2020/21; 

 The Council would be able to afford this because of its existing strong financial 

position; 

 The Council would continue to lobby the Government for its extra COVID-19 costs 

to be covered; 

 During 2020/21, much had been done by the Government to protect the local 

economy and the Council, with grants of up to £35.5M issued to businesses so far 

and a further £1.5M expected to have been provided by the end of the financial 

year.  Other grants of around £2.5M were expected, giving a total level of 

Government support received in the region of £40M; 

 Council staff, volunteers and politicians had come together to battle COVID-19.  All 

individuals were thanked for their hard work and it was hoped that this spirit of 

cooperation would continue into the future; 

 The Budget proposals would be subject to questions and challenge at the 

Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 18th February 2021; 

 The rise in Council Tax proposed for Hyndburn Council services for Band D 

residents was £5.01; 

 The average rise in Council Tax for Hyndburn Council services taken over the last 

12 years was 1%, making the Council one of only a very small number of authorities 

able to keep Council Tax low, as noted by the Taxpayers Alliance; and 

 As indicated previously, £5M had been lost from Revenue Support Grant since 

2010, and yet a rollover Budget was proposed for departments in 2021/22. 

 
Councillor Plummer highlighted a number of key issues within the report, as follows:- 
 

 A £5.01 increase in Council Tax was proposed for Band D properties.  Most 

properties were in fact Band A, which would rise by only £3.34; 

 The Government had committed to not ending the Revenue Support Grant (£1.5M) 

in 2021/22 as had previously been anticipated; 
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 One off COVID-19 funding had included £592k received from the COVID-19 

Pressures Grant 2021/22.  In December 2020, this amount had seemed sufficient to 

cover extra costs, but given on-going pandemic impacts, it might not now be 

enough; 

 The Council would continue to assist Hyndburn Leisure Trust to remain financially 

secure; and 

 2021/22 was expected to be another tough year, with potential overspends, but the 

Council expected to be able to manage any variances. 

 
The Leader of the Council summarised the position as follows:- 
 

 The Council would be recommended to increase Council Tax by 1.99%.  This would 

be only the 5th increase in the last 12 years.  The average increase since 2010 was 

only 1%; and 

 Any overspend in 2020/21 could be covered by the Council’s Reserves, but initially 

the Government would be asked to cover any extra COVID-19 costs. 

 
Councillor Marlene Haworth indicated that the Conservative Group had numerous 
questions in relation to the Budget which would be raised at Council on 25th February 2021. 
 
She expressed concern that hard copies of the Budget papers had only been received this 
morning and that time would be required to work through the documents.  The Leader of 
the Council responded that all Budget papers had been circulated by e-mail last Friday.  
Hard copies had been distributed to all Members today. 
 
Councillor Haworth noted that it was possible to submit a question to the Resources 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC) in advance via e-mail.  She enquired if councillors 
who were not members of the committee could attend the virtual meeting.  The Leader of 
the Council agreed to clarify procedure for the Resources OSC immediately after this 
meeting and to provide a response.  It was likely that virtual attendance would be permitted 
for those submitting questions. 
 
Approval of the report was not a key decision.   
 
Reason for decision 
 
The recommendations in the report provided an appropriate platform on which the Cabinet 
could recommend a Budget to the Council which met the objectives and key priorities of the 
people of Hyndburn. 
 
This Report set out the Council’s Revenue Budget for 2021/22.  This would require net 
expenditure of £11,227,000. 
 
Under these proposals, Council Tax for Hyndburn residents would rise for Hyndburn 
Council provided services by £5.01 (1.99%) for a Band D property.  The amounts due for 
each band were shown at Appendix 4.  The increase was equivalent to less than 10p per 
week for a Band D property.  However, for most residents the increase would be less than 
7p per week as the majority of households in Hyndburn were Band A properties that paid 
two-thirds the value of a Band D property in Council Tax. 
 
This was the only the fifth rise in Council Tax for Hyndburn services since 2009/10 and the 
average annual increase over this period had been below 1%.  This was significantly below 
the rate of inflation over this period.  If the Council had increased Council Tax simply by 
inflation (CPI) over the last 12 years rather than the actual increases made, Council Tax for 
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Hyndburn’s services would have been almost 10% more expensive at £279.76 for each 
average Band D property within Hyndburn, which was £24.23 more than proposed for 
2021/22 at £255.53. 
 
The increase in Council Tax by Hyndburn Council was a result of cost pressures from 
wages, other expenditure inflation, the loss of income and the impact of COVID-19 which 
had altered at a faster rate than the increases generated from Government Grant or 
Business Rates. 
 
Lancashire County Council, the Police & Crime Commissioner and the Combined Fire & 
Rescue Authority had not yet formally taken their decisions on Council Tax Levels for 
2021/22.  It was expected that the County Council would raise its Council Tax for each 
household by a general increase of 1.99% and a 2.99% increase to assist with meeting the 
cost of Adult Social Care, which equated to a 4.99% increase overall.  It was expected that 
the Police Commissioner would increase a Band D Property by £15 and that the Fire & 
Rescue Authority would recommend a 1.99% increase. 
 
Altham Parish Council had set a separate precept for its activities for the thirteenth time in 
2021/22.  This year the Parish Council did not intend to increase its precept.  The Band D 
charge for Altham Parish Council would therefore remain at £40.27 for the year and the 
Parish Council would precept the Collection Fund for £12,242.  Details of the proposed 
position on other Bandings for properties in Altham were shown in Appendix 6. 
 
In setting the Budget for 2021/22 the Council faced continued volatility around some of the 
most significant items within its Budget.  Major reforms of local government finance had 
transferred the risk of business rate revenues and Council Tax Benefits to the Council.  The 
certainty on which the Council could budget and manage its finances had therefore 
decreased since 2013 and it would be important going forward to plot any deviations away 
from the expected figures and take appropriate action if these should start to emerge.  The 
ongoing impact from COVID-19 was also difficult to predict at this time.  This might result in 
the need to reduce spending during the year, if revenue analysis during the year started to 
indicate the amounts of funds received would fall short of the target or if the Council faced 
an upsurge in spending. 
 
The Cabinet intended to continue the good financial stewardship of the Council’s affairs by 
continuing the successful policies introduced over the last 17 years to manage costs 
effectively and promote appropriate service investment.  This Budget would therefore 
deliver, 
 

 A continuation of the established approach of limiting enhancements on early 

retirement, continuing a rigorous approach to absence management and committing 

to minimising borrowing costs.  These actions had already stemmed the build-up of 

unproductive costs within the organisation.  In each of these cases the Council had 

put a stop to the costly and financially damaging policies of the past and created a 

healthier and more financially stable culture within the Council. 

 

 While the Council was not incurring any further borrowing costs it was able to invest  

just over £2.3m in total for the year on Capital Schemes, with £966,000 going to 

support those with medical and physical difficulties to live independent lives in their 

own homes; it would continue its work to improve Accrington Town Centre building 

upon the £2m already spent in this area with a commitment to another £330,000 of 

investment into this key area; as well as providing money to improve facilities at the 

authority’s Sport Halls, Parks, its Cemetery; and making a major investment in the 
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Council’s Customer Contact systems to continue service delivery and 

responsiveness to the public. 

 

 Despite costs of over £85,000 to provide car parking in Hyndburn for residents and 

visitors and particularly for shoppers, the Council would continue to provide this 

facility free of charge and not introduce charges for parking in Hyndburn.  The 

Council believed this action would help bolster its town centres through these 

difficult economic times and provide an incentive for people to shop locally rather 

than drive and pay to shop elsewhere across the North-West. 

 

 Further reductions in the Council’s accommodation costs, building on the success 

over the last 12 years, including further rationalising accommodation and looking at 

more ways of using its accommodation more effectively.  The Council would also 

continue its actions to reduce carbon emissions and its energy costs and continue 

contributing to the improvements of its environmental footprint by positive action.  

 
The Council intended to continue to deliver all of the above and remain committed to a 
radical agenda of improvement while managing within its available resources.  This would 
be more difficult in the years to come, given reduced resources from the Government.  
However, there remained a firm commitment and absolute determination amongst 
Members and Officers of the Council to control the finances of the Council, drive forward on 
the efficiency agenda and continue to improve service delivery.  All those involved wished 
to continue to push forward on the drive for delivering value for money as a key priority for 
the Council. 
 
The rewards of strong financial control remained clearly evident.  The Council had built 
itself back from experiencing major difficulties in controlling expenditure and a position of 
negative reserves in 2003/04 to a situation by March 2020, in which Balances were over 
£2.3m.  The Council faced an expected overspend on the 2020/21 Budget as a result of the 
pandemic.  This would be the first overspend on the Council’s Budget for 18 years and 
there was potential for an overspend in 2021/22 if the impact from COVID-19 continued to 
hit the authority hard in the coming year.  However, the Council’s reserves were such that 
they should be able to absorb the estimated level of additional spend, unless costs 
escalated substantially and the Government did not provide additional funding. 
 
Within the Budget for 2021/22 there were a number of areas which were subject to a best 
estimation.  There were therefore a number of risks around the Budget, should these 
estimated costs or revenue amounts vary during the year.  The Council had assumed that 
extra costs from COVID-19 were containable within the one-off additional grant of £592,000 
from the Government and that, if costs exceeded this amount, the Government would make 
additional funding available.  
 
After the introduction of the Government reforms to Business Rates Funding of Local 
Government, the Council now carried a significant risk around the level of monies available, 
fluctuating substantially from this source.  In addition, as the calculation of how much funds 
would be available was dependent on a number of factors including: debt collection rates; 
the size of appeals against business rates assessment and the success of these appeals; 
new rules around levies, safety nets and pooling; the introduction of new rules on rates 
relief on retail premises and small businesses; as well as predicted levels of growth or 
decline in business activities; and the estimation of a number of figures which would only 
truly emerge after the end of the financial year, the imprecision in these estimates was 
regarded as high and could be subject to variations of hundreds of thousands of pounds.  
The volatility around these forecasts had increased due to the impact that COVID-19 would 
have on the Business Community and was expected to remain for a number of years until 
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the new system became bedded down and the financial impact of COVID-19 began to 
subside. 
 
The report included detailed information on the following matters:- 
 

 Medium Term Financial Strategy; 

 Continuation Budget; 

 Growth pressures; 

 Available resources (Core Government Revenue Support Grant (RSG), business 

rates, Council Tax; New Homes Bonus; and one-off Government funding); 

 Budget proposals 2021/22 (general financial pressures; and Budget savings 

proposals); 

 Reserves; 

 Risks and risk management; and 

 Consultation. 

 
The overall Revenue Budget 2021/22 was set out at Appendix 2 of the report.  The Budget 
for 2021/22 would be £11,227,000 and would be supported by a Council Tax levy of 
£255.53 for a Band D property – translating into a revenue source of £5,171,000 to meet 
services to the local community.  The Budget had been determined in light of continuing 
upward pressure on costs, the additional costs associated with COVID-19, previous 
financial difficulties that continued to overhang the Council, the available funding from 
Government and the Council’s strong desire to provide high levels of service to the 
Community in line with its priorities. 
 
Alternative Options Considered and Reasons for Rejection 

 

There had been a wide number of individual proposals put forward to produce a Balanced 

Budget.  Options had been rejected on a variety of grounds including policy objectives, 

practicalities and the potential for additional costs to be incurred.  Further options might be 

presented at the Council meeting. 

 

Resolved (1) That Cabinet proposes to Council an increase in 
Council Tax for 2021/22 of £5.01 per year for a Band 
D property.  This is equivalent to less than 10 pence 
per week.  As most households in Hyndburn are 
Band A rather than Band D properties, the vast 
majority of households will only see a rise of less 
than 7p per week.  This is only the fifth increase in 
Council Tax by Hyndburn Council in 12 years. 

 
(2) The Budget for 2021/22 will therefore be £11,227,000, 

as detailed in Appendices 1 and 2. 
 
(3) That Cabinet recommends approval of the savings 

approach outlined for 2021/22 as set out in Appendix 
3, to ensure the Council has a balanced budget. 

 
(4) That Cabinet notes the significant improvement 

made in relation to budget monitoring and cost 
reduction within the Authority over the past 17 years 
and confirms its commitment to continuing this 
approach in the year ahead.  
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(5) That Cabinet recommends during the financial year 

2021/22, the Deputy Chief Executive be delegated 
responsibility to amend the Budget (following 
consultation with the Leader of the Council) for 
technical reasons, such as the restructuring of cost 
centres, the re-apportionment and re-allocation of 
overheads etc., provided such amendments have an 
overall neutral impact on the Budget. 

 
(6) That Cabinet recommends during the financial year 

2021/22, the Deputy Chief Executive be delegated 
responsibility to amend the Budget (following 
consultation with the Leader of the Council) should 
the estimate of Business Rates not be sufficiently 
accurate, by drawing on reserves if needed or 
paying over additional contributions to reserves. 

 
(7) That to aid future financial management planning 

any surpluses generated during 2021/22 are set 
aside to help the Council reduce its cost base over 
the next three years, to support its long term capital 
programme or to strengthen its overall reserve 
position. 

 
(8) That Cabinet recommends that the Lower Tier 

Service Grant and Council Tax Grant are used to 
help balance the Council’s Budget and that the 
COVID-19 2021/22 Grant is ringfenced to meet the 
additional  costs of the operation of Hyndburn Hub, 
track and trace work and enforcement work related 
to COVID-19, to help offset the continued loss of 
income to the Council as a result of COVID-19, to 
help meet all other additional costs incurred as a 
result of COVID-19 such as PPE and provide 
additional assistance to Hyndburn Leisure while 
they recover from the financial impact of lost activity 
resulting from the pandemic. 

 
(9) That Cabinet recommends that the New Homes 

Bonus and any additional funds from Government 
that are not ring-fenced funding as well as any other 
surplus funds can be used if required to support 
capital expenditure as determined by the Deputy 
Chief Executive in the overall financing of capital 
expenditure or be transferred to Reserves. 

 
132 General Fund - Capital Programme 2021/22 

 
Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, provided a report requesting 
Cabinet to consider the Council’s capital investment priorities for 2021/22 and to 
recommend to the Council a Capital Programme for approval at its meeting on the 25th 
February 2021, having regard to key linkages between the management of the Council’s 
capital and revenue resources.. 
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Councillor Plummer indicated that a Capital Programme for 2021/22 of around £2.3M was 
being proposed from existing revenue and utilising some external support.  The approach 
continued the previous commitment to invest in services and infrastructure projects. 
 
Principal schemes included the following:- 
 

 £1M Disabled Facilities Grant scheme, to enable people to stay in their own homes 

and live independent lives; 

 Upgrades to Customer Services IT systems; 

 Repairs to Accrington Town Hall and Market Hall; 

 Funding for Leisure buildings, including energy savings schemes and 

enhancements; 

 Annual Vehicle Replacement Programme; 

 Various accommodation projects; and 

 Other smaller scale projects. 

 
Councillor Plummer thanked Joe McIntyre, Deputy Chief Executive, and his staff for their 
hard work in compiling all the Budget papers. 
 
The Leader of the Council thanked Councillor Plummer for her efforts around the Budget.  
Further details about he Council’s ambitions would be would presented at the Council 
meeting on 25th February 2021, including information on the Green Agenda and Local Plan 
issues comprising housing, employment land and town centre proposals.  Members were 
reminded that for most households (those in Band A properties) the Council Tax increase 
would be less than 7p per week. 
 
Approval of the report was not a key decision. 
 
Reason for decision 
 
The report set out the Council’s Capital Programme for 2021/22.  These schemes 
represented the best value for money and met the Council’s overall corporate policy 
objectives, within the funding envelop for the year. 
 
In the past 20 years, the Council had funded significant programmes of Capital Expenditure 
which sometimes exceeded £15m per annum.  In these more austere times, it was not 
possible to fund investment into the local community at these levels.  However, the Council 
was able to put forward a substantial capital investment programme of over £2.3m, despite 
the severe reductions in public spending that had been necessary due to the Recession.  
This had only been made possible by the Council’s effective financial management over 
recent years, which had seen it avoid additional borrowing and increase its revenue 
reserves, while reducing its operating costs. 
 
It was intended that the Council would continue these strong policies of financial 
management and this year would again avoid increasing its borrowing.  It would rely on 
securing external sources of funding, using capital receipts, making revenue contributions 
to capital projects and would use unspent monies to fund its programme.  It would also 
apply a rigorous approach to selecting projects by examining all proposals against its 
corporate objectives and only selecting the most pressing and deserving projects to fund.  
This was in accordance with the Council policy of limiting the increase in debt and 
borrowing costs, while ensuring the Council’s objectives were met. 
 
The Revenue implications of the strategy to finance the Capital Programme were a key 
element in the affordability issues on the Revenue Budget this year.  The programme 
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contained a limited amount of risk this year.  The level of risk was significantly down from 
previous financial years.  This was largely due to the smaller programme and the removal 
of much of the risk around the level of available capital funds to meet the proposed 
expenditure.  The Council’s overall resources and management systems were believed to 
be sufficiently robust to effectively monitor these risks and ensure appropriate action was 
taken if they should materialise. 
 
The Council would continue with its strategy adopted for over 10 years of attempting to 
reduce its level of debt wherever possible by restricting borrowing and repaying debt and 
would continue to work extensively with external funders to bring forward realistic plans for 
Capital investment in the area. 
 
In summary, the Council would be investing £2.3m in Capital investment in 2021/22.  There 
was a significant amount of the total resource available this year dedicated to supporting 
people with disabilities to continue to live in their own homes, along with continued 
investment in Accrington Town Centre and the Council’s key buildings and infrastructure 
that it needed to deliver services to the public.  
 
The details behind all of these proposals remained at the outline stage only and further 
work was required to ensure that these projects provided positive benefits to the community 
and the Council.  Each project was therefore required to submit further detailed plans as 
required in order to obtain final approval for expenditure to occur and to obtain final 
clearance from the Deputy Chief Executive, in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for 
Resources. 
 
The Capital Programme did require a degree of flexibility within it, to respond to sudden 
demands for capital expenditure, actions to be taken on the receipts of monies and 
revisions to proposals as projects were not financially viable or encountered other problems 
such as securing external funding.  The Capital Programme Working Group (CPWG) would 
report back to Cabinet at frequent intervals throughout the year to ensure Cabinet was kept 
appraised of the current situation and that any approvals necessary for alteration were 
obtained. 
 
Alternative Options Considered and Reasons for Rejection 
 
A wider programme of funding had not been considered due to the Council’s policy 
commitment to limiting Capital Expenditure to affordable levels and seeking to repay debt. 
 
Resolved - The Cabinet recommends to Council:- 
 

(1) A Capital Programme for 2021/22 of £2,314,511 

as set out in Appendix 1.  

 
(2) That the programme is funded by new 

anticipated direct external grants of £995,897 

and £1,318,618 of new investment from the 

Council’s resources.  External grant funding 

must be secured before any internal funds are 

committed to projects that rely on external 

funding to proceed. 

 
(3) That delegated authority is given to the Deputy 

Chief Executive, in consultation with the 

Portfolio Holder for Resources to flex the 
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programme in accordance with the available 

funding, provided this does not require any 

additional borrowing. 

 
(4) That the individual projects within the Capital 

Programme require the written authorisation of 

the Deputy Chief Executive following 

consultation with the Portfolio Holder for 

Resources before commencing and incurring 

expenditure and that Service Managers provide 

the Deputy Chief Executive, with written details 

of estimated costs of schemes with full 

justification of the need and benefits from 

undertaking the capital investments before 

approval is provided and that approval to 

commence is delegated to the Deputy Chief 

Executive, in consultation with the Portfolio 

Holder for Resources. 

 
(5) That Projects are timed to minimise the need for 

borrowing and the Deputy Chief Executive be 

requested to seek project start dates after 

September 2021 whenever this is practical. 

 
(6) That in-year underspends are not made 

available to fund new projects during the year. 

 
 
 

Signed:…………………………………………… 
 

Date: …………….………………………………………… 
 

Chair of the meeting 
At which the minutes were confirmed 
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COMMUNITIES AND WELLBEING OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY 

COMMITTEE 
 

 
Wednesday, 25th November, 2020 

 
Present:  Councillor Glen Harrison (in the Chair),  

Councillors Bernadette Parkinson (Vice Chair), Judith Addison, 
June Harrison and Kate Walsh 
Co-optee - Bernard Dawson 

  

  

Apologies: Patrick McGinley 
 

 
47 Apologies for Absence and Substitutions 

 
An apology for absence was received from Councillor McGinley.  There were no 
substitutions.   
 

48 Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 
 
There were no declarations of interest or dispensations declared at the meeting. 
 

49 Minutes of Last Meeting held on 30th October 2019 
 
The Minutes of the meeting of the Communities and Wellbeing Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee held on 30th October 2019 were submitted for approval as a correct record.   
  
Recommended        -  That the Minutes be received and approved as a 

correct record. 
 

50 Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme for 2020 - 2021 
 
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer submitted a report relating to the Overview and Scrutiny 
Work Programme.  He informed the Committee that the report requested Cabinet to give 
consideration to and comment on the draft work programme for Overview and Scrutiny for 
2020/21. 
 
Resolved - That the work programme for the Communities and 

Wellbeing Overview and Scrutiny Committee for 2020/21 
be approved. 

 
51 Defibrillators in Hyndburn 

 
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer submitted a report to provide the Committee with 
background information relating to problems associated with publically accessible AED 
(defibrillators) in Hyndburn.  He also reported that a representative of NWAS had been 
unable to attend the meeting.   
 
Helen McCue-Melling, Regeneration and Property Manager, gave details of the background 
to the report.  In summary, she reported that: 
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 in 2016 the Huncoat and Central Springhill Area Councils had authorised expenditure 
on nine defibrillators which were installed at publicly accessible sites across these 
areas.  As part of the installations an agreement had been produced laying out the 
responsibilities of each party (Council, NWAS and the building owner).   

 this agreement had not foreseen potential ongoing costs or identified a suitable 
Council department to take on the responsibility for the AEDs.  She also explained 
that any future Area Council applications for the installation of an AED must come 
from a third party, who would purchase, maintain and be responsible for the AED 
themselves.   

 there are now 20 publically accessible AEDs in the Borough for which NWAS have 
informed the Council they should be responsible for.  She pointed out that it would be 
the Council’s responsibility to repair the defibrillators attached to Council buildings 
although there was currently no Council department assigned responsibility for this.  
She reported that faults on defibrillators were not being reported to the Ambulance 
Service making these sites vulnerable and there was no budget to repair.   

 Defibrillators cost around £1,000 each and installation on a site about £2,000.  
Defibrillators are then registered with the Ambulance Service.   

 She requested that the Committee gave consideration to the issues raised and 
proposed recommended action.   

 
The Chair reported that the Committee had submitted questions in advance to Council 
Officers and the North West Ambulance Service (NWAS) and, although NWAS were unable 
to be in attendance, responses had been received on the following issues: 
 
Questions to NWAS: 
 

 How many times had public defibrillators been used in the last 12 months and the 
number of lives saved. 

 How had other areas dealt with similar issues to this? 

 How many other public defibrillators were there in Hyndburn, apart from the ones 
referred to in the report, and were they evenly spread across the borough? 

 
Questions to Council Officers: 
 

 How could offline defibrillators be brought back online and how much would it cost? 

 How much vandalism had there been to public defibrillators? 

 Could defibrillators be relocated from buildings where regular checks were not being 
carried out by building occupiers as agreed? 

 What budget 
would be required for maintaining the defibrillators and carrying out regular checks 
and how many hours per year would be required for this work?         

 
Responses were given as follows: 

 NWAS would have to 
be contacted to get the equipment back online as well as ensuring that all of the 
equipment was still in good working order and that any damage was reported to 
NWAS.  Details were given of the estimated costs of the equipment, ongoing 
maintenance costs and costs of changing pads.  She pointed out that this 
responsibility was not currently under the remit of the Facilities Section.   

 Only one defibrillator 
had been stolen by the end of July.   

 There would be a cost 
to moving boxes to a more suitable place.  
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 The maintenance of 
defibrillators could be very time consuming and the project would only work if there 
was dedicated communication with the North West Ambulance Service.  

 
D. Holden, Resuscitation Lead for Cumbria, attended the meeting to inform the Committee 
of the importance of the scheme to the community.  She reported on the importance of 
defibrillators being available for emergency use and referred to some areas having AED 
Guardians and outlined their role. 
 
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer referred to the importance of ensuring that the scheme 
worked properly.  He agreed to contact other local Councils to see how they ran their 
schemes and to report back.   
 
Councillor Walsh asked if the defibrillators were not being maintained due to Covid 
restrictions and referred to the difficulties associated with the pandemic.  
 
The Chair requested that the Committee considered the main issues of ownership and 
maintenance of the scheme and proposed a Task and Finish Group to look at 
recommendations.  He suggested that the Task and Finish Group consisted of a minimum 
of 3 members.  Councillors Glen Harrison, Kate Walsh and Bernadette Parkinson all 
volunteered to be part of the Group. 
 
Resolved (1) That, a Task and Finish Group be established, as soon 

as possible, to consider issues related to a scheme for 
managing community defibrillators taking into 
consideration issues including ownership, 
maintenance, and budgetary; and 

 (2) That, the recommendations made by the Task and 
Finish Group are submitted to Cabinet for 
consideration, in order to speed up the process of 
establishing a robust and effective scheme.  

 
52 Hyndburn Hub Step-Up Presentation 

 
A presentation on the Hyndburn Hub Step-Up was given by Lyndsey Simms, Chief 
Executive of Hyndburn Leisure Trust.  She reported that the Hub had been set up to 
respond to the national lockdown restrictions in March 2020 and had now gone through 
three phases (March to the end of July, August to October and now in new national 
restrictions).  She pointed out that many Councillors were involved in community 
engagements and that there had been a good response from volunteers and the 
community.  She explained that the Hub was a brand that was well trusted and had met the 
needs of the local community during the last 8 months and that the work they had done at 
the beginning now stood them in good stead.  She outlined the type of support that the Hub 
offered and indicated that they had a list of around 700 people who they supported.  She 
explained that personnel from the Leisure Trust and the Council had been redirected from 
their normal roles to help out with the Hub and that they had 40-50 voluntary groups also 
supporting the Hub.  As a result of working together a Food Solution Network had been 
formed which had been given grant funding and would help to co-ordinate the network and 
increase food capacity.  The Hub helped to direct people to appropriate welfare officers and 
linked up to charity shops.  She informed the meeting that there were issues of loneliness 
for some people and that the Hub had been the only contact they had with others and 
therefore referred to its importance in this respect.  She informed the Committee that it was 
their aim to find out why people where having to access food banks and to look at future 
needs.   
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Members of the Committee submitted questions to the Officer in advance in relation to: 

 Support offered by the Hub to local foodbanks.  Are all foodbanks involved? 

 Challenges faced by the Hub since the recent national lockdown compared to the 
first. 

 Details of the criteria for receiving food parcels from the Hub and their distribution.  
Can people from outside the area access support from the Hub? 

 Is there a role for the Hub post Covid? 
 
Responses were given to the questions above as follows: 
 

 Foodbanks are working together with the number increased this time around. 

 The Hub faced faced less challenges this time around as the preparation work they 
had done at the beginning of the pandemic had placed them in good stead.   

 She provided details of how people could access the food parcels and how people 
would be directed to other networks across Lancashire if they did not live in the 
borough of Hyndburn.  

 Consideration was being given to how this brand could continue elements of this 
work post pandemic including drawing in funding in from areas dealing with health 
and wellbeing.  She pointed out that it was not their intention to duplicate structures 
if they were already there, though.   

 
Members asked what was in place to cover the provision usually provided by the Hub 
over the Christmas period.  Lyndsey Simms reported that Christmas cards were being 
sent out enclosing details of different services that could be contacted, if required, over 
the Christmas period.   

Resolved - That the report be noted.  

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Signed:…………………………………………… 

 
Date: …………….………………………………………… 

 
Chair of the meeting 

At which the minutes were confirmed 
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RESOURCES OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

 

 
Thursday, 26th November, 2020 

 
Present:  Councillor Paddy Short (in the Chair),  

Councillors Stephen Button, Andrew Clegg, Terry Hurn, Tim O'Kane, 
Noordad Aziz (Vice Chair) and Marlene Haworth 
 
Co-optee: Bernard Dawson 

  

  

Apologies: Councillors Patrick McGinley and Jean Battle MBE  
 

 
60 Apologies for absence, Substitutions, Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 

 
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillors Battle and McGinley.  
Councillor Marlene Haworth acted as substitute representative for Councillor McGinley.   
 
There were no declarations of interest or dispensations. 
 

61 Minutes of Last Meeting held on 18th February 2020 
 
The Minutes of the Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee held on 18th February 
2020 were submitted for approval as a correct record.   
 
Reference was made to the following minutes: 
 
2.64 – Capital Programme 2020/21 – reference was made to the capital programme for 
2020/21 and if this would continue in light of the pandemic.  The Overview & Scrutiny 
Officer informed Cllr O’Kane that he would report back to him. 
 
2.66 – The Leader of the Council to receive Representations and Questions from Members 
of the Public and Individual Members of the Council on the Budget – the Overview and 
Scrutiny Officer reported that he would report back at the next meeting on progress with the 
Task and Finish Group established to look into the sustainability of Clayton Boxing Club. 

Resolved - That the Minutes be approved and confirmed as a 
correct record. 

 
62 Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme 2020 - 2021 

 
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer submitted a report requesting the Committee to give 
consideration to and comment on the draft work programme for Overview and Scrutiny for 
2020/21.  He reported that the draft work programme had been agreed via email due to the 
restrictions of Covid-19 and outlined the process of approval.   
 
Several items for the work programme had been suggested by Members.  These were 
prioritised, due to a reduced work programme because of the Covid restrictions, before 
being added to the work programme.   
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Cllr Haworth referred to the Market Hall and asked why works to the building had not been 
sent out to tender and if this had breached Council policy and rules.  The Chair indicated 
that he would raise the issue and update Committee members.    
 
The Chair referred to need to establish the Task and Finish group as soon as possible and 
for any information to be brought back to the Committee soon after.   
 
No further comments were provided on the draft work programme. 

Resolved - That the draft work programme be approved. 
 

63 Covid-19 Related Business Grants 
 
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer reported that a request had been received to defer the 
item on Covid-19 related business grants and the importance of considering the criteria 
used to assess applications and information on payments made.  He informed the 
Committee that the responsible Officer had requested that the item be deferred to a later 
meeting due to pressures of work as a result of Covid-19.    

Resolved - That the item on Covid-19 Related Business Grants be 
deferred to a later meeting on a date to be confirmed. 

 
64 Impact of Covid-19 on Council Finances 

 
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer reported that a request had been received to defer the 
item on the Impact of Covid-19 on Council Finances.  He informed the Committee that the 
responsible Officer had also requested that this item be deferred to a later meeting due to 
pressures of work as a result of Covid-19.    

Resolved - That the item on the Impact of Covid-19 on Council 
Finances be deferred to a later meeting on a date to be 
confirmed. 

 
 
 
 
 

Signed:…………………………………………… 
 

Date: …………….………………………………………… 
 

Chair of the meeting 
At which the minutes were confirmed 
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AUDIT COMMITTEE 

 

 
Monday, 30th November, 2020 

 
Present:  Councillor Stephen Button (in the Chair), Councillors Chris Knight, 

Michael Miller, Tim O'Kane (Vice Chair), Kath Pratt and Kate Walsh 
 

 
The Chair welcomed all to the meeting, including public viewers on You Tube. 

 
65 Apologies for Absence, Declarations of Interest, Dispensations and Substitutions 

 
There were no apologies for absence, substitutions, declarations of interest or 
dispensations. 
 

66 Minutes of the Last Meeting 
 
The minutes of the last meeting of the Audit Committee held on 9th March 2020 were 
submitted for approval as a correct record. 
 
Resolved - That the minutes be received and approved as a 

correct record. 
 

67 Risk Management Monitoring Report 
 
The Committee considered a report of Stuart Sambrook, Policy Manager, on the outcome 
of the review of the Strategic, Generic and Operational Risk Registers.  Mr Sambrook was 
present at the meeting and highlighted key elements of the report. 
 
At its meeting on 29th September 2003, Standards Committee had been presented with 
details of the Council’s Risk Management Policy and associated Strategic and Operational 
Risk Registers.  That report had also set out a protocol for updating the risk registers in 
addition to ensuring that the risks already identified were monitored and action plans were 
in place to mitigate against those risks wherever possible. 
 
Management Team had received a report on 15th March, 2006 regarding the transfer of 
responsibility for updating the Risk Register to the Policy Team.  The protocol for updating 
the risk tables had been followed and the information gathered formed the basis of the 
current report and its associated documents. 
 
In November 2019, Internal Audit had published a report of their review of Risk Registers / 
Management to determine if they were established and managed effectively.  The audit 
report had recommended that some refresher training for Risk Management be carried out 
for All Service Managers.  It had also been agreed that it would be beneficial to carry out a 
mapping exercise across all areas of the Council to identify new risks as part of the risk 
register review process.  To date those recommendations had only been partly worked on 
and the process would carry on in 2021.  
 
The changes to the risk registers reflected in the current report were correct as at Friday 6th 
November 2020.  A similar report had been presented to Management Team on the 11th 
November, 2020. 
 
Changes to the Strategic Risk Register 
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There had been three major changes (new risks covering the pandemic impacts on the 
Council, local community and democracy) to the Strategic Risk Register.  These were 
summarised below and one minor change that had been made was detailed at Appendix 1 
(commencing at Page 5 of the report). 
 

Area Change Risk 
Rating 
With 
Controls 

NEW RISK 

Customers / 
Citizens 
 
(Page 5) 

Risk 
Pandemic can cause harm to the health and wellbeing of the local 
Hyndburn community.  
Risk Owner 
Chief Executive 

High 

Economic / 
Reputation  
 
(Page 6) 

Risk 
Pandemic effect on Council’s financial services, staffing 
arrangements and service delivery. 
Risk Owner 
Chief Executive 

High 

Political / 
Legal  
 
(Page 6) 

Risk 
Pandemic impact on local democracy, decision making process, 
accountable procedures, transparency and local elections. 
Risk Owner 
Chief Executive 

Medium 

 
 
Changes to the Generic Risk Register 
 
There had been no major changes to the Generic Risk Register, but a number of minor 
changes (eight) that have been made to the Generic Risk Register.  Full details of the 
amended risks were set out in Appendix 2 (commencing at Page 7 of the report). 
 
 
Changes to the Operational Risk Register 
 
There had been five major changes to the Operational Risk Register.  These were 
summarised below and a number of minor changes had been made which were detailed in 
Appendix 3 (commencing at Page 11 of the report). 
 
 

Area Change Risk 
Rating 
With 
Controls 

CHANGE OF RISK RATING  

Legal 
 
(Page 21) 

Risk 
Failure to produce final accounts on time to appropriate legal & 
professional standards e.g. current Accounts & Audit Regulations, 
IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards) 
Risk Owner 
Head of Accountancy Services 

Original 
Rating 
Low 
 
Revised 
Rating 
Medium 
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Councillor O’Kane enquired about Generic Risk No. 2, at Appendix 4 (Summary of Risk 
Registers) which related to Buildings Insurance.  He expressed concern about potential 
increased levels of risk in relation to the buildings vacated by Mercer 1842, due to lack of 
access to the buildings.  In addition, he referred to paper records belonging to the former 
company, which might still be on the premises.  Mr Sambrook agreed to report this matter 
to the relevant service manager. 
 
Resolved - That the Committee notes the report on the outcome 

of the review of the Strategic, Generic and 
Operational Risk Registers. 

 
68 Annual Internal Audit Report and Audit Opinion 

 
The Committee considered a report of Mark Beard, Head of Audit and Investigations, on the 
Annual Internal Audit Report and Audit Opinion for 2019/20.  The report also provided 
details on the performance of the Internal Audit Team and final outturn position for 2019/20.  
Mr Beard was present at the meeting and provided a summary of the main findings of the 
report. 
 
The production of an Annual Internal Audit Report and Audit Opinion was a requirement of 
the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS), which were jointly published by the 
Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors (CIIA) and the Chartered Institute of Public Finance 
and Accountancy (CIPFA).  The Annual Internal Audit Report and Audit Opinion was also 
an aid to those charged with governance in their consideration of the Annual Governance 
Statement in support of the Council’s Financial Statements.  The report also enabled those 
charged with governance to gain an independent viewpoint on the Council’s Control 
Environment. 
 
The full Annual Internal Audit Report and Audit Opinion 2019/20 was provided with the 
report and identified the following key issues:- 
 

NEW RISK 

Contractual 
 
(Page 11) 

Risk 
Access and availability to HBC data stored in the Cloud, should 
contractual obligations change or not be renewed.  
Risk Owner 
Head of ICT 

Low 

Physical 
 
(Page 11) 

Risk 
Non-availability on-site of ICT Officers due to illness and/or self-
isolation during pandemic. 
Risk Owner 
Head of ICT 

Medium 

Legal 
 
(Page 12) 

Risk 
Failure to complete food programme in 2020/21 due to Covid-19 
Risk Owner 
Executive Director (Environment) / Food Safety Manager 

Medium 

Financial 
 
(Page 12) 

Risk 
Project Phoenix 1D – Site Preparation Works Grant Homes 
England default funding event resulting in grant clawback for not 
achieving completion milestones and State aid compliance 
Risk Owner 
Head of Regeneration & Housing 

Medium 
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 The Head of Audit and Investigations was able to issue a positive opinion on the 

systems of Internal Control based on the work carried out in 2019/20.  However, the 

opinion score had noticeably dropped from 1.50 in 2018/19 to 1.85 in 2019/20. 

 

 Internal Audit had not identified any issues in 2019/20 during the course of their 

audit work that would have a material effect on the Council’s Financial Statements. 

 

 Internal Audit had achieved audit plan coverage of 93.35% in 2019/20.  This was 

4.65% below the annual target of 98%.  A contributory factor in this was time lost 

through sickness, purchase of additional leave and both special and compassionate 

leave being taken within the year.  In addition, a total of 107.22 days had also been 

spent on 12 investigations. 

 

 Production and publication of the substantive report was a requirement of the Public 

Sector Internal Audit Standards.  The report satisfied the requirements for those 

charged with governance and formed a supplementary piece of evidence to the 

Annual Governance Statement. 

 
The Audit Opinion for 2019/20 was one of substantial assurance.  The work undertaken 
showed there was a generally sound system of internal control designed to meet the 
service objectives, and controls were generally being applied consistently.  However some 
weaknesses in the design and / or inconsistent application of controls had put the 
achievement of particular objectives at risk. 
 
The statement above was intended to provide reasonable assurance.  There was an on-
going process for identifying, evaluating and managing key risks.  Those risks were 
reflected in the Internal Audit Plan and were subject to their own reporting process during 
the course of the year which sat outside the Internal Audit role. 
 
Those charged with Governance were reminded that no system of control could provide 
absolute assurance against material misstatement or loss, nor could Internal Audit give that 
assurance. 
 
The main report also included detailed information on the following matters:- 
 

 Purpose and boundaries; 

 Review of internal control; 

 Significant Issues arising in 2019/20; 

 Audit Performance; and 

 Analysis of Audit activity during 2019/20. 

 
Councillor Michael Miller enquired about the additional high risk areas having been 
reviewed, but not included in the audit plan, as referred to in paragraph 4.4 of the 
substantive report, and queried the impact on those planned audits which had needed to be 
dropped as a consequence, such as debt recovery arrangements.  Mr Beard responded 
that debt collection had been the subject of numerous earlier audit work.  Table 6 of the 
report showed planned day work against actual days work undertaken.  The Committee 
would consider at its March meeting whether any of the delayed/deferred items would roll 
forward into the following year’s Audit Plan.  A number of the delayed items from 2019/20, 
were currently being worked on in 2020/21 and were identified in the report at Agenda Item 
5. 
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Councillor Tim O’Kane referred to the additional work of 10.4 days regarding Christmas 
Lights (p.61 of the Agenda) and noted that Cabinet had recently requested the 
improvement of lights across the whole Borough.  Mr Beard responded that that the work 
recorded in the report was in relation to a request by Management Team and the Facilities 
Team to look into contract and budgetary processes for the purchase, erection and removal 
of any lights.  The work did not look into the details of the individual displays to be provided. 
 
Resolved - That the Committee notes the content of the Annual 

Internal Audit Report and Audit Opinion for 2019/20. 
 

69 Audit Plan Progress Report 
 
Members considered a report of Mark Beard, Head of Audit and Investigations, which 
identified the Audit Reports issued during the period March 2020 – November 2020 and 
which brought key issues to the attention of the Committee.  Mr Beard provided a summary 
of the main findings of the report. 
 
The report covered an extended period of March 2020 to November 2020 due to Audit 
Committee not taking place in July 2020.  The audit areas and any key issues were detailed 
within an Appendix to the main report and included the following areas:- 
 

 Christmas Decorations Budget (Substantial assurance); 

 Debtors Processes (Comprehensive assurance); 

 Insurance Arrangements (Substantial assurance); 

 Hub - Shopping Vouchers (Substantial assurance); 

 Council Tax (Comprehensive assurance); 

 Rhyddings Park (Comprehensive assurance). 

 
Members were reminded that the number of audit reports that were issued between each 
Committee meeting was subject to variation dependent on the size of the audit and any 
non-routine audit work, such as investigations, that the Team might be involved in.  
Therefore, for the purpose of reporting, only the audit reports fully completed, issued and 
agreed would be included. 
 
Any investigations that might be carried out would not be included as a matter of routine in 
the report, particularly if they related to a specific individual or individuals. 
 
There was a target of 98% of the audit plan to be completed by the end of 2019/20 in terms 
of audit days completed:- 
 
 Position as at end of March 2020 = 93.34 % of the plan completed 
 
The position at the end of March 2020 could be broken down as follows:- 
 

Month % of the Plan Completed that Month 

April 2019 8.24% 

May 2019 6.97% 

June 2019 6.16% 

July 2019 9.01% 

August 2019 7.80% 

September 2019 8.06% 

October 2019 9.60% 

November 2019 7.75% 

December 2019 4.91% 
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January 2020 8.44% 

February 2020 7.69% 

March 2020 8.72% 

 
There was a target of 98% of the audit plan to be completed by the end of the current 
financial year in terms of audit days completed.  As the audit team completed timesheets 
which then fed into the audit plan, it was possible to state the progress to date and the 
projected end of year position if that date was extrapolated out.  Therefore:- 
 
 Position as at end of October 2020  =  55.55% of the plan completed 
 Projected out-turn position for 2020/21 =  95.23% of the plan completed 
 
The position at the end of October 2020 could be broken down as follows:- 
 

Month % of the Plan Completed that Month 

April 2020 6.34% 

May 2020 7.07% 

June 2020 8.73% 

July 2020 9.13% 

August 2020 7.66% 

September 2020 7.64% 

October 2020 8.98% 

 
 
The projected out-turn position for the year was based on the 7 month period April 2020 to 
October 2020 and assumed that the output would remain at a constant for the remainder of 
2020/21. 
 
Councillor Tim O’Kane enquired if the Christmas Decorations Budget recommendations 
had now been implemented or had been delayed to due to COVID-19 priorities.  He also 
enquired about the Hub - Shopping Vouchers and the public perception that recipients 
could spend the vouchers on luxury items, such as cigarettes and alcohol.  Mr Beard 
responded that the voucher scheme was tightly controlled and that any assumptions made 
about profligacy were false.  He reiterated that the work around Christmas lights had been 
around the process not the actual displays arranged.  Substantial improvements in lighting 
displays could not be achieved this year, due to timing issues, but might be possible next 
year. 
 
Councillor Michael Miller enquired about work regarding Rhyddings Park, as he believed 
that all aspects of the project had now been completed.  Mr Beard confirmed that the 
project had been completed, but that the audit work was connected to the grant funding 
which might be subject to on-going monitoring by that external funding body. 
 
Resolved - That the Committee notes the content of the report 

summarising the Audit Reports issued during the 
period March 2020 – November 2020. 

 
70 Follow Ups Progress Report 

 
The Committee considered a report of Mark Beard, Head of Audit and Investigations, which 
informed Members of the outcome of routine follow-ups, following the previously agreed 
action plans for completed Audit Reports.  Mr Beard provided a summary of the main 
findings of the report. 
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This report covered the period March 2020 - November 2020.   The audit areas followed up 
and any key issues, were detailed within an Appendix to the main report and included the 
following areas:- 
 

 Cloud Storage and Server Room Security; 

 Risk Management; 

 Christmas Decoration Budget; 

 Markets; and 

 Markets (controls). 

 
Following the agreement of the recommendations between Management and Internal Audit 
upon the completion of the audit assignment, the area was revisited by Internal Audit and 
the recommendations were reviewed to ensure they had been implemented as agreed.  
The process was known as the ‘Follow-Up’. 
 
Internal Audit assessed the current position against what had been agreed at the end of the 
audit.  Where no action had been taken by the Service Area, then Internal Audit would 
question why and issue a revised Action Plan.  Part of the control within the process was 
consideration by Audit Committee of any issues that arose.  The Committee had the ability 
to ask questions of Management in the relative service areas as to why they had not acted 
upon the agreed Action Plan.  The Committee could also express what its expectations 
would be with regard to such a problem occurring. 
 
Internal Audit aimed to carry out a Follow-Up for each completed audit area within 6 months 
of completion.  However there were a number of exceptions to that aim:- 
 
i) Follow-Up in 6 months would be pointless if the recommendations were of a low 

enough priority to allow a longer timeframe. 
ii) Work of the Audit Team did not allow the Follow-Up to be carried out.  Although 

Follow-Ups were an important part of the process the Head of Audit and 
Investigations always had to weigh this against the need for achieving the Audit Plan 
and auditing the risks the Council faced. 

iii) There were no recommendations arising from the original audit. 
 
Councillor Michael Miller commented that the Markets had been struggling for a number of 
years and that audit work should perhaps have been carried out sooner.  Mr Beard 
responded that the latter group of 8 recommendations had been in response to a specific 
set of circumstances which had not previously occurred.  The total number of 
recommendations in respect of Markets (17) might appear to be excessive, but they 
covered numerous different aspects of the service.  The Markets’ Management now had a 
robust set of processes in place. 
 
Councillor Tim O’Kane suggested that the relevant Overview and Scrutiny Committee be 
invited to consider the decision of the Cabinet reported on 12th September 2019, to extend 
the Christmas Lighting contract to allow a new 4 years contract to be let by tender in 
January 2020.  Councillor O’Kane was concerned that the smaller townships had differing 
needs, which might not be addressed effectively under a single contract and that smaller 
contractors might offer better value for money and be more responsive to local plans.  Mr 
Beard responded that the decision by Cabinet had envisaged the delegation of the decision 
to award future lighting contracts to the Regeneration and Property Manager.  The new 
contract had been through a full tender exercise and Lancashire County Council had been 
successful. 
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Councillor Kate Walsh enquired about the success of the Markets’ Management in 
monitoring opening hours of market stalls in line with the new three year leases.  Mr Beard 
responded that the issue had arisen from the fact that market stalls sometimes remained 
closed while the Market Hall was open, which detracted from the overall customer 
experience.  A more consistent pattern of opening could help to promote better footfall.  The 
Audit work had helped to ensure that the rules about opening times were clear and fully 
understood by traders. 
 
Resolved (1) That that Committee notes the content of the report 

summarising the outcome of routine follow-ups 
following the previously agreed action plans for 
completed Audit Reports. 

 
(2) To refer to the relevant Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee, the arrangements for the use of a single 
contractor for the installation, maintenance and 
dismantling of Christmas lights decorations, cribs 
and trees within the Borough. 

 
 

71 Public Sector Internal Audit Standards - Quality Assurance & Improvement 
Programme 
 
Members considered a report of Mark Beard, Head of Audit and Investigations, regarding 
the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme (QAIP), which set out how the Internal 
Audit Team managed any of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) that were 
not compliant.  Mr Beard provided a summary of the main findings of the report. 
 
The PSIAs had been in place since 1st April 2013 and replaced the former Code of Practice 
for Internal Audit in Local Government 2006. 
 
The Internal Audit Team were required to work within the Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards (PSIAS).  Where the team was either partially or not compliant with any of the 
Standards, these were detailed within the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme 
(QAIP).  
 
The Standards were subject to a self-assessment, which was carried out annually by the 
Head of Audit and Investigations and also an external assessment carried out a minimum of 
once every 5 years.  The last external assessment of Internal Audit’s conformance with the 
Standards took place in February 2018 where Internal Audit had been reported as having 
over 98% compliance with the Standards. 
 
The Standards stated that there should be a QAIP in place to demonstrate both how 
conformance with the Standards was monitored and met, together with what was in place 
for those areas that did not fully comply with the Standards.  Members considered the QAIP 
document as at 31st March 2020, which detailed ‘Partially Compliant’ or ‘Not Yet Compliant’ 
Standards and showed their status as either ‘Open’ or ‘Closed’. 
 
The QAIP also included the five recommendations arising from the External Assessment of 
Internal Audit against the Standards. 
 
Resolved - That the Committee notes the content of the report 

on the Quality Assurance and Improvement 
Programme (QAIP) in connection with the Public 
Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS). 
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72 Draft Statement of Accounts 2019/20 (subject to audit) 

 
Members considered a report of David Donlan, Head of Accountancy, on the Draft 
Statement of Accounts 2019/20, which were subject to external audit.  Mr Donlan was 
present at the meeting and highlighted key information within the report. 
 
The Committee was invited to approve the submission of the un-audited accounts for 
2019/20.  A copy had been placed on the Council’s website with effect from 19th November 
2020. 
 
The substantive report included details on the following:- 
 

 Narrative Report; 

 Annual Governance Statement; 

 Independent Auditor’s report (see below); 

 Statement of Responsibilities; 

 Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement; 

 Movement in Reserves Statement; 

 Balance Sheet; 

 Cash Flow Statement; 

 Notes; and 

 Collection Fund and Notes. 

 
Grant Thornton, the Council’s external auditors, were yet to undertake their audit of the 
accounts, as at the time of writing the report. 
 
The initial deadline for production of the draft accounts had been 31st May 2020, but it had 
subsequently been moved back to 31st August 2020, as a result of pressures on Local 
Government in producing the accounts due to the potential impact of Covid-19.  The 
deadline for the audit of those accounts had also been moved back, to the 30th November 
2020. 
 
The report asked the Committee to note the late completion of the draft accounts, beyond 
the deadline, and the Council’s failure to comply with its statutory duty to submit the un-
audited accounts for 2019/20 by the date above.  There were a number of reasons for this 
including the unforeseen impact of Covid-19 on the Council’s working arrangements, the 
initial teething problems encountered with remote working, and issues relating to staff 
resources such as difficulties in filling crucial vacant posts. 
 
The formal audit findings would be reported at a future Audit Committee meeting. 
 
The period for the public inspection of the accounts began on the 23rd November 2020 and 
was due to end prior to the completion of the audit. 
 
Once confirmation had been received from Grant Thornton that the audit was complete, a 
‘Notice of Conclusion of Audit’ would be published.  It would explain that the audit of the 
Council’s accounts had finished and state where the accounts and auditor’s report could be 
inspected. 
 
The Audit Committee had responsibility under the Council’s management arrangements for 
approving the roll forward of Slippage on the Capital Programme from one year to the next.  
Cabinet had previously received the report included as Appendix B on the Capital 
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Programme for 2019/20 and had asked Audit Committee to consider approving the list as 
shown. 
 
Councillor Michael Miller enquired about any developments in relation to the temporary re-
designation of a post as Executive Director Environment, which had taken place around 
one year ago.  Mr Donlan advised that the Statement of Accounts for 2019/20 would record 
the financial implications of that change of role.  Julian Joinson, Member Services Manager 
reported that it was understood that the staffing arrangements had been made permanent 
at a recent meeting of the Council’s Management Review Committee.  Further details would 
be provided to Members in writing outside of the meeting. 
 
The Chair enquired about the amount of Unusable Reserves (£6.6M) identified on page 165 
of the Agenda.  Mr Donlan commented that the largest single item was the Pensions 
Reserve.  None of the unusable reserves would impact on the level of Council Tax required 
because they were accounting entries that did not affect taxation. 
 
Councillor Tim O’Kane noted that the cost for Accumulated Absences Account in Unusable 
Reserves (£129k) had increased from the previous year’s figure of (£99k).  Mr Donlan 
reported that the figures had to take account of unused leave at year end, when staff 
carried forward leave.  The amount carried forward in 2019/20 might have increased due to 
staff being unable to take leave at the height of the pandemic.  However, staff had been 
encouraged to take leave in so far as this was possible.  The Chair noted that a similar 
situation might arise at the end of March 2021. 
 
Councillor Chris Knight acknowledged the hard work of the Council’s Deputy Chief 
Executive and the wider Finance Team for their work during the pandemic, particularly to 
support residents and businesses through the financial effects of Covid-19. 
 
Resolved (1) That the Committee notes the Council’s Draft 

Statement of Accounts for 2019/20 in Appendix A. 
 

(2) That the Committee notes the failure to submit the 
draft Statement of Accounts by the statutory 
deadline of 31st August 2020 and the reasons why. 

 
(3) That the Committee approves the Slippage on the 

Capital Programme as shown at Appendix B. 
 

73 Audit Update (Grant Thornton) 
 
Andrew J Smith was in attendance on behalf of external auditors, Grant Thornton, to 
provide a verbal update. 
 
The auditors had now received the Draft Statement of Accounts 2019/20 and were starting 
to review them.  The audit work should commence before Christmas, although it was 
acknowledged that it was taking 30%-40% longer to carry out this work in the virtual 
environment.  The auditors’ staff also had a number of other priorities. 
 
It was anticipated that the audit would be concluded by 8th March 2021 in time to report to 
the next scheduled meeting of the Committee.  The audit team would work closely with Mr 
Donlan throughout this process. 
 
The auditors were also carrying out other work, including Housing Benefits certification.  As 
part of the Council’s return to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), Grant 
Thornton had to certify its own claim.  The return was normally required by the end of 
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November, but the deadline for this year had been extended to the end of January 2021, 
due to the pandemic. 
 
Resolved - That the Committee notes the report of the external 

auditors, Grant Thornton. 
 

74 Time/Date of the next meeting 
 
The next meeting of the Committee was due to be held on Monday 8th March 2021 at 
5.00pm. 
 

 
 
 
 

Signed:…………………………………………… 
 

Date: …………….………………………………………… 
 

Chair of the meeting 
At which the minutes were confirmed 
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PLANNING COMMITTEE 

 

 
Wednesday, 2nd December, 2020 

 
Present:  Councillor Eamonn Higgins (in the Chair), Councillors Dave Parkins (Vice 

Chair), Judith Addison, Jean Battle MBE, Stephen Button, Stewart Eaves, 
Abdul Khan, Paddy Short, Kate Walsh, Terry Hurn, June Harrison, 
Melissa Fisher and Kath Pratt 
 

Apologies: Councillors Patrick McGinley 

  

 
75 Apologies for Absence, Substitutions, Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 

 
An apology for absence was submitted on behalf of Councillor Patrick McGinley.  Councillor 
Kath Pratt acted as substitute for Councillor McGinley.  

 
There were no declarations of interest or dispensations declared at the meeting. 
 
 

76 Minutes of the Last Meeting 
 
The minutes of the last Planning Committee held on the 26th February 2020 were submitted 
for approval as a correct record. 
 
Resolved - That the Minutes be received and approved as a correct 

record. 
 

77 Town and Country Planning Act 1990- Planning Applications for Determination 
 
The Chief Planning and Transportation Officer submitted a report setting out   
recommended action on the following planning application.  He also provided a 
presentation for members illustrating the location of the site and submitted plans and 
photographs of the site: 
 
Resolved           - That the following planning application be refused for the following 

reasons: 
 

i) The applicant had failed to demonstrate that the former public 
house had been marketed for a consistent period of 12 months 
and that the public house was no longer economically viable, 
contrary to Policy DM8 Public Houses of the Development 
Management DPD. 

 
ii) The proposed development had not been designed to meet the 

standards required by the nationally described space 
standards nor to the amenity levels required by the 
Development Management DPD to the detriment of the amenity 
of future residents, contrary to Policy DM16 Housing Standards 
and Policy DM29: Environmental Amenity, of the Development 
Management DPD. 
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11/20/0369 36 Nuttall Street (Former Britannia Public House), Accrington. BB5 3HN   
Change of use of public house into 13 bed house in multiple occupation. 
 
N.B. 1.  The Chief Planning and Transportation Officer drew the Committee’s attention to 

the extra information containing a comment from a Neighbour, revised plans received 
and a revised comment from Planning Policy.  This was released before the meeting 
and related to the above planning application.   

 
2. Mr M. Iqbal spoke at the Committee in support of the above planning application 
and against the Officer’s recommendation to refuse planning permission. 

 
 

 
Signed:…………………………………………… 

 
Date: …………….………………………………………… 

 
Chair of the meeting 

At which the minutes were confirmed 
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PLANNING COMMITTEE 

 

 
Wednesday, 20th January, 2021 

 
Present:  Councillor Eamonn Higgins (in the Chair), Councillors Dave Parkins (Vice 

Chair), Judith Addison, Jean Battle MBE, Stephen Button, Stewart Eaves, 
Abdul Khan, Kate Walsh, Terry Hurn, June Harrison, Melissa Fisher and 
Loraine Cox 
 

Apologies: Councillors Paddy Short 

  

 
116 Apologies for Absence, Substitutions, Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 

 
An apology for absence and dispensation was submitted from Councillor Paddy Short. 
Councillor Loraine Cox attended as a substitute for Councillor Short.  
 
 
There was no declarations of interest declared at the meeting.  
 

117 Minutes of the Last Meeting 
 
The minutes of the last Planning Committee held on the 2nd December 2020 were 
submitted for approval as a correct record.  
 
Resolved – That the Minutes be received and approved as a correct record.  
 

118 Town and Country Planning Act 1990- Planning Applications for Determination 
 
The Chief Planning and Transportation Officer submitted a report setting out recommended 
action on the following application.  
 
 
Resolved –  Prior to any presentation or discussion on this planning application 
members of Planning Committee resolved that determination of the application be 
deferred to allow the matters set out below to be given further consideration: 
 

i) The late additional report to be read by all Councillors on the Planning 
Committee which provides further information regarding the biodiversity 
on the site.  

ii) Allow the applicant more time to work with Planning Officers on concerns 
addressed. 

 
11/20/0204 Land adjacent to Charter Street, Accrington, BB6 OLF.  
  
Major Full – Erection of 100% affordable, zero carbon housing scheme of 46 properties 
across a mix of apartments and family homes, including a community training hub, 
communal growing space; a children’s play area, private and communal gardens, and 
associated landscaping, parking and cycle storage.  
 

 
Signed:…………………………………………… 
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Date: …………….………………………………………… 

 
Chair of the meeting 

At which the minutes were confirmed 
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CABINET COMMITTEE (STREET NAMING) 

 

 
Wednesday, 10th February, 2021 

 
Present:  
 
 
 
In Attendance: 

Councillor Loraine Cox (in the Chair),  
Councillors Munsif Dad BEM JP and Joyce Plummer 
Co-optees: Munsif Dad BEM JP and Joyce Plummer 
 
Councillors ObserverInAttendanceShortList 
 

Apologies Miles Parkinson OBE 

  

 
119 Apologies for Absence, Substitutions, Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 

 

Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillor Miles Parkinson OBE.  
 
Councillor Joyce Plummer acted as a substitute representative for Councillor Miles 
Parkinson OBE. 
 
There were no reported declarations of interest or dispensations.  
 

120 Minutes of the Last Meeting 
 
The minutes of the last Cabinet Committee – Street Naming held on the 24th February 2020 
were submitted for approval as a correct record.  
 
Resolved – That the minutes be deferred to the next meeting as no Councillors that 
were present attended the last meeting to approve.  
 

121 Street Naming Proposal - Nook Lane, Oswaldtwistle 
 
The Chief Planning and Transportation Officer submitted a report to seek approval for the 
naming of the following Street for a new-build residential development located off Nook 
Lane/New Lane, Oswaldtwistle.  
 
Members were informed that the name proposed is connected to the history of the location 
of the development site. The name proposed is Bowdler Close, after one of the owners of 
Eagle Chemical works that previously occupied the site.  
 
All necessary validation checks completed.  
 
Councillor Munsif Dad confirmed he supported the recommendation.  
 
On the report the procedural note at the top is an error and to be disregarded as the 
committee took place.  
 
Resolved – That the street be named as per the officers recommendation in the 
report.  
 
 
 

Public Document Pack
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Signed:…………………………………………… 
 

Date: …………….………………………………………… 
 

Chair of the meeting 
At which the minutes were confirmed 
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RESOURCES OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

 

 
Thursday, 18th February, 2021 

 
Present:  Councillor Paddy Short (Chair), Councillor Noordad Aziz (Vice Chair), 

Councillors Jean Battle, Stephen Button, Andrew Clegg, Terry Hurn, Tim 
O’Kane and Marlene Haworth 
 

In Attendance: Councillors Miles Parkinson (Leader of the Council) and Joyce Plummer 
(Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Resources) 

  

Apologies: Councillor Kath Pratt and Co-optees:  Ian Ormerod, Bernard Dawson and 
Gareth Molineux  
 

 
133 Apologies for absence, Substitutions, Declarations of Interest and Dispensations 

 
An apology for absence was submitted on behalf of Councillor Pratt.  Councillor Marlene 
Haworth acted as a substitute on behalf of Councillor Pratt. 
 
Apologies were also received from Co-optees Ian Ormerod, Bernard Dawson and Gareth 
Molineux. 
 
No declarations of interest or dispensations were declared at the meeting. 
 

134 Minutes of Last Meeting Held on 26th November 2020 
 
The Minutes of the Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee held on 26th November 
2020 were submitted for approval as a correct record. 
 
Resolved - That the Minutes be received and approved as a correct 

record. 
 
 

135 Medium Term Financial Strategy 2021/22 to 2023/24 
 
The Portfolio Holder for Resources (Councillor Plummer) submitted a report giving the 
Council’s Medium Term Financial Position for 2021/22 to 2023/24.  The Strategy was 
attached to the report and sets out the three year projections of income and spending for 
the Council ahead of formulating its 2021/22 Revenue and Capital Budgets.   
 
Appendix 1 of the Strategy set out a standard mode. Further scenarios were provided in 
Appendix 2 with a pessimistic model and Appendix 3 detailing an optimistic model. 
The figures in Appendix 1 however remained the current best estimate of the likely financial 
position over the next three years.  The report addressed the following aspects and had 
been submitted to Cabinet on 10th February 2021:- 
 

 Introduction 

 Objectives 

 Elements of the Medium Term Financial Strategy 

 Service Planning to Support Overall Strategy 

 Integrated Resource Planning with Service Plans 
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 Background Information 

 Financial Analysis 2020/21 to 2022/23 

 Resources 

 Government Grant 

 Business Rates 

 Council Tax 

 Expected loss of income 

 Changes in Costs 

 Growth 

 Reserves 

 Other Assumptions 

 Equality Impact Assessment 

 Scenarios 

 Robustness of Forecast 

 Overall Net Position 
 
Three advanced questions had been submitted for this agenda item and responses 
provided by Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, were summarised 
as follows: 
 

 In light of the pandemic and other factors, how confident were they that the business 
rates, forecast in the report, of £4.3 million would be reached? – Predictions were 
more difficult than in the past but if the economy did not recover quickly figures 
could be lower and may have to be amended.   

 What impacts would Brexit have over the period of the MTFS? – The Council does 
not purchase many goods from abroad but it would be a matter of monitoring the 
impact on cost and service.  She pointed out that it was still too early to say how the 
UK will fair outside the EU but if things go well the economy will thrive to benefit the 
Council but if they do not the Council will have to look at other revenues to support 
the Council to reduce expenditure and reduce services.   

 Reference to the possibility of abandoning the Fair Funding review and where this 
may leave the Council in terms of financial support from Central Government – if 
this was abandoned altogether it would be expected that the Government would 
provide revenue support.  Only removing revenue support slowly would allow the 
Council to achieve a surplus.    

 
Resolved - That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

136 Prudential Indicators Monitoring and Treasury Management 2021/22 - 2023/24 
 
The Portfolio Holder for Resources submitted a report setting out the Council’s policy and 
objectives with respect to treasury management, to explain how it would achieve its 
objectives and manage its activities and to agree an investment strategy for 2021/22.   
 
Appendix 1 detailed the minimum revenue provision policy statement 2021/22. Appendix 2 
provided information of the treasury management policy statement 2021/22 and appendix 3 
was the HBC Treasury Management Practices 2021/22. 
 
The report addressed the following aspects and had been submitted to Cabinet on 10th 
February 2021:- 
 

 Prudential Code and Prudential Indicators 

 Capital Expenditure and Capital Financing Requirement 
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 Estimated Capital Expenditure 

 Minimum Revenue Provision 

 Affordability Prudential Indicators 

 Treasury Management Strategy 2021/22 – 2023/24 

 External Debt Overall Limits 

 External v Internal Borrowing 

 Limits on Activity 

 Debt Rescheduling 

 Investment Strategy 

 Treasury Management Practices (TMP) 

 Policy on the Use of External Service Providers 

 Treasury Management Strategy In-Year and Year End Reporting 
 
Two advanced questions had been submitted for this agenda item and responses provided 
by Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, were summarised as follows: 
 

 Suppliers of financial services are predominantly London based, could these be 
brought closer to home and employ more locally based businesses? – the Portfolio 
Holder reported that the services required are specialised and most are based in 
London but that they do use more local services when they can.  One supplier is 
based in Manchester. 

 Why are non-Cabinet members not advised on capital schemes and could the 
Member Approval Process for Capital Schemes be adapted to do this? – the 
Portfolio Holder reported that all non-viable projects were screened out by the 
Service Head before submission in the Council process in place.  If after approval if 
any project became unviable the Capital Project reports to Cabinet would indicate 
that the project had been terminated with an explanation on the reasons why.   

 
Resolved - That the contents of the report be noted. 
 

137 General Fund Revenue Budget 2021/22 
 
The Portfolio Holder for Resources submitted a report setting out proposals for the 2021/22 
General Fund Revenue Budget which also provided an overview of key issues which had 
arisen from the Medium Term Financial Strategy.   
 
The 2021/22 Revenue Budget required a net expenditure of £11,227,000 under the budget 
proposals detailed in appendices 1 and 2. 
 
There would be a 2% Council Tax increase for Hyndburn residents.  This would mean an 
extra £5.01 per year for a Band D property.  Altham Parish Council had set a separate 
precept for its activities and there was no increase on its charge.   
 
Business rates income was expected to be the same as last year although this may 
fluctuate. Additional costs falling on the Council due to Covid-19 would be funded by the 
Government who had provided two one off Covid grants for 2021/22.  Financial monitoring 
would take place to ascertain if this would be enough but it was anticipated that the Council 
would be able to cope with the additional financial pressures.   
 
The following information was attached to the report, which had been submitted to Cabinet 
on 10th February 2021:-   
 

 Appendix 1  -  Initial Outline Budget 2021/22 

 Appendix 2  -  Revenue Budget 2021/22 
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 Appendix 3  -  Savings Requirements and Proposals 2021/22 

 Appendix 4  -  Hyndburn Borough Council Tax Increase 2021/22 by Property Band 

 Appendix 5  -  Overall Change in Council Tax 2021/22 

 Appendix 6  -  Altham Parish Precept 2021/22 by Property Valuation Band 
 
Three advanced questions had been submitted for this agenda item and responses 
provided by Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, were summarised 
as follows: 
 

 Most of the revenue budget is funded by Council Tax and Business Rate collections.  
Is there concern that we won’t achieve the forecast rates this year due to the 
pandemic and other factors? – There had been a significant drop in revenue from 
Council Tax and Business Rates.  This would be monitored closely during the year 
and performance reported back to Cabinet.  If figures were lower than expected they 
may need to make adjustments to spending plans and to protect the overall financial 
position. 

 A request was made for details of how they would continue to reduce carbon 
emissions and energy costs – the Council is looking to introduce a new air handling 
in energy system into Hyndburn Sports Centre and make improvements to energy 
consumption at Scaitcliffe House and the Cemetery.  This would reduce carbon 
emissions and lower energy bills. 

 Are the Covid grants expected to be received next year enough to cover the 
expected costs/loss of income to the Council? – As indicated in the report it is 
difficult to tell how much additional spend will be required, how much income the 
Council will lose or how long the pandemic will last.  It is not clear if the Government 
will make more money available.  They would monitor spends as the year 
progresses. 
 

Resolved - That the contents of the report be noted and supported. 
 

138 Capital Programme 2021/22 
 
The Portfolio Holder for Resources submitted a report relating to the Council’s capital 
investment priorities for 2021/22 and asked Cabinet on the 10th February 2021 to 
recommend to the Council a capital programme for approval at its meeting on 25th February 
2021, having regard to key linkages between the management of the Council’s capital and 
revenue resources.   
 
A Capital Programme for 2021/22 of £2,314,511 gross was attached to the report in 
Appendix 1.   
 
The programme was funded by new anticipated direct external grants of £995,897 and 
£1,318,618 of new investment from the Council’s resources.   
 
Seven advanced questions had been submitted for this agenda item and responses 
provided by Councillor Joyce Plummer, Portfolio Holder for Resources, were summarised 
as follows: 
 

 What is the rationale behind the Scaitcliffe House reception refurbishment? – The 
onset of the pandemic changed working practices to ensure risks of infection were 
minimised.  More services are online or telephone based and other Council building 
receptions have been closed so Scaitcliffe House is the main public access point for 
customers.  The aim of the programme is to streamline services providing a 
reception area fit for the future taking into consideration security, service provision, 
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access for people with disability, greater use of technology and an area that would 
reduce risk of infection and could be easily cleaned.  Work would aim to be 
completed by 2021-22 and disruption would be minimised to customers.  
Decarbonisation fund resources may also support some of the required work.   

 Why is the Council paying for the Lyndon Park Highway improvements – should this 
not be Lancashire County Council as the highway authority? – This is not for roads 
on the new Estate, the bid is for contractual costs towards the Lyndon project and 
for the Council share of recently completed highway improvements.  As part of the 
project the Council entered into a promotion and land development agreement in 
2016 with Riley Development Ltd. setting out contractal terms for all parties which 
stipulated that the Council and Riley share all football playing field developments 
and related development applications including planning obligations for highways 
improvements.      

 What is the Council’s policy on recycling old tech equipment and is there an 
opportunity to donate Council laptops etc. to local schools? – Council technology is 
used until end of life or until they can no longer receive security updates.  Staff and 
Councillors are consulted to see if stock can then be repurposed for reuse to 
appropriate organisations.   

 Are we likely to spend the full allocation on Disabled Facilities Grants and have we 
spent the full allocation in the previous two years? – expected spend is down this 
year due to Covid-19.  People have been reluctant to allow access into their homes 
as well as difficulties in getting contractors to work.  She provided figures for old and 
new funding but pointed out that there was plenty of funding available for requests 
to grants.   

 Is the budget for Christmas decorations included in the contract with Lancashire 
County Council? – the capital bid is for purchasing new lights on a rolling 
programme to replace damaged or failing or additional lighting year on year.  Types 
of lighting used takes into consideration reducing carbon output.  Contract with LCC 
was outlined.   

 Why is additional money required for paving in the town centre? – current highways 
and cycle budget is insufficient to maintain the higher quality paving to many areas 
of the town centre. Rather than continually seeking individual authorisation to submit 
overspend bids each financial year it is proposed to create a sinking fund by annual 
bids in the capital works programme.  This means that stock could be purchased 
and contractors appointed quickly when repairs or maintenance is needed to ensure 
that the area maintained its standard.     

 What is the rationale behind the decision to commit £35,000 to Mercer Hall and to 
provide details of what is being paid for and if any external grants could be sourced 
instead? -  Mercer Hall is within the GH town centre conservation area which had 
become increasingly difficult to maintain and detracts from the area.  The 
conservation area was extended in 2014 and a detailed report was undertaken to 
evaluate the area.  A proposal has been created to add to the value to and ehance 
the area to provide a practical space which would be easy to maintain.   

 
Resolved - That the contents of the report be noted and supported. 
 

139 Opposition Group - Budget Proposals 2021/22 
 
The Leader of the Opposition (Conservative Group), Councillor Marlene Haworth reported 
that no alternative proposals for the Council’s 2021/22 Budget would be submitted but were 
looking at some recommendations which would be submitted to Full Council and distributed 
to Councillors before this meeting. 
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Resolved - That no budget proposals were submitted to the 
Committee by the Opposition (Conservative Group) be 
noted.  

 
140 Representations and Questions on the Budget 

 
Three Councillors had submitted questions relating to the Council budget, to the 
Committee.   
 
Councillor Josh Allen submitted the following questions in respect of: 

 The budget set aside for events on the town square compared to previous years 
and how much would be allocated to Amazing Accrington? 

 Money allocated to the Council from the Government for Covid related expenses to 
date, and how much more the Council estimated it would need? 

 If the Council would be supporting the ‘Shop Local’ campaign and if so, how much 
funding would be allocated? 

 How much money had been allocated for the removal of the outside market and if 
this was considered still sufficient due to the current climate? 

 
The Leader responded as follows: 
 
The expanded events programme in the Town Centre had been supported by one-off 
funding and some of this budget remained to be used for this year’s events, should these 
still be able to go ahead.  The success of the project would determine future funding but as 
Covid had largely prevented any fair consideration, the project would be given further 
evaluation this year.  There was no specific allocation of budget to Amazing Accrington.  
The Council was looking at ways of helping to boost the Town Centre and regenerate 
Hyndburn by liaising with businesses and business groups. Further information and plans 
for a way forward would be reported to Cabinet. 
 
In respect of Covid related expenses the Council had received or been promised over £42 
million of funding.  The Council were also expecting more funds to arrive by the end of the 
year.  Most had been ear marked to local businesses and residents and he outlined the 
types of activities financed.  He pointed out that the Council had also lost income as a result 
of the pandemic and that they were unsure how much more they would receive or need.  
He indicated that the Government Budget announcement in March would be important. 
 
The Council would aimed to support all the high street and retail sector in numerous ways 
and would be talking to those involved to find out how best to do this.  Shop Local 
campaign would feature in these discussions. 
 
Funding for the project to remove the outside market was still considered sufficient to go 
ahead at an appropriate time. 
 
Councillor Jeff Scales submitted the following question and comments referring to: 
 

 A number of townships, like Rishton, not benefiting from any investment from the 
capital budget despite strong projects being put forward by Councillors.  He 
requested that the Leader and Cabinet gave consideration to these suggestions and 
possibly revisit some ideas.  He referred to an inequality in the current strategy and 
if consideration could be given to a change of approach.      

 
The Leader responded as follows: 
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The Council sets its priorities each year for its capital budget and through a cycle, usually 
determined by what is needed by replacement.  Done on a priority basis with a limited 
budget.  He referred to reductions in capital budget over the recent years.  He pointed out 
that the Council did invest and had done so in Rishton.  Council did not want to borrow and 
effect the Revenue Budget.   
 
Councillor O’Kane referred to Christmas lights and asked for a fairer system from which 
townships could benefit from the funding for Christmas lights.   The Leader reported that the 
£20k for Christmas lights was across the borough and gave examples of how this could be 
used.  Councillor Button suggested that the £20k was made available to all wards on a fair 
basis and pointed out that Clayton Le Moors never seemed to benefit.  He suggested a 
system of bidding from Councillors.  The Leader explained that the budget was for 
replacement not additional new lights.   
 
Councillor O’Kane referred to no budget being submitted to the Committee by the 
Opposition and asked if, on this basis, Full Council could move straight to a vote rather than 
consider any late submission of an opposition budget.  Councillor Aziz agreed with 
Councillor O’Kane that any budget submitted to Full Council should be scrutinised by the 
Resources Overview & Scrutiny Committee before being submitted to Full Council.  
Councillor Marlene Haworth pointed out that they would be submitting an opposition budget 
to Full Council and that this had been given fully informed consideration and that they were 
within their rights to do so.   
 
Councillor Patrick McGinley submitted the following questions referring to: 
 

 Councillors should be consulted on all individual Council projects before being 
approved to spend. 

 A request for further details about ICT spend. 

 Accrington Town Hall – should there be further funding on external improvements 
and a request for further details to justify spend. 

 Accrington Market Hall – external improvements.  A request for further details to 
justify spend. 

 Accrington Cemetery Welfare/Depot Facilities – a request for further details to justify 
spend. 

 Lowerfold Park Play Area – a request for more information on grant funding and 
details of what this will involve. 

 Haworth Art Gallery – a request for further details to justify spend. 

 Bullough Park Building Asset Realisation – what it this and a request for details. 

 Lowerfold Park Asset Realisation – what is this and a request for Councillors to be 
informed about spend. 

 Mercer Hall Forecourt Refurbishment – a request to justify funding for planned 
external alternations.  Comments were also submitted to invite the Council to 
consider stopping any proposed works on Mercer Hall and wait and see if the 
refurbishments to the Arthur Wilson Centre goes ahead first.  He pointed out that 
money could be wasted if not.   

 External Security Lighting – a request for further details to justify spend. 
 
The Leader responded as follows: 
 
After 8 years the current ICT system has reached end of life and doing nothing could lead 
to complete failure.  He referred to how it was used by Departments and residents.  He 
reported on the need and reason why it was important to upgrade security systems and the 
importance of providing a better 24 hour customer system.   
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The Town Hall is a grade II listed building and the Council has a statutory duty to ensure it 
is maintained.  Essential repairs are required to be carried out over two years by specialists. 
 
The Market Hall is a grade II listed building and the Council has to make sure that it is 
properly maintained.  A programme of renovation is now required and specification of works 
has been drawn up.  The works will be spread over 2 years with an additional amount being 
required the next financial year.  He outlined the works required.   
 
The operational depot at Accrington Cemetery was built over 40 years ago and is no longer 
fit for purpose.  He outline the proposal to demolish and replace the building to make it fit 
for the future.  The Green agenda would be used to replace the building. 
 
The play area in Lowerfold Park was installed 15 years ago and has been well used.  The 
playground equipment needs replacement and the average cost of replacement is 
approximately £90k with hope that £30k comes from external funding.   
 
The initial LED system is outdated and costly to replace when they fail.  The Haworth Art 
Gallery needs to protect its assets, such as weddings where lighting is crucial, to ensure it 
continues to bring in income.  The building is grade II listed and the Council has a duty to 
protect and maintain the building.   
 
The old bowling green area at Bullough Park is no longer used.  The old bowling club 
disbanded and no other use of the site has been identified.  As well as this the site consists 
of an old brick toilet block etc. and as not being used is an area of anti-social behaviour.  
The funding is to demolish the site and return to grassed area.   
 
There are currently two buildings at Lowerfold Park – there are currently two buildings, one 
in poor condition and the other a disused brick building.  Funding would be to demolish the 
old bowling pavilion and refurbish the old depot parks building to use as a new bowls 
pavilion as well as other activities.   
 
Reference was made to the importance of the public realm in front of Mercer Hall to Great 
Harwood.  He referred to funding also be used from Section 106 Agreements, as part of 
other developments in the town, in addition to the £35k made available.  He gave details of 
the Leisure Trusts role and the importance of the visual appearance of the building to the 
area.  He informed the meeting that residents would be consulted in respect of repurposing 
of the building. 
 
Funding for external lighting was to improve security at a number of park sites and referred 
to works being taken, in combination, to improve CCTV coverage at these site to reduce 
potential of theft and vandalism and make safe for everyone.   
 
One member of the public had submitted questions and comments to the Committee about 
the budget proposals with reference to the following: 
 

 Unnecessary spending during a pandemic and a request to postpone this until the 
next financial year unless an emergency. 

 A request for an explanation about spending £250 k on website software interface. 

 A request for further information on why an additional £300k is being spent on the 
Market Hall and Town Hall.  

 An explanation as to why £45k is being spent on the Haworth Art Gallery. 

 Confirmation of the total amount required by the Leisure Trust for their projects. 

 £100k on Scaitcliffe House being excessive and what this was being spent on. 

 £35k on Mercer Hall being unnecessary. 
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 Projects with large expenditure should be placed on the Council website with a 
facility for public feedback. 

 A request for consideration to be given to if any of the spending could be put aside.   
 
The Leader of the Council responded as follows: 
 
Unnecessary spend at any time is inappropriate and the Council always considers all 
project carefully before committing to expenditure.  
 
With reference to the ICT project he referred to a previous response but also referred to the 
necessity and expense of carrying out this work.  There was no link to Amazing Accrington.   
 
The Haworth Art Gallery is an old building and required investment to maintain it. 
 
In respect of the Leisure Trust, the Council owned the building and, as such, was required 
to maintain and repair it.  He referred to the works required. 
 
With reference to spend on Scaitcliffe House – he referred to the respond given previously 
in the meeting and pointed out that it was hoped that the cost of works should be within the 
budget allocated. 
 
With reference to Mercer House budget – he referred to the response given previously in 
the meeting and pointed out that works were for the area outside and not the building itself 
and that the building would remain.   
 
In respect of the request to provide the public with more opportunity to consult on the 
capital programme, the Leader referred to the process undertaken before carrying out these 
project including the publishing the capital programme and carrying out consultations with 
the public were required.    
 

141 Summary of Overview and Scrutiny Comments and Resolutions to be presented to 
Council 
 
The Chair referred to the need to submit a summary of the discussions held and decisions 
reached during the meeting of the Committee to full Council on the 25th February 2021. 

Resolved - That Council be requested to note the following 
resolutions of the Committee:- 

  (1) That the contents of the following reports be 
noted:- 

  -Medium Term Financial Strategy 2020/21 to 2023/24 

  -Prudential Indicators and Treasury Management & 
Investment Strategy 2020/21 to 2023/24 

  -General Fund Revenue Budget 2020/21 

  -General Fund Capital Programme 2020/21 

  (2) That the Committee thanks the Leader of the 
Council, Portfolio Holder for Resources and Leader of 
the Opposition for their participation in the scrutiny 
meeting and debate. 
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  (3) That the HBC Deputy Chief Executive and all other 
Officers involved, be commended for their work in 
producing the budget. 

  (4) That having reviewed and debated the budget 
submitted, the contents of the revenue and capital 
budget reports be supported as outlined. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Signed:…………………………………………… 
 

Date: …………….………………………………………… 
 

Chair of the meeting 
At which the minutes were confirmed 
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REPORT TO: Council 

DATE: 25 March 2021 

REPORT AUTHOR: Julian Joinson, Head of Member Services 

TITLE OF REPORT: Motions for Debate at Council -  

1. Drive Through Bins 
2. Rishton to Manchester Train Link 
3. Hyndburn Train Routes - Potential Restriction 

due to Castlefield Corridor Congestion 
4. NHS Funding 
5. Greenbelt Land Near Belthorn 
6. NJC Pay Claim 
7. Trolling and Harassment - Voluntary Charter 
8. Franchised Bus Model 

 

EXEMPT REPORT:  No  

KEY DECISION: No If yes, date of publication: N/A 

 
The Council will be asked to consider the following motions submitted under Council 
Procedure Rule A9, as amended by Section 10 of the Remote Meetings Procedure Rules:- 
 
1. Drive Through Bins 
 
As we are all aware, fly tipping is a constant battle for the all councils across the county.  
Unfortunately it lies with government and local authorities to find new and innovative ways of 
stopping/preventing fly tipping and littering.  
 
One such method which has been trialled to varying degrees across the world is “Drive 
Through Bins”. These bins are strategically placed large, bins close to pavement edges which 
allows the driver or passenger to throw their rubbish out the window into a bin.  This removes 
the need for the driver to leave their cars.  These bins are usually placed near exit ramps of 
motorways, car parks and country roads.  
 
I ask this council to carry out a feasibility study and trial of 1 bin to determine whether such 
bins in strategically placed areas would help reduce the littering thrown from cars we see, 
particularly on town entrance roads such as New Lane, Fielding Lane and many more, with a 
view to implementing such bins throughout the borough, upon a successful result from the 
feasibility study.  
 
Proposer: Cllr Josh Allen 
Seconder: Cllr Marlene Haworth 
 

Submitted on 15th March 2021 (10.18am) 
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2. Rishton to Manchester Train Link 
 
That this council resolves to write to Northern Rail and Department of Transport to ask that 
Rishton be added as a stop for the train from Blackburn to Manchester via the Todmorden 
Curve. This is to supplement the ongoing campaign. 
 
For nearly 20,000 of Hyndburn residents Rishton is the nearest station with the traveling 
distance being under 2 miles. Good Transport links are the key to social and economic 
mobility.  
 
Having the ability to commute to work within an hour opens the job prospects for many and 
will no doubt create aspiration and attempt to stem the Brain Drain from Rishton, Great 
Harwood and Clayton Le Moors  
 
Proposer Cllr Kate Walsh 
Seconder Cllr Noordad Aziz 
 

Submitted on 15th March 2021 (10.45am) 
 
 
3. Hyndburn Train Routes - Potential Restriction due to Castlefield Corridor 

Congestion 
 
That this Council resolves to write to Transport for the North (TfN) and Department of 
Transport(DoT) to raise concerns that the East Lancashire Rail Infrastructure network is being 
hindered by the Castlefield Corridor Congestion.  This is hindering trains from Hyndburn and 
East Lancashire going directly to Manchester Airport and means that the full potential of the 
Ordsall Curve is not being utilised. 
 
The Council recognises constraints and limitations in the Manchester area that are 
contributing to the poor performance of trains running through the North West. 
 
We, the Council, urge that the following be considered by TfN and DoT: 
 

1. That a solution be offered to Castlefield Corridor to ease rail congestion and grow the 
rail services from Hyndburn and East Lancashire to Manchester 

 
2. Alternative freight routes be identified to allow more commuter services to operate 

driving economic and social mobility especially during peak periods during the day. 
 
Proposer Cllr Noordad Aziz 
Seconder Cllr Kate Walsh 
 

Submitted on 15th March 2021 (11.07am) 
 
 
 
 
4. NHS Funding 
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Over the last twelve months this Councils members have shown how working together cross 
party has brought huge benefits to local residents of Hyndburn.  
 
So following The Right Honourable Member of Parliament Rishi Sunak’s first budget of 2021 
on 3rd March we note no new money was given to the NHS. In fact, it is worse than just no 
new money, in the red book published alongside Sunak’s budget statement, the NHS England 
budget is shown to fall from £148bn in 2020/21 to £139bn in 2021/22. We feel the impact of 
this would be detrimental to many Hyndburn residents as both service users and employees 
of the National Health Service.  
 
We believe by only returning the funding to the NHS to the levels of pre 2010 would enable 
the service to face both present challenges and future ones in a more stable position and be 
able to offer a fair pay deal for all our amazing NHS employees and support staff.  
 
We resolve to write to our Member of Parliament Sara Britcliffe and formally ask her to 
counter sign a letter from this Council to be sent to: 
 

 The Prime Minister The Right Honourable Member of Parliament Boris Johnstone  
 

 The Health Secretary The Right Honourable Member of Parliament Matthew Hancock 
 

 The Chancellor of the Exchequer The Right Honourable Member of Parliament Rishi 
Sunak 

 
In which we state we feel the underfunding since 2010, coupled with current health issues, 
requires a fair deal to support all NHS services in their hour of need.  As a united Council and 
Member of Parliament we ask that NHS funding as a percentage of Gross National Product 
be returned to the level of pre 2010 which would allow much needed help to all public health 
spending and enable one of this country’s national treasures the ability to face the future with 
confidence.  
 
Proposer Cllr Glen Harrison 
Seconder Cllr Stewart Eaves 
 

Submitted on 15th March 2021 (11.24am) 
 
 
5. Greenbelt Land Near Belthorn 
 
That this Council writes to Blackburn Council regarding their proposal to redevelop our 
beautiful Greenbelt land near Belthorn and calls on Blackburn Council to reconsider this in 
their local plan. 
 
That this Council asks Planning to formulate a letter to Blackburn Council to look at their plan. 
 
Proposer Cllr Marlene Haworth 
Seconder Cllr Judith Addison 
 
Submitted on 15th March 2021 (11.30am) 
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6. NJC Pay Claim 
 
This Council resolves to: 
 
Support the pay claim submitted by GMB, Unison and Unite on behalf of council and school 
workers, for a substantial increase with a minimum of 10 per cent uplift in April 2021. Call on 
the Local Government Association to make urgent representations to central government to 
fund the NJC pay claim.  
 
Write to the Chancellor and Secretary of State to call for a pay increase for local government 
workers to be funded with new money from central government.  
 
Meet with local NJC union representatives to convey support for the pay claim and consider 
practical ways in which the council can support the campaign. 
 
Encourage all local government workers to join a union. 
 
Proposer Cllr Paddy Short 
Seconder Cllr Dave Parkins 
 
Submitted on 15th March 2021 (11.35am) 
 
 
7. Trolling and Harassment - Voluntary Charter 
 
Healthy discussion and debate is the cornerstone of free speech and democracy.  The 21st 
Century has brought about significant technological change that allows communication with 
the entire world, with just your thumbs and a mobile phone.  That change has given the ability 
to those in the public eye, in particular elected representatives, a platform to elevate their 
voices and become more accessible to the electorate.  
 
These platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook, allow elected members to easily share 
information about the work that they do and to put forward the full story behind their actions 
whilst representing their constituents.  
 
However, social media as also given rise to members of society that believe it is acceptable to 
denigrate and personally attack those representatives that genuinely believe they are doing 
the right thing for the community’s they represent.  
 
The term trolling means “make a deliberately offensive or provocative online post with the aim 
of upsetting someone or eliciting an angry response from them.”  
 
Trolling isn’t just posting in online forums or on social media, but also by means of email. 
 
There is also the matter of harassment in the real world and online, which includes online 
stalking.  Harassment is a serious issue that people in the Council experience and it does not 
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need to be carried out directly by the person causing the harassment.  The person could be 
encouraging others to act on their behalf. 
 
There are councillors elected in this borough who receive this type of behaviour daily which 
can have serious consequences on their mental health, causing feelings of being unsafe in 
their own homes.  
 
Elected members and political parties should lead by example. 
 
Therefore I move that this Council 
 

1. Requests that the Chief Executive writes to the Department of Justice, the Department 
of Communities and Local Government and seeks guidance on what constitutes 
inappropriate language by elected representatives or senior members of all local 
political parties when disagreeing with members of the public or other elected 
representatives on social media. 

 
2. That the Chief Executive asks the local government leaders of all political parties 

represented within this Council to write to the Prime Minister asking for the law to be 
changed to make it an offence to troll and to deliberately denigrate all elected 
members.  

 
3. Asks the Executive Director for Legal and Democratic Services to draw up a voluntary 

charter for Hyndburn’s elected members that requires the members that have signed 
the charter to always be respectful of members of the public or other elected members 
regardless of their location or the platform.  

 
4. That the Executive Director for Legal and Democratic Services brings this charter to 

the next full Council for formal adoption of this Council.  
 

5. That the Chief Executive writes to all registered local (Hyndburn) political parties 
asking them to adopt this charter within their local party and to publish this register 
each year. 

 
Proposer Cllr Jenny Molineux 
Seconder Cllr Bernadette Parkinson 
 
Submitted 15th March 2021 (11.35am) 
 
 
8. Franchised Bus Model 
 
That this Council resolves to write to Lancashire County Council and the Government to 
enquire why it hasn't considered or implemented a franchising bus model in Lancashire.  This 
week in Greater Manchester authorities under Mayor Andy Burnham and transport chiefs are 
recommending leaders pursue a franchised system. 
 
Lancashire, outside its main cities and towns is a rural area with many reliant on public 
transport to provide them with social and economic mobility.  Buses are the lifeline for many 
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communities and allow those who don't have access to a car to get around, especially the 
students, commuters and the elderly. 
 
More than 3,000 bus routes have been cut back or withdrawn in England and Wales in the 
past ten years.  The Campaign for Better Transport said local authority funding had fallen by 
more than 40% while central government funding had fallen by 19% in that time. 
 
The previous year’s challenge, Pre Covid-19, of the potential withdrawal of the X41 by 
Transdev highlights that the primary objective for the private bus provider is to maximise their 
profits and returns to their shareholders.  This shouldn't be the primary aim of the buses and 
public transport, it should be to provide economic and social mobility. 
 
Proposer Cllr Noordad Aziz 
Seconder Cllr Stewart Eaves 
 
Submitted 15th March 2021 (11.40am) 
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